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Preface

Agent metaphors and technologies are increasingly adopted to harness
and govern the complexity of today’s systems. As a consequence, the growing
complexity of agent systems calls for models and technologies that promote
system predictability, and enable feature discovery and verification.

Formal methods and declarative technologies have recently witnessed a
growing interest as a means to address such issues.

The aim of this workshop’s call was to foster a discussion forum to ex-
port such techniques into the broader community of agent researchers and
practitioners and, on the other hand, to bring in the issues of real-world,
complex, and possibly large-scale agent system design in the perspective of
formal methods and declarative technologies.

The workshop received 17 submissions, of which 11 were selected to be
included in this volume, after careful review. We grouped the contributions
in three parts: (i) software engineering and MAS prototyping, (ii) social
aspects of MAS, and (iii) agent reasoning, BDI logics and extensions. The
workshop discussion will be organized around these three main topics, and
it will include both paper presentations and free discussions on workshop
proposals and results, as well as on the open issues and perspectives of the
workshop’s themes. Since DALT focuses on a hot, emergent research topic,
our idea is to reserve a considerable amount of the total workshop time open
to discussions.

After the workshop, accepted papers will be further extended to incor-
porate workshop discussion, and reviewed for inclusion in the DALT Post-
Proceedings, to be published as a volume in the LNCS/LNAI series by
Springer-Verlag

We want to take this opportunity to thank the authors who answered
our call with high quality contributions, and the members of the program
committee for ensuring the quality of the workshop program by kindly of-
fering their time and expertise so that each paper could undergo quadruple
reviewing.

May 23rd, 2003 Joao A. Leite
Andrea Omicini

Leon Sterling
Paolo Torroni
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Abstract. In this paper we present a brief overview of the �LOG project, aimed
at the development of a domain specific framework for the rapid prototyping of
applications in evolutionary biology. This includes the development of a domain
specific language, called�LOG, and an agent-based implementation for the mon-
itoring and execution of �LOG’s programs. A �LOG program—representing an
intended application from an evolutionary biologist—is a specification of what
to do to achieve her/his goal. The execution and monitoring component of our
system will automatically figure out how to do it. We achieve that by viewing the
available bioinformatic tools and data repositories as web services and casting
the problem of execution of a sequence of bioinformatic services (possibly with
loops, branches, and conditionals, specified by biologists) as the web services
composition problem.

1 Introduction and Motivation

In many fields of science, data is accumulating much faster than our ability to convert
it into meaningful knowledge. This is perhaps nowhere more true than in the biologi-
cal sciences where the Human Genome Project and related activities have flooded our
databases with molecular data. The size of the DNA sequence database (e.g., at NCBI),
for example, has surpassed 15 million sequences and 17 billion nucleotides, and is
growing rapidly. Our modeling tools are woefully inadequate for the task of integrating
all that information into the rest of biology, preventing scientists to effectively take ad-
vantage of these data in drawing meaningful biological inferences. Thus, one of the ma-
jor challenges faced by computer scientists and biologists together is the enhancement
of information technology suitable for modeling a diversity of biological relationships
and processes, leading to a greater understanding from the influx of data. Instead of
allowing the direct expression of high-level concepts natural to a scientific discipline,
current software development techniques require mastery of computer science and ac-
cess to very low level aspects of software development in order to construct significantly
complex applications. Even in places where attempts to introduce domain-specific con-
cepts have been made—e.g., design of database formats—scientists are hampered in
their efforts by complex issues of interoperation. As a result, currently only biologists
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with strong quantitative skills and high computer literacy can realistically be expected
to undertake the task of transforming the massive amounts of available data into real
knowledge. Very few scientists (domain experts) have such computing skills; even if
they do, their skills are better utilized in dealing with high-level scientific models than
low-level programming issues. To enable scientists to effectively use computers, we
need a well-developed methodology, that allows a domain expert (e.g., a biologist) to
solve a problem on a computer by developing and programming solutions at the same
level of abstraction they are used to think and reason, thus moving the task of program-
ming from software professionals to the domain experts, the end-users of information
technology. This approach to software engineering is commonly referred to as Domain
Specific Languages and it has been advocated by many researchers over the years [29].
The relevance of domain-specific approaches to bioinformatics has been underlined by
many recent proposals (both in computer science as well as in biology) [14, 8, 3, 15, 2].
Domain-specific languages like �LOG offer biologists with work-benches for the rapid
exploration of ideas and experiments, without the burden of low-level coding of data
and processes and interoperation between existing software tools.

In this project we investigate the design, development, and application of a Domain
Specific Language (DSL), called �LOG, for rapid prototyping of bioinformatic appli-
cations in the area of phylogenetic inference and evolutionary biology. Phylogenetic
inference involves study of evolutionary change of traits (genomic sequences, morphol-
ogy, physiology, behavior, etc.) in the context of biological entities (genes, individuals,
species, higher taxa, etc.) related to each other by a phylogenetic tree or genealogy de-
picting the set of common ancestors. It finds important applications in areas such as
study of ecology and dynamics of viruses. To be attractive to biologists, an effective
DSL should provide: (1) descriptions of the concepts and operations naturally asso-
ciated with biology (e.g., data sources, types of data, transformations of the data), (2)
mechanisms allowing users to manipulate those concepts in a compact, intuitive manner
at a high level of abstraction, (3) models specialized enough to reflect the real biolog-
ical processes of interest, and (4) efficient execution mechanisms that do not require
extensive intervention and programming by the end user. Furthermore, a large class
of biological models integrates information on relationships among organisms, homol-
ogy of traits, and specifications of evolutionary change in traits; this commonality can
be used to advantage in designing the structure of domain-specific representations and
transformations of biological data. Information technology based on the major com-
monality evident in problems explicitly involving relationships, homology, and trait
evolution can readily be expanded to incorporate a much broader range of biological
models. To date no software development environment or methodology available to bi-
ologists has identified all of these elements and explicitly designed uniform solutions
incorporating them. Instead, there exist a large array of mostly ad hoc technologies. Ex-
isting tools provide monolithic interfaces (rather than libraries encapsulating the basic
computational elements from which larger constructions can be built) and a black box
structure, that does not provide access to the underline mechanisms and heuristics [28]
used to solve biological problems.

�LOG is part of a comprehensive computational framework, based on agent tech-
nology, capable of harnessing local, national, and international data repositories and
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computational resources to make the required modeling activities feasible. Solving a
typical problem in phylogenetic inference requires the use of a number of different
bioinformatic tools, the execution of a number of manual steps (e.g., judging which
sequence alignment for two genes is the “best”), and extra low-level coding to glue ev-
erything together (e.g., low-level scripting). An important characteristic of the �LOG
framework is its ability to interoperate with the existing biological databases and bioin-
formatic tools commonly used in phylogenetic processing, e.g., CLUSTAL W, BLAST,
PHYLIP, PAUP. These existing tools and data repositories are treated as semantic Web
services, automatically accessed by �LOG to develop the solution requested by the do-
main expert. From a semantic point of view, these existing components are regarded as
semantic algebras [23], used for defining the valuation predicates in the denotational
specification of the DSL. Thus, �LOG provides a uniform language through which bi-
ologists can perform complex computations (involving one or more of these software
systems) without much effort. In absence of such a DSL, biologists are required to per-
form significant manual efforts (e.g., locating and accessing tools, determine adequate
input/output data formats) and to write considerable amount of glue code.

The execution model of �LOG is built on an agent infrastructure, capable of trans-
parently determining the bioinformatic services needed to solve the problem and the
data transformations that are required to seamlessly stream the data between such com-
ponents during the execution of a �LOG program. Bioinformatic services are viewed as
actions in situation calculus, and the problem of deriving a correct sequence of service
invocations is reduced to the problem of deriving a successful plan. The agent infras-
tructure relies on a service broker for the discovery of bioinformatic services, and each
agent makes use of logic-based planner for composition and monitoring of services.
The framework implements typical agents’ behaviors, including planning, interaction,
and interoperation.

2 The �LOG System
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Fig. 1. System Organization

�LOG is based on a comprehensive agent-based platform, illustrated in Figure 1.
The higher level is represented by the �LOG language, a DSL specifically designed

for evolutionary biologists—described in Section 3.
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The execution of each �LOG program is supported by a DSL compiler—described
in Section 4—and an Execution Agent—described in Section 5. The execution agent
is, in turn, composed of a configuration component and an execution/monitoring com-
ponent. In this framework, bioinformatic services are viewed as actions, and execution
of �LOG programs as an instance of the planning problem. The compiler translates
each �LOG program into a partial plan—specifically a GOLOG program [13]; this
describes the steps required to execute the �LOG program in terms of high-level ac-
tions and their sequencing. The plan is considered partial for various reasons: (i) each
high-level action has to be resolved into invocation of actual bioinformatic software
tools and data sources; (ii) interaction between successive steps in the plan may require
the introduction of intermediate low-level actions (e.g., interoperation between existing
tools). The actual execution requires transformation of the partial plan into a concrete
plan—whose (low-level) actions are actual accesses to the data repositories and execu-
tion of bioinformatic tools. This transformation is accomplished by the configuration
component of the agent, via a planning process. This planning process is performed in
cooperation with a service broker, which supplies description and location of the exist-
ing data sources and software tools. The configuration agent makes use of these services
descriptions to develop the action theory needed to generate the concrete plan.

The execution of the concrete plan is carried out by the execution/monitoring com-
ponent of the agent. Execution involves contacting data sources and software tools and
requesting the appropriate execution steps. Monitoring is required to validate progress
of the execution and re-enter the planning phase to repair eventual execution failures.
In the successive sections we highlight the relevant aspects of the various components
and the research challenges to be tackled.

3 The Design of the �LOG Language
In this section we propose a preliminary design of the �LOG language. More details
regarding this initial design can be found in [20]. We use problems from biology as
motivating examples. These examples relate to one of the most challenging problems in
biology: that of determining the evolution of species. The evolution of a set of species
can naturally be represented by an evolutionary tree with leaf nodes representing sam-
pled species, interior nodes representing ancestors, and edges representing the ancestor-
descendant relationship in the usual fashion. Given a set of related species there is a
multitude of possibilities as to how they evolved. The goal is to use the biological data
to determine the most likely evolutionary history. One way to determine how a set of
related species evolved is based on modeling DNA sequence data using a stochastic
model of evolutionary change [28]. The evolutionary tree that “best” fits this model and
data is adopted as the most likely evolutionary history. The starting point of this process
is represented by the collection of similar DNA sequences for the set of species of inter-
est from the huge set of DNA sequence data that is stored in databases like GSDB and
GenBank. In its simplest form, both the set of taxa and the set of genes are completely
specified, and the task is simply to determine occurrences (i.e., sequences) of the genes
in the taxa. Matching sequences are determined by comparing the given genes with the
sequences belonging to each taxon, and applying a set of filtering criteria. This result
is typically constructed by iterating (manually or using ad-hoc scripts) the application
of similarity search programs—e.g., the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST)—
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using the provided genes as input and (manually) filtering the output with respect to
the taxa of interest. During each iteration one of the genes is used to detect reason-
able matches against a sequence database. The resulting matches have to be filtered to
extract only matches relative to the taxa of interest and to remove false matches.

The successive step is to find the most likely evolutionary tree for a given set of
species from the given DNA sequence data and a model of evolution [28]. The current
methodology to solve this problem is to: (i) align the input sequences—sequence align-
ment can be performed using a standard tool for multiple sequence alignment, such as
CLUSTAL W—and (ii) use the aligned sequences and the given model(s) to generate
and rank possible phylogenetic trees for the sequences, using tools such as PHYLIP
and PAUP. Users are responsible for proper pipelined execution of all the components
(including data format translation, if needed). Furthermore, most tree building software
uses a very limited set of evolutionary models, and existing software considers only
limited parameter optimizations for parametric models [28].

3.1 Preliminary DSL

In this section we provide a brief overview of the �LOG language; for a more complete
description the interested reader is referred to [20].
Overall Program Structure: �LOG programs consist of modules. Each module con-
tains a collection of global declarations and a collection of procedures. In turn, each
procedure contains a sequence of declarations and a sequence of instructions. The dec-
laration part of each procedure is used (i) to describe the data items used by the pro-
cedure, (ii) to allow user selection of the computational components to be used during
execution; and (iii) to provide parameters affecting the behavior of the different com-
ponents. Data items used in the program must be declared. Declarations are used to
explicitly describe data items, by providing a name (<item name>), a description of
the nature of the values that are going to be stored in it (<item type>) and even-
tual properties of the item. E.g., gene1 : Gene ( gi | 557882 ) declares an
entity called gene1, of type Gene, and identifies the initial value for this object—the
gene which has GI number 557882 in the GenBank database. Declarations are also used
to identify computational components to be used during the execution—which allows
the user to customize some of the operations performed. E.g., the declaration
similar: operation (BLASTX -- alignment=ungapped

database=drosophila matrix=BLOSUM45 )

allows the user to explicitly configure the behavior of the language operationsimilar—
by associating this operation with the BLAST similarity search program.
Data Types: The design of the collection of data types of �LOG has been driven by
observing the commonalities present between various languages for biological data de-
scription proposed in the literature (e.g., BSML and NEXUS [14]). �LOG provides
two classes of data types that can be used to create data items. The first class includes
generic (non-domain specific) data types, while the second class provides a number of
Domain Specific Data Types, which are relevant for the specific domain. E.g.,

� Sequence, Gene, and Taxon: These data types are used to describe molec-
ular sequence data (e.g., DNA, RNA), Genes, and Taxons (e.g., species along with
their traits). The sequence data type allows users to describe the sequence in differ-
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ent ways, e.g., by providing its description in the standard formats. Using the FASTA
format one could describe a sequence as follows:
g : Sequence (protein)

g is FOSB HUMAN P53539 homo sapiens (HUMAN).

MFQAFPGDYDSGSRCSSSSPSAESQYLSSVDSFGPPT...

Transformation between the different formats is transparent. Each object of type
Gene and Taxon is characterized by a number of (optional and mandatory) at-
tributes, including name, accession number, GI number, and sequence data [14]. The
actual set of attributes depends on the detail of the description provided by the user
and/or on the existing attributes present in the gene database used. For example:
g1 : Gene is (gi | 557882)

se is sequence(g1)

assigns to the item g1 the gene having GI number gi|557882 and extracts its
sequence data, which is stored in the item se. The Taxon data type is polymorphic
in the sense that items of type Taxon can be used to represent higher-order taxa as
well, which are interpreted in the language as (hierarchically organized) sets of taxa.

� Model: A model data type is used to describe models of evolution, used to perform
inference of phylogenies [28]. In the simple case, a model is a matrix containing the
individual evolutionary rates:
t : Model is (fA ! (0.1)C, A ! (0.04)T, � � � g).

�LOG allows symbolic description of models [20] and access to standard models
[28], e.g., t1 is K80(kappa).

�LOG also provides a number of polymorphic data types which are used to aggregate in
different ways collection of entities. �LOG allows operations on Trees (described us-
ing Newick format) and Sets. In particular, various externally accessible sources of in-
formation are mapped in the DSL as sets of elements. For example, external databases,
e.g., GenBank, can be accessed in the language using traditional set operations, e.g.,

fname(x) | x: Gene, x in GenBankg

In �LOG a Map represents a function which maps elements of a domain into elements
of another domain. The mapping can be specified either as an enumeration of pairs or
using an intensional definition—i.e., the mapping is described via properties. E.g.,

match ( tax : Taxon, x : Gene ) : map

( S is

�
y : Sequence | y in genes(tax),

score(similar(x,y)) > threshold

�

if S is empty then match is undefined

else match is (any y in S) )

defines a map match which associates with each taxon (from a domain of taxa) the se-
quence of a gene which is sufficiently similar to the input gene x. The similar oper-
ation is expected to return a data item measuring the similarity of the two sequences; in
this example we expect an attribute called score to be present. A map is a function—
in the example we have a function which maps a taxon and a gene to a sequence. Maps
can be used in various ways—in the previous example, if Ta is a set of taxa, then
match(Ta,seq) is a set of sequences (constructed according to the map definition),
while an expression such as select X (seq1 is match(X,seq2)) searches for a
taxon X containing the sequence seq1 which is similar to sequence seq2. Other poly-
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morphic types include the ability to describe probability distributions and homologies
[20].
Control Structures: The language provides two levels of control constructs. At the
higher level, control of the execution is expressed using declarative constructs, such as
function applications and quantifications. Existential quantification (select) is used
to express search tasks, while universal quantification (forall) can be used to express
iterations and global properties. In this respect, the structure of the language closely
resembles the structure of many functional languages. For example, the code

select a in Trees
forall b in Trees

likelihood(a,model) � likelihood(b,model)

selects a tree a from the collection of trees Trees that has the maximum likelihood.
At the lower level, the language provides control constructs which are closer to those

in traditional programming languages, such as if-then-else conditional statements
and repeat iterative constructs. These are mostly used by users who want to cus-
tomize the basic operations of the language (as described in the following example).
The previous example can be rewritten as (best, t are of type Tree)
best in Trees
repeat (t in Trees)

if (likelihood(t,model)>likelihood(best,model))

then best is t

The first statement selects as initial value for best an arbitrary element of Trees,
and the loop performs an iteration for each element in Trees. The language provides
also the capability of asserting constraints on the computation. These constraints are
assertions that have to be satisfied at any point during the computation. Constraints
are asserted using the constraint statement. E.g., if we want the computation to
generate a tree t whose root has only two children, with branch lengths 10 and 20, then
we can use the statement
constraint : t is (X : label1 , Y : label2)Z and

label1 is 10 and label2 is 20

The execution model adopted by the language provides the user with both batch and
interactive execution. Under batch mode, programs are compiled and completely ex-
ecuted. Under interactive mode, programs are executed incrementally under user su-
pervision. The user is allowed to select breakpoints in the execution, run the program
statement by statement, and modify both the data and the program on the fly. For ex-
ample, the user is allowed to introduce new constraints during the execution, thus mod-
ifying on the fly the behavior of the computation. Another feature that �LOG provides
is the ability to make data items persistent, allowing users to create with no extra effort
databases containing the results of the computations, and to share partial results.

3.2 Some Examples Coded in �LOG
Let us start by looking at how we can express the problem of, given a collection of taxa
and a collection of genes, determining in which taxa those genes occur. Both the set of
taxa and the set of genes can be either explicitly provided by the user or the result of
some computation. Regarding the selection of taxa, we need to determine a set of taxa
of interest, eventually involving higher-order taxa. This set could be the result of some
computation, e.g., to select 40 taxa out of a given higher-order taxon:
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Tax is fy : Taxon | y in murinaeg and |Tax|=40

or, given a collection of higher-order taxa (InputSet), select a taxon from each of
them: Tax is union ( x in InputSet , t is (any in x) ).

Regarding the selection of the genes of interest, this can be either a user defined col-
lection of genes or it could be itself the result of some computation. E.g., to select all
genes from a given set of taxa (T) which contain a certain name:
Gen is fx : Gene | taxa in T, x in genes(taxa),

name(x) contains "Adh" g

Once a set of taxa (Tax) and a set of genes (Gen) have been identified, then we would
like to determine occurrences of the identified genes in the taxa of interest—this can be
accomplished using the matchmap defined earlier. The selection of the components of
the map requires a filtering of the result of the similarity search. E.g., if we are interested
in defining the map in order to produce the sequence with the longest aligned region,
then we simply replace the any statement with
w in S and forall z in S

length alignment(similar(y,w))�length alignment(similar(y,z))

As part of the definition of the Sequence data type, the language provides an oper-
ation, align, which provides the sequence alignment capabilities. The align opera-
tion accepts a single argument which represents the set of sequences to be aligned. The
result of the operation is a set of sequences, containing the original sequences properly
expanded to represent the desired alignment. The behavior of align can be customized
by the user similarly to what is described in the case of similar. E.g., the declaration:
align : operation (CLUSTAL W -- model=PAM)

asserts that the align operation should be performed by accessing the CLUSTAL
W software with the appropriate parameters. We envision generalizing the behavior
of align to produce as result not just a set of aligned sequences but a more general
object—a data item of type Homology. The next step requires the definition of the
model which is going to be used to describe evolutionary rates—i.e., a data item of
the type Model. At the highest level, we can assume the presence of a build tree
operation which directly interfaces to dedicated tools for inference of phylogenies:

build tree : Operation ( DNAML -- )

t : Tree is build tree(Seqs,model1)

This reflects the current standard approach, based on the development of a tree us-
ing a single model across the entire sequence and the entire tree [28]. The operation
build tree can be redesigned by the user whenever a different behavior is required.
A simple declarative way of achieving this is as follows: given a list list
constraint : forall [X,Y] in list

(likelihood(X,model)�likelihood(Y,model))

list is [ t : Tree | t in Tree(Seqs) ]

which expresses the fact that list contains all the trees over the sequences in the set
Seqs, sorted according to the likelihood of each tree under the model model. The best
tree is the first in the list. A finer degree of control can be obtained by switching to the
imperative constructs of the language and writing explicit code for the search. E.g., the
following �LOG code picks the best of the first 1000 trees generated:
t is initialTree(Seqs)
best is t
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repeat (i from 1 to 1000)
t is nextTree(t,Seqs,model)
if likelihood(t,model)>likelihood(best,model)

then best is t

By providing different definitions of the operations initialTree and nextTree it
is possible to customize the search for the desired tree. The same mechanisms can be
used to select a set of trees instead of just one.

Given a set of trees Trees computed from a set of sequences and given a model
model, we can construct a relative likelihood for the given set of trees:
prob : Probability(Trees)
total is summation(x in Trees,likelihood(x,model))

forall x in dom(prob)

prob(x) is likelihood(x,model)
total

This model can be easily extended to accommodate a distribution of models instead
of an individual model. This allows us to use expected likelihood for the evaluation and
selection of the trees. Assuming a finite collection of models Models and an associated
probability distribution prob, we can replace the likelihood function by the fit
function defined below:
fit (t : Tree) : map

(fit is sum(m in Models,prob(m)*likelihood(t,m)))

4 Compilation of �LOG Programs

The goal of the �LOG compiler is to translate �LOG programs—manually developed
by a biologist or developed via high-level graphical interfaces [20]—into partial plans.
The components of the partial plan are high-level actions, extracted from an ontology
of bioinformatic operations; each high-level operation will be successively concretized
into one or more invocations of bioinformatic services (by the execution agent).

4.1 Bioinformatic Services

Data sources and software tools employed to accomplish phylogenetic inference tasks
are uniformly viewed by �LOG as bioinformatic services. Each service provides a uni-
form interface to the data repository or software tool along with a description of the
functionalities of the service (e.g., inputs, outputs, capabilities). Service descriptions
are represented using a standard notation for service description in the semantic web
(specifically DAML-S [5]). Service providers register their services with the services
broker. The task of the broker is to maintain a directory of active services (including
the location of the service and its description) and to provide matchmaking services
between service descriptions and service requests.

The creation and management of service descriptions require the presence of a very
refined ontology, describing all entities involved in service executions. Ontologies pro-
vide an objective specification of domain information, representing a community-wide
consensus on entities and relations characterizing knowledge within a domain. The bro-
ker employs the ontology to instantiate high-level requests incoming from configuration
agents into actual service requests. Considerable work has been done in the develop-
ment of formal ontologies for biological concepts and entities [26, 1]. Our project will
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build on these efforts, taking advantage of the integrated description of biological en-
tities provided in these existing proposals. Nevertheless, this project aims at covering
aspects that most of these ontologies currently do not provide:

(i) Description of an actual hierarchy of bioinformatic operations, their relationships,
and their links to biological entities; each operation is described in terms of input and
output types as well as its effect.

(ii) Description of an actual hierarchy for bioinformatic types and bioinformatic data
representation formats, their relationships, and the links to biological entities and to
the bioinformatic applications.

Thus, our objective is to concretize biological ontologies by introducing an ontology
level describing the data formats and transformations that are commonly employed in
phylogenetic inference, and linking them to the existing biology ontologies. This ad-
ditional level (i.e., an ontology for bioinformatic tools) is fundamental to effectively
accomplish the instantiation of a partial plan into a concrete plan—e.g., automatically
selecting appropriate data format conversion services for interoperation.

Standard semantic web services description languages—i.e., DAML-S—have been
employed for the development of these ontologies.

Service descriptions as well as the bioinformatic ontologies are maintained and man-
aged by a service broker. In this project, the service broker is developed using the Open
Agent Architecture (OAA) [16]. This will allow us to apply previously developed tech-
niques in web services composition and GOLOG programs’s execution and monitoring
in [17] in our application. The advantages of this approach have been discussed in [18].
Currently, we have developed a minimal set of service descriptions that will allow us
to develop simple �LOG programs that will be used as testbeds for the development of
other components of the systems. We use OAA in this initial phase as it provides us the
basic features that we need for the development of other components. In the later phases
of the project, we will evaluate alternative architectures with similar capabilities (e.g.
InfoSleuth [7]) or multi-agent architectures (e.g. RETSINA [27] or MINERVA [12]).

4.2 �LOG Compiler

The derivation of the �LOG compiler has been obtained using a semantic-based frame-
work called Horn-Logic Denotations (HLD) [9]. In this framework, the syntax and se-
mantics of the DSL is expressed using a form of denotational semantics and encoded
using an expressive and tractable subset of first-order logic (Horn clauses). Follow-
ing traditional denotational semantic specifications, in HLD a DSL L is described by
three components: (i) syntax specification—realized by encoding a context free gram-
mars as Horn clauses (using the Declarative Clause Grammars commonly used in logic
programming); (ii) interpretation domains—described as logic theories; (iii) valuation
functions—mappings from syntax structures to interpretation domains (encoded as first-
order relations). In our specific application, the interpretation domains are composed
of formulae in an action theory [21], describing properties and relationships between
bioinformatic services. The action theories are encoded using situation calculus [21]—
see also Section 5—and they are extracted by the compiler from the services ontologies
described in the previous section. The semantic specification also allows for rapid and
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correct implementations of the DSL. This is possible thanks to the use of an encoding
in formal logic and the employment of logic-based inference systems—i.e., the speci-
fications are executable, automatically yielding an interpreter for the DSL. Moreover,
the Second Futamura Projection [10] proves that compiled code can be obtained by
partially evaluating an interpreter w.r.t. a source program. Thus, our DSL interpreter
can be partially evaluated (using a partial evaluator for logic programming [22]) w.r.t. a
program expressed in the DSL to obtain compiled code [9]. In our context, the final out-
come of the process is the automatic transformation of specifications written in �LOG
to programs written in GOLOG.

The semantic specification can also be extended to support verification and debug-
ging: the denotational specifications provide explicit representation of the state [23, 9],
and manipulation of such information can be expressed as an alternative semantics of
the DSL—i.e., as an abstract semantics of the DSL [9]. This verification process is also
possible thanks to the existence of sound and complete inference systems for mean-
ingful fragments of Horn clause logic [19]. Given that the interpreter, compiler, and
verifiers are obtained directly from the DSL specification, the process of developing
and maintaining the development infrastructure for the DSL is very rapid. Furthermore,
syntax and semantic specifications are expressed in a uniform notation, backed by ef-
fective inference models.

5 Execution Agent
5.1 �LOG’s Program Execution as Planning and Plan Execution Monitoring
A �LOG program specifies the general steps that need to be performed in a phyloge-
netic inference application. Some steps can be achieved using built-in operations—this
is the case for the primitive operations associated to the various data types provided
by �LOG—e.g., compose two sets using a union operation or selecting the members
of a set that satisfy a certain condition. Other steps might involve the use of a bioinfor-
matic service, e.g., CLUSTAL W for sequence alignment, BLAST for similarity search,
PAUP for phylogeny construction, etc. In several cases, intermediate steps, not speci-
fied by the compiler, are required; this may occur whenever the �LOG program does
not explicitly lay out all the high-level steps required, or whenever additional steps are
required to accomplish interoperability between the bioinformatic services. For exam-
ple, the sequence alignment formats provided by CLUSTAL W cannot be used directly
as inputs to the phylogenetic tree inference tool PAUP (which expects a Nexus file as
input). As such, a �LOG program could be viewed as a skeleton of an application rather
than its detailed step-by-step execution. Under this view, execution of �LOG programs
could be viewed as an instance of the planning and plan execution monitoring problem.
This will allow us to apply the techniques which have been developed in that area to
implement the �LOG engine. We employ the approach introduced in [17] in developing
the �LOG system. In this approach, each bioinformatic service is viewed as an action
and a phylogenetic inference application as a GOLOG program [13].

We will now review the basics of GOLOG and the agent architecture that will be
used in the development of the �LOG system. Since GOLOG is built on top of the
situation calculus (e.g.,[21]), we begin with a short review of situation calculus.

Situation Calculus: The basic components of the situation calculus language, follow-
ing the notation of [21], include a special constant S0, denoting the initial situation, a
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binary function symbol do where do(a; s) denotes the successor situation to s resulting
from executing the action a, fluent relations of the form f(s), denoting the fact that the
fluent f is true in the situation s, and a special predicate Poss(a; s) denoting the fact
that the action a is executable in the situation s.

A dynamic domain can be represented by a theory containing: (i) axioms describing
the initial situation S0; (ii) action precondition axioms (one for each action a, charac-
terizing Poss(a; s)); (iii) successor state axioms (one for each fluent F , stating under
what condition F (x; do(a; s)) holds, as a function of what holds in s); (iv) unique name
axioms for the primitive actions; and some foundational, domain independent axioms.

GOLOG: The constructs of GOLOG [13] are:

� primitive action �? wait for a condition
(�1;�2) sequence (�1j�2) choice between actions
�x:� choice of arguments �� nondeterministic iteration
if � then �1 else �2 synchronized conditional while � do � synchronized loop
proc �(x)� procedure definition

The semantics of GOLOG is described by a formula Do(Æ; s; s 0), where Æ is a program,
and s and s0 are situations. Intuitively, Do(Æ; s; s0) holds whenever the situation s0 is
a terminating situation of an execution of Æ starting from the situation s. For example,
if Æ = a; b j c; f?, and f(do(b; do(a; s))) holds, then the GOLOG interpreter will
determine that a; b is a successful execution of Æ in the situation s.

The language GOLOG has been extended with various concurrency constructs, lead-
ing to the language ConGolog [6]. The precise semantic definitions of GOLOG and
ConGolog can be found in [13, 6]. Various extensions and implementations of GOLOG
and ConGolog can be found at http://www.cs.toronto.edu/˜cogroboweb
site. An answer set programming interpreter for GOLOG has been implemented [24].

Bioinformatic Services as Actions and �LOG’s Programs as GOLOG Programs:
A bioinformatic service is a web service—i.e., a computational service accessible via
the Web. Adopting the view of considering web services as actions for Web service
composition application [17], we view each bioinformatic service as an action in situa-
tion calculus. Roughly speaking, an action description of a web service consists of the
service name, its invocation’s description, and its input and output parameters with their
respective formats. Let D be the set of actions representing the bioinformatic services.
Under this framework, the problem of combining bioinformatic services to develop a
phylogenetic inference application is a planning problem in D. Since D contains all
the external operations that a user of �LOG can use, each �LOG program P can be
compiled into a GOLOG program in the D language by:

� Introducing variables and fluents representing the variables of the �LOG program.
� Replacing each instruction V is operation(x) in the �LOG program with the

action �(operation)(x; V ), where � is a mapping that associates �LOG operations
to invocations of bioinformatic services. The �LOG compiler implements the � op-
eration through the following steps:
� terms in the �LOG program are used to identify the set of high-level actions re-

quested by the �LOG programmer. The process is accomplished by identifying
relevant entries in the hierarchy of bioinformatic operations (see Section 4.1).
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� high-level operations are used to query the services broker and retrieve the de-
scription of relevant registered services that implement the required operations.

� Replacing the control constructs such as if-then, for-all, etc. in the �LOG program
with their corresponding constructs in GOLOG.

In turn, the description of the various services retrieved from the services broker (DAML-
S descriptions) are converted [17] into action precondition axioms and successor state
axioms. This translation will be achieved by the compiler of the �LOG system. The
GOLOG program obtained through this translation may contain the order construct
(denoted by �1 : �2), an extended feature of GOLOG suggested in [17], and used to de-
scribe a partial order between parts of the program. This feature is essential in our con-
text; the �LOG program determines the ordering between the main steps of the compu-
tation (expressed using the order construct), while the configuration agent may need to
insert additional intermediate steps to ensure interoperation between services and exe-
cutability of the plan. E.g., if a �LOG program indicates the need to perform a sequence
alignment (mapped to the clustalw service) followed by a tree construction (mapped
to the paup service), then the GOLOG program will contain clustalw : paup; the
agent may transform this into the plan clustalw; parse nexus; paup, by inserting a
data format convertion action (parse nexus). Using a GOLOG interpreter we can
find different sequences of services which can be executed to achieve the goal of the
�LOG program, provided that D is given. Precise details in the translation and execu-
tion monitoring under development.

5.2 Configuration Component
The configuration component is in charge of transforming a partial plan (expressed as
a GOLOG program with extended features, as described in [17]) into a concrete plan
(instantiation). This process is a planning problem [24], where the goal is to develop
a concrete plan which meets the following requirements: (i) each high-level action in
the partial plan is instantiated into one or more low-level actions in the concrete plan,
whose global effect correspond to the effect of the high-level action (i.e., the � operation
mentioned earlier); (ii) successive steps in the concrete plan correctly interoperate. This
process is intuitively illustrated in Example 1. The configuration component makes use
of the high-level actions in the partial plan to query the services broker and obtain lists
of concrete bioinformatic services that can satisfy the requested actions. The querying
is realized through the use of the bioinformatic tools ontology mentioned earlier.

The configuration component attempts to combine these services into an effective
concrete plan—i.e., an executable GOLOG program. The process requires fairly com-
plex planning methodologies, since:
� the agent may need to repeatedly backtrack and choose alternative services and/or

add intermediate additional services (e.g., filtering and data format transformation
services) to create a coherent concrete plan;

� planning may fail if some of the requested actions do not correspond to any ser-
vice or services cannot be properly assembled (e.g., lack of proper interoperation
between data formats); sensing actions may be employed to repair the failure, e.g.,
by cooperating with the user in locating the missing service;

� planning requires the management of resources—e.g., management of a budget
when using bioinformatic services with access charges;
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� planning requires user preferences—e.g., choice of preferred final data formats.
Most of these features are either readily available in GOLOG or they have been added
by the investigators [17, 24, 25] to fit the needs of similar planning domains.

Example 1. Consider the original simple �Log program (g is of type Genes, s of type
Alignment(dna) and t of type Tree(dna)):

g is f x : Gene j name(x) contains ‘‘martensii’’g
s is align(g)
t is phylogenetic tree(s)

The high-level plan detected by the compiler:
database search(gene,[(GeneName,‘‘martensii’’)], o1) ;

sequence alignment(dna, o1, o2) ;
phylogenetic tree(dna, o2, o3) ;

display output(o3)
The action theory derived from the agent broker will include:
genebank(00GeneName = martensii00; o1) causes genes(o1;G) if : : :

clustalw(o1; o2) causes alignment(dna; o2; A) if sequences(dna; o1; S); : : :

dnaml(o2; o3) causes tree(dna; o3; T ) if alignment(dna; o2; A); : : :

Additional actions are automatically derived from the type system of the language;
for example, Gene is seen as a subclass of DNA Sequence, which provides an opera-
tion of the type: gene to dnasequence(o) causes sequence(dna; o) if gene(o).
The operation will be associated to built-in type conversion actions.

Finally, the high level plan will have to be replaced by a GOLOG program, where
each high-level action should be replaced by a choice of actions construct (a choice
from the set of the services implementing such high-level action), e.g.,

genebank(‘‘Gene Name = martensii’’,o1) | � � � :
clustalw(o1, o2) | � � � :

dnaml(o2,o3) | � � � :
display output(o3) ;

? tree(dna,o3).

5.3 Execution and Monitoring Agent

Once a concrete plan has been developed, the execution/monitoring component of the
agent proceeds with its execution. Executing the concrete plan corresponds to the cre-
ation and execution of the proper service invocations corresponding to each low-level
action. Each service request involves contacting the appropriate service provider—
which can be either local or remote—and supply the provider with the appropriate
parameters to execute the desired service. The monitoring element supervises the suc-
cessful completion of each service request. In case of failure (e.g., a timeout or a loss of
connection to the remote provider), the monitor takes appropriate repair actions. Repair
may involve either repeating the execution of the service or re-entering the configura-
tion component. The latter case may lead to exploring alternative ways of instantiating
the partial plan, to avoid the failing service. The replanning process is developed in such
a way to attempt to reuse as much as possible of the part of the concrete plan executed
before the failure.
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6 Discussion and Conclusions

Technology: The development of this framework employs a combination of novel
and existing software technology. DAML-S [5] is used as representation format for
the description of services. In the preliminary prototype, the ontologies for bioinfor-
matic services and for bioinformatic data formats have been encoded using logic-based
descriptions—specifically, using the OO extensions provided by SICStus Prolog.

The reasoning part of the agent (configuration, execution, and monitoring) is based
on situation calculus. This is in agreement with the view adopted by the semantic
web community—Web Services, encoded in DAML-S, can be viewed as actions [5].
GOLOG is employed as language for expressing the partial plans derived from �LOG
programs, as well as describing the complete plans to be executed. In this work we
make use of a GOLOG interpreter encoded in answer set programming [11]. The ad-
vantage of this approach is that it allows us to easily extend GOLOG to encompass the
advanced reasoning features required by the problem at hand—i.e., user preferences
[25] and planning with domain specific knowledge [24].
Related Work: An extensive literature exists in the field of DSL [29]. Design, im-
plementation, and maintenance of DSLs have been identified as key issues in DSL-
based software development and various methodologies have been proposed (e.g., [4,
29]. HLD is the first approach based on logic programming and denotational semantics,
and capable of completely specifying a DSL in a uniform executable language.

Various languages have been proposed to deal with the issue of describing bio-
logical data for bioinformatic applications. Existing languages tend to be application-
specific and limited in scope, they offer limited modeling options, are mostly static, and
are poorly interconnected. Various efforts are undergoing to unify different languages,
through markup languages (e.g., GEML and BSML) and/or ontologies [26]. Some pro-
posals have recently emerged to address the issues of interoperability, e.g., [3, 2].

The work that comes closest to �LOG includes programming environments which
allows scientists to write programs to perform computational biology tasks. Examples
of these include TAMBIS [3], Darwin [8] and Mesquite [15]. They combine a standard
language (imperative in Darwin, visual in Mesquite) with a collection of modules to
perform computational biological tasks (e.g., sequence alignments). Both Darwin and
Mesquite provide only a small number of models that a biologist can use to create
bioinformatic applications, and they both rely on a “closed-box” approach. The mod-
ules which perform the basic operations have been explicitly developed as part of the
language and there is little scope for integration of popular bioinformatic tools. TAM-
BIS provides a knowledge base for mapping graphically expressed queries to accesses
of a set of bioinformatic data sources.
Conclusions and Future Work: In this paper we presented a brief overview of the
�LOG project, aimed at the development of a domain specific framework for the rapid
prototyping of applications in evolutionary biology. The framework is based on a DSL,
that allows evolutionary biologists to express complex phylogenetic analysis processes
at a very high level of abstraction. The execution model of �LOG relies on an agent
infrastructure, capable of automatically composing and monitoring the execution of
bioinformatic services, to accomplish the goals expressed in the original �LOG pro-
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gram. The framework is currently under development as a collaboration between re-
searchers in Computer Science, Biology, and Biochemistry at NMSU.
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Go! for multi-threaded deliberative agents
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Abstract. Go! is a multi-paradigm programming language that is ori-
ented to the needs of programming secure, production quality, agent
based applications. It is multi-threaded, strongly typed and higher or-
der (in the functional programming sense). It has relation, function
and action procedure definitions. Threads execute action procedures,
calling functions and querying relations as need be. Threads in differ-
ent agents communicate and coordinate using asynchronous messages.
Threads within the same agent can also use shared dynamic relations
acting as memory stores.

In this paper we introduce the essential features of Go! illustrating them
by programming a simple multi-agent application comprising hybrid
reactive/deliberative agents interacting in a simulated ballroom. The
dancer agents negotiate to enter into joint commitments to dance a par-
ticular dance (e.g. polka) they both desire. When the dance is announced,
they dance together. The agents’ reactive and deliberative components
are concurrently executing threads which communicate and coordinate
using belief, desire and intention memory stores. We believe such a multi-
threaded agent architecture represents a powerful and natural style of
agent implementation, for which Go! is well suited.

1 Introduction

Go! is a logic programming descendant of the multi-threaded symbolic program-
ming language April[15]. April was initially developed as the implementation
language for the much higher level MAI2L[10] agent programming of the EU
Imagine project. It has more recently been used to implement one of the FIPA
compliant agent platforms of the EU AgentCities project[21], and the agent ser-
vices running on that platform at Imperial College and Fujitsu.

A significant theme in the design of Go! is software engineering in the ser-
vice of high-integrity systems. To bring the benefits of logic programming to
applications developers requires fitting the language into current best-practice;
and, especially since applications are increasingly operating in the public In-
ternet, security, transparency and integrity are critical to the adoption of logic
programming technology.

Although Go! has many features in common with Prolog, particularly multi-
threaded Prolog’s such as Qu-Prolog[6], there are significant differences related
to transparency of code and security. Features of Prolog that mitigate against
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transparency, such as the infamous cut (!) primitive, are absent from Go!. In-
stead, its main uses are supported by higher level programming constructs, such
as single solution calls, iff rules, and the ability to define ’functional’ relations
as functions.

In Prolog, the same clause syntax is used both for defining relations, with
a declarative semantics, and for defining procedures, say that read and write
to files, which really only have an operational semantics. In Go!, behaviours
are described using action rules, which have a different syntax. While Prolog
is a meta-order language, Go! is higher-order (in the functional programming
sense) and strongly typed, using a modified Hindley/Milner style type inference
technique[16].

A key feature of Go! is the ability to group a set of definitions into a lexical
unit by surrounding them with {} braces. We call such a unit a theta environ-
ment. Theta environments are Go!’s program structuring mechanism. Two key
uses of theta environments are where expressions, analogous to the let ... in ...
construct of some functional programming languages in which an expression is
evaluated relative to a theta environment, and labeled theories, which are labeled
theta environments.

Labeled theories are based on McCabe’s L&O [14] extension of Prolog. A
labeled theory is a theta environment labeled by a term where variables of the
label term are global variables of the theory. Instances of the theory are cre-
ated by given values to these label variables. Labeled theories are analogous to
class definitions, and their instances are Go!’s objects. Objects can have state,
recorded by primitive cell and dynamic relation objects. New labeled theories
can be defined in terms of existing theories using inheritance rules. Labeled the-
ories provide a rich knowledge representation notation akin to that of frame
systems.

This paper introduces the key features of Go! and illustrates its power and
succinctness by developing a simple multi-agent application comprising hybrid
reactive/deliberative agents interacting at a simulated ball. Although an artificial
example we believe it is representative of many multi-agent applications.

In section 2 we give a brief overview of Go! and its facilities for program-
ming task orientated agents. In the limited space available we cannot give a
comprehensive description of Go!. In particular, space does not allow us to fully
illustrate the OO features. For a more complete description see [5].

In section 3 we explore Go! in the context of the simulated ballroom. Each
dancer agent is programmed using multiple concurrently executing threads that
implement different aspects of its behaviour – coordinated by shared belief,
desire and intention dynamic relation memory stores. This internal run-time
architecture has implicit interleaving of the various activities of the agent. This
contrasts with the explicit interleaving of observation, short deliberation and
partial execution of the classic single threaded BDI (Beliefs,Desires,Intentions)
architecture[2].

The belief, desire and intention memory stores are used in a manner
similar to Linda tuple stores[3]. For example, memory store updates are atomic,
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and a thread can suspend waiting for a belief to be added or deleted. Linda
tuple stores have been used for inter-agent coordination [17]. For scalability and
other reasons, we prefer to use asynchronous point-to-point messages between
agents, as in KQML[8]. However, we strongly advocate concurrency and Linda
style shared memory co-ordination for internal agent design.

In section 4 we briefly discuss related work before giving our concluding
remarks.

2 Key Features of Go!

Go! is a multi-paradigm language with a declarative subset of function and
relation definitions and an imperative subset comprising action procedure defi-
nitions.

2.1 Function, relation and action rules

Functions are defined using sequences of rewrite rules of the form:

f (A 1,..,A k)::Test => Exp

where the guard Test is omitted if not required.
As in most functional programming languages, the testing of whether a func-

tion rule can be used to evaluate a function call uses matching not unification.
Once a function rule has been selected there is no backtracking to select an
alternative rule.

Relation definitions comprise sequences of Prolog-style :- clauses ; with some
modifications – such as permitting expressions as well as data terms, and no cut.
We can also define relations using iff rules.

The locus of action in Go! is a thread ; each Go! thread executes a procedure.
Procedures are defined using non-declarative action rules of the form:

a (A 1,..,A k)::Test -> Action 1;...;Action n

As with equations, the first action rule that matches some call, and whose test
is satisfied, is used; once an action rule has been selected there is no backtracking
on the choice of rule.

The permissible actions of an action rule include: message dispatch and re-
ceipt, I/O, updating of dynamic relations, the calling of a procedure, and the
spawning of any action, or sequence of actions, to create a new action thread.

Threads in a single Go! invocation can communicate either by thread-to-
thread message communication or by synchronisable access and update of shared
data, such as dynamic relations. Threads in different Go! invocations can only
communicate using messages. To support thread-to-thread communication, each
thread has its own buffer of messages it has not yet read, which are ordered in
the buffer by time of arrival. To place a message in a thread’s buffer the sender
has to have the threads unique handle identity.

The message send action:
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Msg >> To

sends the message Msg to the thread identified by the handle To. Handles are
terms of the form hdl(Id,Group) where Id and Group are symbols that together
uniquely identify the thread. Typically, threads within the same agent share the
same Group name, which can be the unique agent’s name.

To look for and remove from the message buffer a message matching Ptn sent
by a thread From the receive action:

Ptn << From

can be used.
To look for any one of several messages, and to act appropriately when one

is found, the conditional receive:

( Ptn1 << From1 -> Actions1

| ...
| Ptnn << Fromn -> Actionsn

)

can be used. When executed, the message buffer of the thread is searched to find
the first message that will fire one of these alternate message receive rules. The
matched message is removed from the message buffer and corresponding actions
are executed. Messages that don’t match are left in the message buffer for a later
message receive to pick up.

Both forms of message receive suspend if no matching message is found, caus-
ing the thread to suspend. The thread resumes only when a matching message
is received. This is the message receive semantics of Erlang[1] and April[15].

Communication daemons and a special external communications system mod-
ule allow threads in different invocations of Go! to communicate using the same
message send and receive actions as are used between threads of a single invoca-
tion, see [5]. This allows an application comprising several modules, developed
and tested as one multi-threaded Go! invocation, to be converted into a dis-
tributed application with minimal re-programming.

2.2 Programming behaviour with action rules

As an example of the use of action rules let us consider programming the top
level of an agent with a mission: this is to achieve some fixed goal by the repeated
execution of an appropriate action. The two action rule procedure:

performMission()::Goal -> {}.
performMission() -> doNextStep ; performMission().

captures the essence of this goal directed activity. ({} is the empty action.)
This procedure would be executed by one thread within an agent whilst an-
other concurrently executing thread is monitoring its environment, constantly
updating the agent’s beliefs about the environment; these beliefs being queried
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by Goal, and by doNextStep. performMission is a tail recursive procedure and
will be executed as an iteration by the Go! engine.

Some missions – such as survival – do not have a termination goal but rather
one or more continuation actions:

survive()::detectDanger (D) -> hideFrom (D);survive().
survive()::detectFood (F) -> eat (F); survive().
survive() -> wanderFor (safeTime ()); survive().

The order of the rules prioritises avoiding danger. safeTime is a function
that queries the belief store to determine a ’safe’ period to wander, given cur-
rent knowledge about the environment, before re-checking for danger. Again we
assume the belief store is being concurrently manipulated by an environment
monitoring thread within the agent. hideFrom(D) would typically cause the sur-
vival thread to suspend until the monitoring thread deletes those beliefs that
made detectDanger(D) true.

Invoking queries from actions The declarative part of a Go! program can be
accessed from action rules in a number of ways:

– Any expression can invoke functions.
– An action rule guard – (A1,..,Ak)::Q – can extend the argument matching

with a query Q .
– If Q is a query, {Q }, indicating a single solution to Q , can appear as an

‘action’ in an action rule body.
– We can use a set expression {Trm || Q } to find all solutions to some query.

This is Go!’s findall.
– We can use Go!’s forall action. (Q *> A ) iterates the action A over all

solutions to query Q .
– We can use a conditional action. (Q ? A1 | A2) executes A1 if Q succeeds,

else A2.

As an example of the use of *>:

(is_a_task(Task), I_cant_do(Task), cando(Ag,Task)
*> (’request’,Task) >> Ag)

might be used to send a ’request’ message for each current sub-task that
the agent cannot itself do to some agent it believes can do the task. ’request’
is a quoted symbol, which is a primitive data type of Go!.

2.3 Dynamic relations

In Prolog we can use assert and retract to change the definition of a dynamic
relation whilst a program is executing. The most frequent use of this feature is
to modify a definition comprising a sequence of unconditonal clauses. Go! has a
system class that can be imported and used to create, update and call dynamic
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relations defined using unconditional clauses. In addition, lists of higher-order
values, such as relations of the same type, can be stored in cells. This allows us
to store, modify and call dynamic relations defined by sequences of rules.

The dynamic relations class definition is imported by using:

include "sys:go/dynamic.gof"

A dynamic relation is an object with methods: add, for adding a fact term to
the end of the current sequence of facts in the relation object, del for removing
the first fact term in a dynamic relation object that unifies with some pattern,
delall for removing all unifying fact terms, mem, for accessing the current fact
terms in some dynamic relation component, and finally ext for retrieving the
current extension as a list of fact terms.

Creating a new dynamic relation A dynamic relation object can be created and
initialised using:

desire = $dynamic([toDance(jive,2), toDance(waltz,1),
...,barWhen(polka)])

dynamic takes a list of terms that are the initial extension of the relations. This
list could be empty. The above initialisation is equivalent to giving the following
the sequence of clauses for a Prolog dynamic relation:

desire(toDance(jive,2)).
desire(toDance(waltz,1)).
...
desire(barWhen(polka)).

Querying a dynamic relation If we want to query such a dynamic relation we
use the mem method as in:

desire.mem(todance(D,N)),N>2

Modifying a dynamic relation To modify a dynamic relation we can use the add,
and del action methods. For example:

desire.add((barWhen(quickstep))

and:

desire.del(toDance(jive,N));desire.add(toDance(jive,N-1))

The second is analogous to the following sequence of Prolog calls:

retract(desire(toDance(jive,N)),NewN is N+1,
assert(toDance(jive,NewN))

One difference is that we cannot backtrack on a del call to delete further match-
ing facts. This is because it is an action, and all Go! actions are deterministic. A
del call always succeeds, even if there is no matching term. The delall method
deletes all unifying facts as a single action:

desire.delall(barWhen(_))

will delete all current barWhen desires.
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2.4 Multi-threaded applications and data sharing

It is often the case, in a multi-threaded Go! application, that we want the dif-
ferent threads to be able to share information. For example, in a multi-threaded
agent we often want all the threads to be able to access the beliefs of the agent,
and we want to allow some or all these threads to be able to update these beliefs.

We can represent the relations for which we will have changing information
as dynamic relations. A linda subclass of the dynamic relations class has extra
methods to facilitate the sharing of dynamic relations across threads. Instances
if this subclass are created using initializations such as:

LinRel = $linda([...])

For example, it has a replace method allowing the deleting and adding of a
shared linda relation term to be executed atomically, and it has a memw relation
method. A call:

LinRel.memw(Trm)

will suspend if no term unifying with Trm is currently contained in LinRel until
such a term is added by another thread.

There is also a dual, notw such that:

LinRel.notw(Trm)

will suspend if a term unifying with Trm is currently contained in LinRel until all
such terms are deleted by other threads. It also has a suspending delete method,
delw.

memw and delw and the analogues of the Linda[3] readw and inw methods for
manipulating a shared tuple store. There is no analogue of notw in Linda.

2.5 Type definitions and type inference

Go! is a strongly typed language; using a form of Hindley/Milner’s type inference
system[16]. For the most part it is not necessary for programers to associate
types with variables or other expressions. However, all constructors and unquoted
symbols are required to be introduced using type definitions. If an identifier is
used as a function symbol in an expression it is assumed to refer to an ‘evaluable’
function unless it has been previously introduced in a type definition.

The pair of type definitions:

dance::= polka | jive | waltz | tango | quickstep | samba.
Desire::= toDance(dance,number) | barWhen(dance).

introduce two new types – an enumerated type dance, which has 6 literal values:

polka, jive, waltz, tango, quickstep, samba

and a Desire type that has two constructor functions toDance and barWhen.
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3 Multi-threaded dancer agents at a ball

In our agents’ ball, we have male and female dancer agents that are attempting to
dance with each other and a band that ‘plays’ music for different kinds of dances.
The two kinds of dancer agent are required to discover like-minded agents and
to negotiate over possible dance engagements. In addition to dancing, dancer
agents may have additional goals – such as getting refreshed at the bar. This
scenario is a compact use case that demonstrates many of the aspects of building
intelligent agents and of coordinating their activities.

Following a BDI model[2][19], each agent has a belief, a desire and an
intention relation. The belief relation contains beliefs about what other
dancers there currently are and what dances they like to do. The desire re-
lation contains the goals each dancer would like to achieve, for example, which
dances it would like to dance. The intention relation holds its current intentions
– these normally represent the agent’s commitments to perform some particular
dance with some partner agent; however, it can also be an intention to go to the
bar when a dance is announced.

The dancers use a directory server to discover one another. As each dancer
agent ’arrives’ at the dance in some random and phased order, it registers with
the directory server. The dancers also subscribe in order to be informed about
other dancers that are already ’at the dance’, and those that will arrive later.

The internal execution architecture of each dancer agent comprises three
threads – corresponding to the three key activities of the agent: a directory server
interface thread, a negotiations thread and an intention execution thread. The
directory server interface interacts with the directory server to publish its own
description and to subscribe for the descriptions of other dancer agents. The ne-
gotiations thread communicates with other dancer agents in order to agree joint
intentions to dance the next dance of a particular kind. The intentions execution
thread coordinates the actual dance activities and any ‘drinking’ activities.

These threads communicate using the shared linda dynamic relations: belief,
desire and intention. Note that while all the dancers could be executed in a
single invocation of the Go! engine, they will not have direct access to each oth-
ers’ beliefs, desires and intentions. Furthermore, it is a simple task to distribute
the progam across multiple invocations and machines, making each dancer a
separate Go! process.

3.1 A dancer’s intention execution thread

A dancer’s intention execution thread handles the execution of intentions when
they are triggered by dance announcements. We assume a band agent which
sends an announcement message to every currently registered dancer when it
starts, and when it later stops playing each dance ‘number’.

The procedures for the intention execution threads of the male and female
dancers are very similar with respect to how they ’listen’ for announcements
from the band. They differ in what happens when a dance is starting and there
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is an intention to do that dance. We present here only the male case – as the
male dancer is expected to take the initiative during the dance.3

maleIntention..{
... -- include statements

dance::= polka | jive | waltz | tango | quickstep | samba.
Belief::= hasDesires(symbol,Desire[])

| bandNotPlaying
| bandPlaying(dance)
| ballOver
| haveDanced(dance,symbol).

Desire::= toDance(dance,number) | barWhen(dance).
Intention ::= toDance(dance,symbol) | ...
bandMessage::= starting(dance) | stopping(dance) | ball over.

maleIntention(belief,desire,intention,band) -> loop()..{
loop() ->
( starting(D) << band ->
belief.replace(bandNotPlaying,bandPlaying(D));
check intents(D,belief,desire,intention);
loop()

| stopping(D) << band ->
belief.replace(bandPlaying(D),bandNotPlaying);
loop()

| ball over << band -> belief.add(ballOver)
).

check intents(D)::intention.mem(toDance(D,FNm)) ->
intention.del(toDance(D,FNm));
maleDance(D,FNm)).

...
} -- end of inner environment defining loop etc

}

The above is a module that exports the maleIntention action procedure. The ..
can be read as where and the definitions enclosed inside the {} braces following
.. are a theta environment. The procedure calls loop, which is itself defined using
a where with an inner theta environment4. loop iterates listening for messages;
in this case messages from the band. It terminates when it receives a ball over
message.

When it receives a starting(D) message, and there is an intention to do
that dance, the maleDance procedure is executed. This is given access to the
dancer’s beliefs and desires as it may need to modify them. The intended partner

3 This symmetry is an aspect of the ballroom scenario; one that we would not expect
for general agent systems.

4 The parameters belief,..,band of the maleIntention procedure are in scope
throughout the inner environment in which loop etc are defined.
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should similarly have called its corresponding femaleDance procedure and the
interaction between the dance threads of the two dancers is the joint dancing
activity.

Notice that the maleIntention procedure reflects its environment by main-
taining an appropriate belief regarding what the band is currently doing and
when the ball is over. replace is an atomic update action on a linda dynamic
relation.

3.2 A dancer’s negotiation thread

The procedures executed by the negotiation threads of our dancers are the most
complex. They represent the rational and pro-active activity of the agent for they
convert desires into intentions using current beliefs. In contrast, the intentions
execution and directory interface threads are essentially reactive activities.

A male dancer’s negotiation thread must decide which uncommitted desire
to try to convert into an intention, and, if this is to do some dance the next
time it is announced, which female dancer to invite to do the dance. This may
result in negotiation over which dance they will do together, for the female who
is invited may have a higher priority desire. Remember that each dancer has a
partial model of the other dancer in that it has beliefs that tell it the desires
the other dancer registered with the directory server on arrival. But it does not
know the priorities, or which have already been fully or partially satisfied.

The overall negotiation procedure is satisfyDesires:

satisfyDesires()::belief.mem(ballOver) -> {}.
satisfyDesires() ->

{belief.memw(bandNotPlaying)}; -- wait until band not playing

(chooseDesire(Des,FNm),\+5intention.mem(toDance(D,_),
still ok to negotiate()) *>

negotiateOver(Des,FNm)); -- negotiation forall

{belief.memw(bandPlaying(_))}; -- wait until band playing

satisfyDesires().
still ok to negotiate():-
\+ believe.mem(bandPlaying(_)),\+ believe.mem(ballOver).

The satisfyDesires procedure terminates when there is a belief6 that the band
has finished – a belief that will be added by the intentions execution thread when
it receives the message ball over. If not, the first action of satisfyDesires is
the memw call. This is a query action to the belief relation that will suspend,
if need be, until bandNotPlaying is believed. For our dancers we only allow
negotiations when the band is not playing. This is not a mandatory aspect of all
scenarios – other situations may permit uninterrupted negotiations over desires.
5 \+ is Go! ’s negation as failure operator.
6 All the procedures for this thread access the linda dynamic relations as global vari-

ables since the procedures will be defined in the environment where these relations
are introduced.
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There is then an attempt to convert into commitments to dance as many
unsatisfied dance desires as possible, before the band restarts. This is done by
negotiation with a named female whom the male dancer believes shares that
dance desire. When that iterative action terminates, the dancer checks that the
band has restarted and waits if not. This is to ensure there is only one round
of negotiation in each dance interval. The next time the band stops playing, the
answers returned by chooseDesire will almost certainly be different because
the beliefs, desires and intentions of the dancer will have changed. (Other female
dancers may have arrived, and the dancer may have executed an intention during
the last dance.) Even if one of the answers is the same, a re-negotiation with the
same female may now have a different outcome because of changes in her mental
state.

chooseDesire(Dance(D,N),FNm) :-
uncmtdFeasibleDesire(Dance(D,N),FNm),
(desire.mem(Dance(OthrD,OthrN)),OthrD\=D *> OthrN < N).

chooseDesire(Dance(D,N),FNm) :-
uncmtdFeasibleDesire(Dance(D,N),FNm),
\+ belief.mem(haveDanced(D,_)).

chooseDesire(Dance(D,N),FNm) :-
uncmtdFeasibleDesire(Dance(D,N),FNm),
\+ belief.mem(haveDanced(D,FNm)).

chooseDesire(Dance(D,N),FNm) :-
uncmtdFeasibleDesire(Dance(D,N),FNm).

uncmtdFeasibleDesire(Dance(D,N),FNm) :-
uncmtdDesire(Dance(D,N)),
belief.mem(hasDesires(FNm,FDesires)),
Dance(D,_) in FDesires.

...
uncmtdDesire(Dance(D,N)):-

desire.mem(Dance(D,N)), N>0,
\+ intention.mem(toDance(D,_)),

...

The above clauses are tried in order, which reflects priorities. All the clauses
return a dance desire only if it is currently uncommitted and the male believes
some female desires to do that dance. It is an uncommitted desire if it is still
desired to perform the dance at least once, and there is not a current intention
to do that dance. (We allow a dancer to enter into at most one joint commitment
to do a particular type of dance since this is understood as a commitment to do
the dance with the identified partner the next time that dance is announced.)

The first rule selects a dance if, additionally, it is desired more times than any
other dance. The second selects a dance if it has not so far been danced with any
partner. The third rule selects it if it has not so far been danced with the female
who will now be asked. The last, default rule, selects any desired, uncommitted
feasible dance. A male with this chooseDesire definition only actively tries to
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satisfy dance desires, but it could still end up with an intention of going to the
bar as a result of negotiation with a female dancer.

Below is a negotiateOver procedure for a simple negotiation strategy:

ngtMess::= willYouDance(dance) | okDance(dance) |
sorry | barWhen(dance) | okBar(dance).

negotiateOver(Dance(D,N),FNm) ->
ngtOverDance(D,N,FNm,hdl(’neg’,FNm),[]).

ngtOverDance(D,N,FNm,FNgtTh,PrevDs) ->
willYouDance(D) >> FNgtTh; -- invite female to dance D

( okDance(D) << FNgtTh -> -- female has accepted

desire.replace(Dance(D,N),Dance(D,N-1));
intention.add(toDance(D,FNm))

| sorry << FNgtTh -> {} -- female has declined

| willYouDance(D2)::uncmtdDesire(Dance(D2,N2))) << FNgtTh ->
-- she has counter-proposed to dance D2, which is ok

intention.add(toDance(D2,FNm));
desire.replace(Dance(D2,N2),Dance(D2,N2-1));
okDance(D2) >> FNgtTh

| willYouDance(D2) << FNgtTh -> -- dance counter prop. not ok

counterP(FNm,FNgtTh,[D,D2,..PrevDs])
| barWhen(D2)::uncmtdDesire(BarWhen(D2)) << FNgtTh ->

intention.add(toBarWhen(D2,FNm));
desire.del(BarWhen(D2));
okBar(D2) >> FNgtTh

| barWhen(D2) << FNgtTh -> -- bar counter prop. not ok

counterP(FNm,FNgtTh,[D,D2,..PrevDs])
).

counterP(FNm,FNgtTh,PrevDs)::
(chooseDesire(Dance(D,N),FNm),\+(D in PrevDs))->

ngtOverDance(D,N,FNm,FNgtTh,PrevDs).
counterP(_,FNgtTh,_) -> -- cannot find a new dance desire

sorry >> FNgtTh)).

The negotiation is with the negotiation thread, hdl(’neg’,FNm), in the female
dancer with name FNm.

The negotiation to fulfill a dance desire with a named female starts with the
male sending a willYouDance(D) message to her negotiation thread. There are
four possible responses: an okDance(D) accepting the invitation, a sorry mes-
sage declining, or a counter proposal to do another dance, or to go to the bar
when some dance is played. A counter proposal is accepted if it is currently an
uncommitted desire. Otherwise, the counterP procedure is called to suggest an
alternative dance. This calls chooseDesire to try find another feasible dance
D for female FNm, different from all previous dances already mentioned in this
negotiation (the PrevDs argument). If this succeeds, the dance negotiation pro-
cedure is re-called with D as the new dance to propose. If not, a sorry message
is sent and the negotiation with this female ends.
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3.3 The male dancer agent

Below we give the overall structure of the male dancer class definition. It uses
modules defining the maleIntention and DSinterface procedures and it spawns
them as separate threads.

maleDancer(MyNm,MyDesires,DS,band){
.. -- include statements

belief=$linda([]).
desire=$linda([]).
intention=$linda([]).
init() ->
(Des on MyDesires *> desire.add(Des));
spawn DSinterface(MyNm,male,belief,MyDesires,DS);
spawn maleIntention(belief,desire,intention,band)

as hdl(’exec’,MyNm);
spawn satisfyDesires() as hdl(’neg’,MyNm);
waitfor(hdl(’exec’,MyNm)).

.. -- defs of satisfyDesires etc

}

The init procedure of this module is the one called to activate an instance
$maleDancer(MyNm,MyDesires,DS,band) of the class. An instance is specified
by four parameters: the unique symbol name of the dancer agent, such as
’bill l. smith’, a list of its desires expressed as Desire terms, and the han-
dles of the directory server and band agent of the ball it is to attend. Each
instance will have its own three linda dynamic relations encoding the dynamic
state of the instance.

The init procedure adds each desire of MyDesires parameter to the dancer’s
desire linda relation. It then spawns the directory server interface, the intention
execution and the negotiation threads for the dancer. The latter are assigned
standard handle identities based on the agents symbol name. The init procedure
then waits for the intention execution thread to terminate (when the ball is over).
Termination of init terminates the other two spawned threads.

The negotiation thread executes concurrently with the other two threads.
The directory interface thread will be adding beliefs about other agents to the
shared belief relation as it receives inform messages from the directory server,
and the execute intentions thread will be concurrently accessing and updating
all three shared relations.

The female dancer is similar to the male dancer; we assume that the female
never takes the initiative. The female negotiation thread must wait for an initial
proposal from a male but thereafter it can make counter proposals. It might
immediately counter propose a different dance or to go to the bar, depending
on its current desires and commitments. It can handle negotiations with male
proposers one at a time, or have simultaneous negotiations by spawning auxiliary
negotiation threads. This requires another dynamic relation to keep track of
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the latest proposal of each negotiation so that they do not result in conflicting
commitments.

4 Related Work

4.1 Logic Programming Languages

Qu-Prolog[6], BinProlog[20], CIAO Prolog [4], SICStus-MT Prolog[7] are all
multi-threaded Prolog systems. The closest to Go! is Qu-Prolog. Threads in
Qu-Prolog communicate using messages or via the dynamic data base. As in
Go!, threads can suspend waiting for another thread to update some dynamic
relation. However, Qu-Prolog has no higher order features or type checking sup-
port, and all threads in the same Qu-Prolog invocation share the same global
dynamic data base. In Go!, using modules, dynamic relations can be restricted
to a specified set of threads.

SICStus-MT[7] Prolog threads also each have a single message buffer, which
they call a port, and threads can scan the buffer looking for a message of a
certain form. But this buffered communication only applies to communication
between threads in the same Prolog invocation.

In BinProlog[20], threads in the same invocation communicate through the
use of Linda tuple spaces[3] acting as shared information managers. BinProlog
also supports the migration of threads, with the state of execution remembered
and moved with the thread7. The CIAO Prolog system [4] uses just the global
dynamic Prolog database for communicating between thread’s in the same pro-
cess. Through front end compilers, the system also supports functional syntax
and modules.

Mercury[22] is a pure logic programming language with polymorphic types
and modes. The modes are used to aid efficient compilation. It is not multi-
threaded.

4.2 Logic and action agent languages

Vip[12], AgentSpeak(L)[18], 3APL[11], Minerva[13] and ConGolog[9] are all pro-
posals for higher level agent programming languages with declarative and action
components. We are currently investigating whether the implied architectures
of some of these languages can be readily realised in Go!. Vip and 3APL have
internal agent concurrency.

These languages typically have plan libraries indexed by desire or event de-
scriptors with belief pre-conditions of applicability. Such a plan library can be
encoded in Go! as a set of planFor and reactTo action rules of the form:

7 A Go! thread executing a recursive procedure can also be migrated by sending a
closure containing a ’continuation’ call to this procedure in a message. The recipient
then spawns the closure allowing the threads computation to continue in a new
location. The original thread can even continue executing, allowing cloning.
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planFor(Desire )::beliefCond -> Actions

reactTo(Event )::beliefCond -> Actions

The actions can include updates of the belief store, or the generation of new
desires whose fulfillment will complete the plan. Calls to planFor or reactTo
can be spawned as new threads, allowing concurrent execution of plans.

5 Conclusions

Go! is a multi-paradigm programming language – with a strong logic program-
ming aspect – that has been designed to make it easier to build intelligent agents
while still meeting strict software engineering best practice. Although many
AI practitioners find the restrictions imposed by strong typing and other SE-
oriented disciplines to be irksome, we find that we are not significantly hindered.
In part this has been because we had the requirements for agent programming
in mind in the design of Go!.

There are many other important qualities of a production environment that
we have not had the space to explore – for example the I/O model, permis-
sion and resource constrained execution and the techniques for linking modules
together in a safe and scalable fashion. We have also omitted any discussion of
how Go! applications are distributed and of how Go! programs interoperate with
standard technologies such as DAML, SOAP and so on. For a more complete
description of some of these topics see [5].

The ballroom scenario is an interesting use case for multi-agent programming.
Although the agents are quite simple, it encompasses key behavioural features
of agents: autonomy, adaptability and responsibility. Our implementation fea-
tures inter-agent communication and co-ordination via messages, multi-threaded
agents, intra-agent communication and co-ordination via shared memory stores.
We believe these features, which are so easily implemented in Go!, are firm
foundations on which to explore the development of much more sophisticated
deliberative multi-threaded agents.
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Abstract. In this paper we evaluate transition systems as a tool for
providing a rule-based specification of the operational aspects of au-
tonomous agents. By our technique, different aspects of an agent can be
analyzed and designed in a loosely coupled way, enabling the possibility
of studying their properties in isolation.
We take as a use case the ParADE framework for building intelligent
agents, which leverages a FIPA-like ACL semantics to support seman-
tic interoperability. Our grey-boxing technique is exploited to provide a
specification where aspects related to the ACL, the adopted ontology,
the agent social role, and the other agent internal details are described
separately, in an incremental way.

1 Formalisms, Software Engineering, and Agents

This paper addresses the issue of sound multi-agent design trying to keep a
system engineering perspective; that is, both when analyzing a problem and
when synthesizing a solution the focus is kept on the whole, large-scale structure
of the software artifact that is to be realized.

Striving for a sound design process naturally suggests to rely on some kind of
mathematical tools: the precision and coherency afforded by formal and analyt-
ical reasoning holds great promises in terms of soundness. But, design is above
all a creative process, and care has to be taken so as not to hamper it with too
rigid a framework. In particular, formal methods during design activity should
act as a tool to nurture an evolving idea, suggesting to the designer viable future
choices while checking desirable properties of the current solution.

The formal tool we propose to provide effective assistance to the sound design
of multi-agent systems (MAS) applies labeled transition systems to the descrip-
tion of interactive behaviors (of software abstractions) [6], as elaborated and
promoted in the field of concurrency theory. When specifying a transition sys-
tem semantics for an agent, a number of rules are given that describe in a quite
declarative way the dynamics of its inner machinery, also providing insights on
its internal architecture – expressed at a given level of abstraction. We believe
that this formalism is particularly well suited because of its calculus-like nature,
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which combines the description of a system with the prescription of its possible
evolutions; this property buys designers some generativity, while remaining in a
well grounded mathematical landscape.

In particular, in this paper we develop a formal framework that exploits
basic features of labeled transition systems to address both composability and
extensibility. Composability is obtained by dividing an agent model into several
transition system specifications, that we call tiers; each tier captures the pos-
sible evolutions of the agent conceptual subpart dealing with a specific aspect.
Beyond providing formal decoupling, tiers also mirror conceptually significant
views over an agent behavior, thus easing the adjustable abstraction process.
Moreover, starting from a partial specification of an agent behavior, namely a
grey-box model [18, 15, 17], tiers are used to extend that specification by taking
into account a new behavioral aspect, and leading to a new model that is a
refinement of the former – according to the standard notion of refinement as
“more deterministic implementation” introduced in the context of concurrency
[6].

The tiers we use to describe an agent are more than a useful formal technique
to us. They are closely related to the different levels of abstractions of an agent
description.

The accepted scientific formalization of the idea of level of abstraction is the
definition of system level [12]. A system level is a set of concepts that provides
a means for modeling implementable systems. System levels abstract away from
implementation details and are arranged in stack fashion so that higher levels
provide concepts that are closer to human intuition and far away from imple-
mentation. System levels are structured in terms of the following elements: (i)
Components, atomic building blocks for building systems at that level; (ii) Laws
of compositions, laws that rule how components can be assembled into a system;
(iii) A medium, a set of atomic concepts that the system level processes; and (iv)
Laws of behavior, laws that determine how the behavior of the system depends
on the behavior of each component and on the structure of the system.

In the specific case of agent systems, a relevant application of this idea is the
well-known Newell’s knowledge level [12]. This level describes a single agent as
structured in goals, actions, and a body, capable of processing knowledge and
pursuing its goals according to the rationality principle. On the other hand, Jen-
nings’ proposal of the social level [8] moves from agents to MAS trying to raise
the level of abstraction of the knowledge level. There, the system is an agent
organization, that is, a group of agents with organizational relationships and
dependencies on one another, which can interact through channels. Other alter-
native systems level have been described such as e.g. in [1], taking the benefits of
both Newell’s and Jennings’ trying to provide a concrete and useful compromise.

The various system levels cited above (and all the other, lower abstraction
levels that may actually concur to fully describe a real system) provide a con-
ceptual framework that suggests how to meaningfully partition an agent formal
model, so that each part expresses properties pertaining to a specific system
level. In this paper we adhere to this very methodology, dividing the specifica-
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tion of an agent collaborative behavior into different tiers. In particular, due to
the increased accuracy of a formal description with respect to a natural language
one, these tiers are clearly finer than the usual conceptual system levels, but they
can still be associated to a well defined system level.

As a use case for our approach we consider ParADE [2], a complete envi-
ronment for the development of agents, taking into account social, agent and
knowledge level issues, beyond of course interfacing itself with the lower system
levels by means of its runtime support.

2 Outline

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3 is devoted to de-
scribing the basic framework of labeled transition systems [6], which is exploited
in this paper to formalize the behavior of agents and of their conceptual subparts.

Section 4 describes our novel approach to agent modeling. This is based on
the idea of considering a partial specification of an agent behavior – namely, a
grey-box model abstracting away from the agent inner details below a certain
abstraction threshold [18] –, which can be refined by the specification of a com-
pletion. Such a refinement takes into account new aspects of the agent behavior,
and leads to a new grey-box model that can be later refined again.

In order to show how our approach can be used to formalize an agent behavior
in an incremental way, by separating different aspects of an agent design in dif-
ferent specification tiers, we take as a reference the ParADE framework for build-
ing agents [2], whose main characteristics are described in Section 5. ParADE
exploits the formal semantics of a FIPA-like Agent Communication Language
(ACL) to gain semantic interoperability, and provides interaction laws as a de-
sign mechanism to specify the agent social role. We chose to use this framework
instead of others such as those based on the FIPA standard, the 3APL language
[7], or Jack [13], since ParADE incorporates and keeps conceptually separated
the many distinctive features that we believe are crucial when modeling MAS.

Section 6 provides a formalization of an agent behavior adhering to the main
design choices of ParADE framework and considering five different tiers each
dealing with a relevant aspect, namely, interaction, language, ontology, social
role, and internal reasoning. Section 7 reports on related and future works, draw-
ing concluding remarks.

3 Transition Systems

The semantic approach we describe in this paper is based on the framework
of (labeled) transition systems (LTS) [6, 14], which originated in the field of
concurrency theory to provide an operational semantics for process algebras [3].
Here, LTS are used in a slightly different, yet common fashion: instead of focusing
on the semantics of a language or algebra, we apply them to the description
of the interactive behavior of a system, which in our case is an agent (or a
subpart of it). This application of LTS is still referred to as an operational
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semantics, in that it describes the single-step capabilities of an agent to interact
with the environment and to perform internal computations, resembling the idea
of operational semantics in the context of programming languages.

A LTS is a triple 〈X,−→, Act〉, where X is the set of states of the system of
interest, Act is called the set of actions, and −→⊆ X ×Act×X is the transition
relation. Let x, x′ ∈ X and act ∈ Act, then 〈x, act, x′〉 ∈−→ is written x act−−→ x′

for short, and means that the system may move from state x to state x′ by way
of action act.

Actions in a LTS can be given various interpretations. In the most abstract
setting, they are meant to provide a high-level description of a system evolution,
abstracting away from details of the inner system state change. In the sequence of
transitions x0

a0−→ x1
a1−→ x2

a2−→ . . .
an−1−−−→ xn, the system evolution characterized

by states x0, x1, . . . xn is associated to the actions sequence a0, . . . , an−1, which
can be though of as an abstract view of that evolution. In a sense, actions can
be used to describe what an external, virtual entity is allowed to perceive of
the system evolution, generally providing only a partial description. In the case
where LTS are exploited to represent the behavior of interactive systems, actions
typically represent the single interaction acts of the system.

Several remarkable concepts are promoted by LTS, such as the notions of
system observation and refinement of specifications [11]. Since actions in a LTS
can be interpreted as a view of the system transition from a state to another, it
is then possible to characterize a whole system evolution in terms of the actions
permitted at each step and the actions actually executed. This characterization
is made according to a given observation semantics, which associates to each evo-
lution a mathematical description called observation. For instance, according to
observation semantics called trace semantics [6], an observation is simply made
of an allowed sequence of actions. By nondeterminism, generally more observa-
tions are possible for a system – either because of the environment interacting
in different ways, or because of different internal behaviors –, so that according
to the given observation semantics the software component of interest can be
characterized by the set of all its possible observations. The notion of refinement
then naturally comes in: a system description is considered an “implementation”
of another – i.e., it is more directly executable – if it is more deterministic, that
is, if it allows for strictly fewer observations [6]. This notion is particularly cru-
cial in the context of software engineering: when some safety property of interest
is verified on a system specification, it continues to hold when the system is
substituted with a refinement of it.

4 Grey-box and Refinement

In [17], the rationale behind the grey-box modeling approach for agents is in-
troduced. Its key idea is to represent an agent behavior by focusing on its part
dealing with the interactions with the environment, called the (agent) core, while
abstracting away from the complex inner details, namely, from the (agent) in-
ternal machinery. Clearly, deciding which aspects should be specified in the core
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and which should be abstracted away depends on the abstraction level of inter-
est. In order to deal with agent proactiveness, one of the key notions introduced
by this approach is that of spontaneous move, which is an event occurring within
the internal machinery that may influence the agent interactions, thus affecting
the behavior of the core. So, while complexity of agents can be harnessed by
choosing the proper abstraction level, the internal machinery behavior can be
anyway taken into account by supposing that spontaneous moves can nondeter-
ministically occur.

In [17, 18] a formal framework based on LTS is introduced to show that the
grey-box modeling approach is particularly suitable for describing the agent ab-
straction. Based on this general idea, in this paper we go further developing this
formal approach. We not only represent grey-box models as interactive abstrac-
tions, but also define a mechanism by which they can be refined by adding the
specification of a new behavior, thus lowering the abstraction level and focusing
on new details.

Notation In the remainder of the paper, given any set X, this is automatically
ranged over by the variable x and its decorations x′, x′′, x0, . . . – and analogously,
a set Any is ranged over by any, any′, etcetera, and similarly for all sets. The
set of multisets over X is denoted by X and ranged over by the variable x and
its decorations; union of multisets x1 and x2 is denoted by symbol x1||x2; • is
the empty multiset. Given any set X, symbol ⊥ is used to denote an exception
value in the set X⊥ defined as X ∪{⊥}, which is ranged over by the variable x⊥
and its decorations.

A Formal Framework for Grey-Box Modeling Formally, an agent core
is defined by a mathematical structure A = 〈I ,O , P,X,E,U,−→A〉. I is the set
of acts that can be listened by the agent, O is the set of acts that the agent
can perform on the environment. Both I and O can be communicative acts,
involving the exchange of messages between agents, or physical acts, involving
physical action in the agent environment, such as e.g. listening a stimulus from a
sensor or moving a mechanical device by an actuator. P is the set of place states
(or the set of places for short), which are the states of the agent core that can be
observed by the agent internal machinery. X is the set of states of the remaining
part of the agent core, so that P × X define the set of core states. E is the
set of events occurring within the agent core and possibly affecting the internal
machinery, while U is the set of updates notified by the internal machinery to
the agent core, modeling the notion of spontaneous move. Relation −→A is a
transition relation of the kind −→A⊆ (P ×X) × ActA × (P ×X), defining how
the agent core state evolves as actions in the set ActA occur. These actions can
be of five kinds according to the syntax ActA ::= τ | ?i | !o | � e | � u. Orderly,
an action can represent the silent, internal computation τ , the agent listening
act i, the agent executing act o, the event e occurring, and the update u being
notified by the internal machinery.

Refinement of a Grey-Box Model It is common practice of system analysis
and design to start considering a system at an high abstraction level, which
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Fig. 1. Core and Completion

is later lowered in order to consider much more details. Then, a key feature
of our methodological approach is to refine the specification A by specifying
some of aspects of the internal machinery, that is, by conceptually moving them
from the internal machinery to the agent core. This is done by composing the
specification A by a new specification B called completion, so that the resulting
system C = A⊗ B has still the structure of an agent core specification likewise
A – hence it is still a grey-box model –, yet providing a number of additional
details about the agent behavior.

A pictorial representation of our composition technique is shown in Figure 1.
Formally, B is a structure of the kind 〈Y,Z, F, V,−→B〉. W = Y × Z is the set of
local states added by B to the core state, Y is the part of it which is observable
– along with P – to the new internal machinery, while Z is the local, hidden part
of B. F ⊆ E and V ⊆ U are respectively the new events and updates by which
C interacts with its internal machinery. Transition relation −→B, describing the
behavior of the completion, is of the kindW×ActB×W , with ActB being defined
by the syntax ActB := p : τ | p : e� f⊥ | p : u⊥ � v. Action p : τ is the silent
action occurring when A is in place p. The action p : e � f⊥ is executed when
the place of A is p: event e occurs that causes f to be propagated towards the
internal machinery. The subcase p : e� ⊥ means that no event f is generated
by event e. The action p : u⊥� v means that when the update v is listened from
B while A is in place p, then u is notified to A (or nothing if u is ⊥). Notice
that the occurrence of place p in these actions justifies the characterization of
the place as the core’s subpart observable by the internal machinery.

Given models A and B, C = A⊗ B is defined as the agent core specification
〈I ,O , P × Y,X ×Z,F, V,−→C〉. The relation −→C , which is here of the kind −→C⊆
(P ×X ×W )×ActC × (P ×X ×W ), is defined by the rules shown in Figure 2.
Rules [I] and [O] state that input and output actions of the overall system C are
executed on the agent core A. Rules [AT] and [BT] say that a τ action in either
A and B is executed in isolation, and makes C execute a τ action itself. Rules
[AE] and [BE] describe the occurrence of an event in A: in the first case no event
f is generated by B, in the second case B produces an event f . Analogously, [AU]
and [BU] deal with updates, with [BU] considering the case where an update
is propagated from the internal machinery to A and [AU] where no update is
propagated to A.

Following an approach similar to the one reported in [15], which is not re-
ported here for brevity, it is possible to prove that agent core C has a more
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〈p, x〉 ?i−→A 〈p′, x′〉
〈p, x, w〉 ?i−→C 〈p′, x′, w〉

[I]

〈p, x〉 τ−→A 〈p′, x′〉
〈p, x, w〉 τ−→C 〈p′, x′, w〉

[AT]

w
p:τ−−→B w′

〈p, x, w〉 τ−→C 〈p, x, w′〉 [BT]

w
p:⊥�v−−−−→B w′

〈p, x, w〉 �v−−→C 〈p, x, w′〉
[AU]

〈p, x〉 !o−→A 〈p′, x′〉
〈p, x, w〉 !o−→C 〈p′, x′, w〉

[O]

〈p, x〉 �e−−→A 〈p′, x′〉 w
p′:e�⊥−−−−→B w′

〈p, x, w〉 τ−→C 〈p′, x′, w′〉
[AE]

〈p, x〉 �e−−→A 〈p′, x′〉 w
p′:e�f−−−−→B w′

〈p, x, w〉 �f−−→C 〈p′, x′, w′〉
[BE]

w
p:u�v−−−−→B w′ 〈p, x〉 �u−−→A 〈p′, x′〉

〈p, x, w〉 �v−−→C 〈p′, x′, w′〉
[BU]

Fig. 2. Rules for composition of an agent core and its completion

refined behavior than agent core A in the sense specified e.g. by trace seman-
tics [6]. Hence, our refinement technique can indeed be considered as a way of
deepening a specification towards implementation issues.

5 ParADE

ParADE, the Parma Agent Development Environment [2], is a development
framework that provides the agent developer with high-level abstractions like
beliefs and goals. It implements a hybrid agent architecture capable of support-
ing autonomy and intelligent behaviors by exploiting the semantics of its ACL
– resembling the FIPA ACL [5] but with a much lighter semantics. Such an
architecture is basically goal-oriented but it also integrates reactive behaviors.

ParADE ACL provides an operational means for agents to exchange repre-
sentations of beliefs, intentions, and capabilities. The semantics is modeled as
the effect that the sender wishes to achieve when sending the message. We stick
to a syntax similar to that of FIPA ACL: φ ∈ Φ stands for any predicative
formula, a and b for actions, s for the identifier of an agent sending a message,
r for the receiver, Bjφ for “entity j believes φ”, Ijφ for “entity j intends φ”,
and done(a) for “action a has just happened”. Each message is associated to a
feasibility precondition (FP) that must hold in the sender and a rational effect
(RE) that the send should intend: for instance inform(s, r, φ) has the precon-
dition Bsφ – namely, the sender must believe φ – and request(s, r, a) has the
rational effect done(a) – the sender should intend a to be executed. As a result,
a precise semantics can be assigned to a message by its receiver, for example
message request(s, r, a) is associated to the semantics BrIsdone(a) (the receiver
believes that the sender intends a to be executed) – see [2] for more details.

The ParADE ACL provides a means for exchanging complex logic formulae
through simple messages as the receiver can assert what the sender is intending.
Isolated messages are not sufficient to allow agents to communicate fruitfully.
The classic example is the case of an agent requesting another agent to perform
an action: in the case of asynchronous messages there is no guarantee that the
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receiver would act in response to a message. Moreover, the semantics of a single
message might not be sufficient to express application-specific constraints. The
semantics of performative request does not impose the receiver to communicate
to the sender that the requested action has been actually performed. The sender
might hang indefinitely while waiting for the receiver to tell it that the action
has been performed.

Using an ACL provides an agent with a linguistic environment that attaches
semantics to its utterances. By virtue of the speech act theory, utterances be-
come actions, with their attached pre- and post-conditions. Still, an agent is
situated within an environment that is not limited to its social milieu; there
are actions to perform and events to perceive that are not linguistic. Moreover,
even linguistic acts often refer to entities belonging to something else than the
language itself. These entities belong to the domain of the discourse, i.e. the
external environment itself, and are typically described within a domain model
or ontology. This ontology not only shapes the content of exchanged messages,
but can also constrain the available actions of an agent associating them with
domain-specific pre-conditions. In ParADE, the domain model works as the non-
linguistic counterpart of the ACL semantics, enabling uniform processing of both
the interactions with other agents and with the external environment.

In order to support socially fruitful communication, the ParADE agent model
provides interaction laws. These are rules that an agent decides to adopt to gov-
ern its interactions with other agents. The interaction laws that an agent decides
to follow are part of its capabilities and they are published. As an example, con-
sider the interaction law Irdone(a)← BrIsdone(a) for the agent r, which means
that whenever he believes that agent s intends the action a to be executed, then
this becomes an intention of r as well. This law should characterize an agent
always willing to cooperate with s. In particular, as shown in the example we
provide in Section 6.2, if s asks r to execute action a by means of a request
message, then r will come to believe that the rational effect of the message is
intended by the sender, that is BrIsdone(a). Then, the above interaction rule
may be applied that makes done(a) become an intention of r as well. In general,
interaction laws are an elegant and flexible way to describe interaction protocols,
they can be linked to the possible roles that an agent can play in the MAS, and
they may also vary over time.

The ACL semantics, the domain model, and the interaction laws work to-
gether to expose an observable model of a ParADE agent that enables semanti-
cally meaningful communication with others. However, they don’t fully specify
the agent behavior; an agent programmer using ParADE is able to define several
rules that drive the evolution of the agent mental states, only a subset of which
will be published as interaction laws. This means that there is an internal set of
rules that completes the agent specification, but is visible to nobody else than
the agent designer. Though in most cases the designer wants to abstract away
from the agent internal evolution rules, it is still useful to notice that even this
relatively low-level part of the agent specification is still described declaratively.
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6 Iterated Refinement

In this section we shown an application of our technique for formalizing the
behavior of an agent by successive refining an initial description, taking as a
reference architecture the ParADE framework. We refer to the term tier when
describing these different levels, each of which focuses on a different behavioral
aspect and is then amenable to a separated description, thus fostering the un-
derstanding of its key features. The tiers we analyze not only correspond to
the main features of ParADE, but also include most of the main aspects that
an agent implementation has to take into account: orderly (i) the interaction
tier, managing interactions with the environment, (ii) the linguistic tier, dealing
with aspects related to the ACL semantics, (iii) the domain tier, concerning the
specific ontology of the application, (iv) the social tier, where interaction laws
define the role and public peculiarities of the agent, and finally (v) the internal
tier, dealing with other aspects such as private laws, planning, and proactive-
ness. The order of these tiers reflects their impact on the external, observable
behavior of the agent, from tackling interaction issues to considering internal
reasoning. It worth noting that the actual implementation of a ParADE agent is
not actually separated into these tiers, which are instead a modeling tool useful
at design-time independently from the actual agent implementation, represent-
ing conceptual levels that isolate the different behavioral aspects of agents within
MAS.

In order to keep the presentation clear and reasonably compact, locally to a
tier we sometime abstract away from some policy or management that is of a too
lower abstraction level – either concerning details of the ParADE architecture or
of the specific agent peculiarities –, referring to some generic function, relation
or set encapsulating the actual behavior.

6.1 Splitting the Agent Specification into Tiers

The Interaction Tier From the point of view of the MAS, the most distinctive
aspect of an agent is its ability of interacting with other agents and of performing
actions on the environment. So, not surprisingly, the first tier we introduce is
the one dealing with the interaction abilities of an agent, namely listening and
performing acts. In the following, we denote by Ic and Oc the sets of input and
output communicative acts, and by Ip and Op the sets of input and output
physical acts, so that I = Ic ∪ Ip and O = Oc ∪Op.

The task of this tier is to decouple the actual agent interactions with respect
to their internal processing, which is a common feature of almost all agent imple-
mentations – sometimes mentioned to contrast the notion of agent with respect
to that of component (or object). Here, we suppose that the set X of states
unobservable by the internal machinery is defined as a multiset of pending input
acts waiting to be processed and pending output acts waiting to be executed,
namely, X = I ∪O . The set P of places is defined as the set of agent mental
states: a mental state ΦM ∈ P at a given time is a set of formulae φ ∈ Φ, repre-
senting current beliefs and intentions of the agent. This is explicitly represented
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in this tier because, typically, the occurrence of interactions has an immediate
representation in the knowledge of an agent.

A composition operator between such formulae is defined so that if ΦM ⊆ Φ
is the current mental state and Φn ⊂ Φ contains some new beliefs and intentions,
then ΦM ◦ Φn is the new mental state obtained from ΦM by adding formulae in
Φn. Clearly, this composition should be defined according to the specific update
policy for mental states, which we here abstract away from, analogously e.g. to
[16]. Similarly, given a mental state ΦM , we suppose that if this is of the kind
Φ′ ◦Φn then the agent mental state includes all the beliefs and intentions of Φn.

An element of the set P × X is hence a couple 〈ΦM , i ||o〉, here denoted as
ΦM ||i ||o for uniformity of notation. The set of events E coincides to I , repre-
senting the input acts listened from outside. The set of updates U is O ∪ P(Φ),
representing either output acts to perform or requests to change the mental state
by adding a subset of formulae in Φ (with P(Φ) being the powerset of Φ). Tran-
sition relation −→A, describing the behavior of the interaction tier, is the defined
by the rules:

ΦM
?i−→A i || ΦM◦{Brdone(i)} ΦM ||i �i−−→A ΦM

ΦM ||o !o−→A ΦM ◦ {Brdone(o)} ΦM
�o−−→A ΦM ||o

ΦM
�Φn−−−→A ΦM ◦ Φn

The first rule simply states that when input act i is received (?i), the mental
state is updated so as to reflect the reception (Brdone(i)), and then the act
i is stored in the state X waiting for being notified as an event by means of
the second rule (�i). The third and fourth rule, conversely handle output acts,
which are inserted in X by updates (�o), and are later sent outside by output
actions (!o), affecting the mental state. Finally, fifth rule handles a mental state
update requested by the internal machinery (�Φn), according to the semantics
of composition operator ◦.

Different implementations of interactions dispatching could be specified in
this tier, including the case where acts are stored into queues representing the
agent mailbox instead of being immediately served as in the model above – where
a precondition for receiving and sending acts is that no act is still pending.

The Linguistic Tier A fundamental aspect of the ParADE framework is that
it exploits an ACL semantics to enjoy true semantic interoperability between
agents [1], as currently promoted by the FIPA ACL and KQML approaches.
So, as next tier we take into account the constraints imposed on communicative
acts by the specific ACL. Then, we define a completion B specifying the main
concepts of the ACL, namely, the syntax of messages and their impact on the
agent mental state.

Syntax is defined by introducing sets IACL ⊆ Ic and OACL ⊆ Oc of commu-
nicative acts allowed by the ACL: when a message ic is received that does not
conform to that syntax this is simply ignored. The set of visible states Y is here
void, since no new information is to be added to the mental state ΦM that should
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be visible to the internal machinery. Instead, set Z of local, invisible states is
used to store scheduled updates u to be propagated to the interaction tier, thus
Z = U : in particular, such updates are requests for updating the mental state
with formulae Φn. On the other hand, events F produced by this tier are of the
kind ic ∈ IACL, while updates V coincides with U .

In order to deal with the effect of a communicative act on the agent men-
tal state, we define eff I

M : IACL �→ P(Φ) as a function associating to a
communicative act its intended effect on the mental state of the receiver –
formed by beliefs and intentions to be added –, and cndO

M : OACL �→ P(Φ)
as the function associating to a communicative act the condition on the lo-
cal mental state enabling its sending, expressed as facts the agent has to be-
lieve and intend. In the case of ParADE, and similarly to FIPA ACL, we have
e.g. eff I

M (ic) = {BrFP(ic), BrIsRE (ic)}, that is, when the message is pro-
cessed the receiver comes to believe that the feasibility preconditions of the
act are satisfied, and that the sender intends its rational effects. Analogously,
cndO

M (oc) = {BsFP(oc), IsRE (oc)}, that is, a message can be sent out only if
the sender believes the feasibility preconditions and intends the rational effects
of the act. The rules for transition relation −→B that deal with communicative
acts are as follows:

• ΦM :ic�ic−−−−−−→B eff I
M (ic) if ic ∈ IACL

• ΦM :ic�⊥−−−−−−→B • if ic /∈ IACL

• ΦM :oc�oc−−−−−−−→B • if oc ∈ OACL and ΦM = Φ′M ◦ cndO
M (oc)

• ΦM :⊥�oc−−−−−−→B • if oc /∈ OACL or ΦM �= Φ′M ◦ cndO
M (oc)

The first rule says that when the communicative act ic arrives that is correct
with respect to the ACL (ic ∈ IACL), then this is redirected as event f (by an
action of the kind p : e � f), and an update for changing the mental state is
correspondingly scheduled; the second rule says that acts that do not belong to
the ACL are ignored. Dually, the third rule handles the case where an output
act that is correct with respect to the ACL syntax is to be sent out, which is
actually performed only if the proper conditions hold on the mental state (φM

includes conditions cndO
M (oc)). On the other hand, if the act is not correct or

these conditions are not satisfied, the fourth rule makes the update be simply
ignored and discarded. The remaining rules are as follows:

• ΦM :ip�ip−−−−−−→B • • ΦM :op�op−−−−−−−→B • • ΦM :⊥�Φn−−−−−−−→B Φn u
ΦM :u�⊥−−−−−−→B •

The first and second rule let input physical acts and output physical act to
flow across the tier. The third rule reifies requests for changing the mental states
within the tier, which by the fourth rule are redirected to the previous tier. Since
this reification technique is exploited in the next tiers as well, the latter two rules
are are assumed here to be included in the specification of both the ontology,
social, and internal tier, even if they are not actually reported for brevity.
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The Domain Tier The domain tier is the part of the agent specification
that deals with aspects related to the ontology defining the application domain
where the agent lives. First of all, the syntax of communicative acts is further
constrained with respect to the ACL, since e.g. the actual content of a mes-
sage is limited to those terms to which the ontology gives an interpretation.
We therefore denote by IcONT ⊆ IACL and OcONT ⊆ OACL the communica-
tive acts allowed by the specific ontology. Then, the ontology also defines what
are the physical acts that may be listened and executed by the agent, which
are denoted by the sets IpONT ⊆ Ip and OpONT ⊆ Op. The sets of acts al-
lowed by the ontology are then naturally defined as IONT = IpONT ∪ IcONT and
OONT = OpONT ∪OcONT . Finally, each output physical act is associated to an
expected rational effect, by a function cndP

M : OONT �→ P(Φ), associating output
acts to sets of formulae (facts to be intended and believed) that will become sat-
isfied. This function is here supposed to associate to communicative acts a void
set, while in the case of a physical act op we have e.g. cndP

M (op) = {IsRE (op)}.
In the case the domain ontology binds physical input acts to predicates in the
mental state, it would be sensible to introduce also the management of feasibility
preconditions analogously to the linguistic tier, however, this is not considered
here for it is subject of current researches.

Similarly to the case of the linguistic tier, set F is a subset of E and V = U .
Also, sets Y and Z are the same of previous case. The rules for transition relation
−→B handling input acts are as follows:

• ΦM :i�i−−−−−→B • if i ∈ IONT • ΦM :i�⊥−−−−−→B • if i /∈ IONT

stating that when input act i arrives that is correct with respect to the ontology,
then this is redirected as event f ; otherwise, by the second rule the act is simply
ignored. The case of output acts is handled dually:

• ΦM :o�o−−−−−→B • if o ∈ OONT and ΦM = Φ′M ◦ cndP
M (o)

• ΦM :⊥�o−−−−−−→B • if o /∈ OONT or ΦM �= Φ′M ◦ cndP
M (o)

the output act is let flow toward the agent core only if it conforms to the ontology
and satisfies the preconditions.

The Social Tier This tier deals with those peculiar aspects of an agent that
characterize its collaborative (or social) behavior within the MAS. In particular,
interaction laws can be applied that change the mental state under some condi-
tions, e.g. making the agent react to some input by producing some output act.
Since interaction laws can be of different kinds, we here just suppose that the set
of interaction laws of an agent are modeled by a relation ilaw ⊆ P(Φ) × P(Φ),
associating to the current mental state the new facts (possibly none) that the
agent will believe and intend after applying some enabled law.

In particular, the social tier has void set Y , while set Z – as for previous tier –
may contain some pending update, namely, some change on the mental state that
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has to be applied. Events F and updates V coincide with E and U , respectively.
The rule governing the relation transition of this tier is the following:

⊥ ΦM :i�i−−−−−→B Φn if ilaw(ΦM , Φn)

saying that whenever a new input is received, interaction laws make a new mental
state to be computed which will be propagated to the interaction tier as usual.

The Internal Tier The internal tier is the latter tier of our specification,
which includes a number of remaining implementation features of the agent.
Most notably, here a further set of laws – which are not however published but
forms the hidden, unobservable behavior of the agent – can be applied that
may have various purposes. On the one hand, these rules can be used to drive
any agent behavior that cannot be ascribed to its social role, but rather to its
implementation. To the end of the formalization presented here, we model this
behavior by a private laws function plaw similar to function ilaw . On the other
hand, the internal tier is also the part of the agent responsible for proactively
requesting some action to be performed. To this end, we consider a precondition
function cndE

M : o �→ P(Φ) associating to an output act the conditions enabling
its execution. In the basic case we have cndE

M (o) = {Isdone(o), BsFP(o)}, that
is, the agent should intend to execute the action and should believe its feasibility
preconditions.

Since no further refining is here considered, set of events F and updates U
are here void. Moreover, sets Z and Y coincide with previous tier. Other than
the two usual rules for dispatching updates as in the previous tier, we have the
two rules:

⊥ ΦM :i�⊥−−−−−→B Φn if plaw(ΦM , Φn)

⊥ ΦM◦cndE
M (o):τ−−−−−−−−−−→B o

While the former makes the mental state be updated by applying a private law,
the second rule says that each time a silent action is performed by the agent
core and the precondition for executing an action is satisfied, then that action
is scheduled by sending the update o.

6.2 An Example

In order to grasp the flavor of this formalization, we here consider an example
of simple conversation for an agent, and describe the corresponding sequence of
transitions modeling its behavior. In particular, we consider the case that the
agent i receives from another agent j a message a of the kind request(j, i, b) where
b = inform(i, j, φ), requesting i to send a message declaring that he believes φ.
In the case where i actually believes φ, and by the interaction law Iidone(a)←
BiIjdone(a) – stating that i is always willing to execute the actions that j intends
to be executed – we should obtain that i sends the message inform(i, j, φ). This
protocol is a very simplified version of the FIPA-request protocol, and for the
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sake of brevity does not take into account aspects such as agreement, refusal,
and so on.

The represented portion of the agent state, namely the state of the agent
core, is expressed as a tuple with the state of each tier in its elements, orderly.
We start by considering the agent i with a mental state of the kind ΦM ◦ {Biφ},
namely, initially believing φ.

(1) 〈Φ ◦ {Biφ}, •, •, •, •〉 ?a−→C
(2) 〈a|| Φ◦{Biφ,Bidone(a)}, •, •, •, •〉 τ−→C
(3) 〈Φ◦{Biφ,Bidone(a)}, {BiIjdone(b)}, •, {Iidone(b)}, •〉 τ−→C
(4) 〈Φ◦{Biφ,Bidone(a), BiIjdone(b)}, •, •, {Iidone(b)}, •〉 τ−→C
(5) 〈Φ ◦ {Biφ,Bidone(a), BiIjdone(b), Iidone(b)}, •, •, •, •〉 τ−→C
(6) 〈Φ ◦ {Biφ,Bidone(a), BiIjdone(b), Iidone(b)}, •, •, •, b〉 τ−→C
(7) 〈b || Φ ◦ {Biφ,Bidone(a), BiIjdone(b), Iidone(b)}, •, •, •, •〉 !b−→C

〈Φ ◦ {Biφ,Bidone(a), BiIjdone(b), Iidone(b), Bidone(b)}, •, •, •, •〉
The first transition models the reception of communicative act a: the interac-
tion tier enqueues the request and adds to its mental state Bidone(a). In the
second transition, a is processed by flowing across each tier: in the linguistic tier
it makes the agent believing the sender’s intentions BiIjdone(b) (feasibility pre-
conditions are here avoided for simplicity), while in the social tier the interaction
law Iidone(b) ← BiIjdone(b) is applied leading to the new intention Iidone(b).
In the third and fourth rule both these facts are propagated back to the interac-
tion tier affecting the mental state. In the fifth rule, the internal tier recognizes
the intention Iidone(b), and by means of function cndE

M fires the action b, which
the sixth rule moves to the interaction tier. Finally, since the feasibility precon-
dition Biφ to b is satisfied the communicative act b is sent outside. Notice that
another precondition for sendind would be IiBjφ (the agent i must intend the
rational effect of b), which is not considered here for in most agent architectures
– such as FIPA – it is generally entailed by Iidone(b). Then, the spurious for-
mulae {BiIjdone(b), Iidone(b)} are meant to be subsequently dropped from the
mental state by means of private laws in the internal tier.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we tackle the problem of formalizing the behavior of complex
agents by a technique underlying the notion of grey-box modeling. An existing
description, focusing on the agent behavior at a given abstraction level, can be
refined by adding the specification of a new aspect. This formal approach is here
described and put to test on the ParADE framework, describing a number of
relevant agent aspects such as the ACL and its semantics, ontology, and social
role, providing a means by which different system levels and views of a MAS
can be represented in isolation. A crucial role in this methodology is played
by the framework of LTS, which allows us to describe in an operational way
the behavior of an agent implementation, and facilitates the task of composing
specifications.
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Related Works LTS have been applied to agent systems in other works as well.
The grey-box modeling approach has been first studied in the context of the so-
called observation framework [17, 18], where agents are modeled as sources of
information. In [15], a grey-box formal approach similar to the one described in
this paper has been applied to represent the semantics of ACLs. In [16], specifi-
cations based on operational semantics are evaluated for ACLs, using a process
algebra to describe how interaction may affect the mental state. In [10], agent in-
ternal aspects such as planning are modeled through the ψ-calculus, a language
whose operational semantics is meant to capture the allowed internal dynamics
of the agent. Another significant formalism from concurrency theory that is be-
ing successfully applied to MAS interaction specification are Colored Petri Nets
[9], as described e.g. in Ferber’s book [4]. Most of these previous works applying
LTS and CPN to MAS interaction modeling focused on agent conversations and
interaction protocols, while we claim that the approach presented in this paper
can be fruitfully applied to the whole design of agent-based systems, enjoying
the fact that separating specifications may allow to study their properties sep-
arately. A deeper investigation will reveal further relationship with the work in
[10], which is closer to our spirit.

Future Works A main advantage of an operational specification is that it
should allow properties of interest to be formally proved. In our case, where
one such specification is applied at design-time to model an agent collaborative
behavior, we may expect them to state the soundness – in the broad meaning
of the term – of an agent design, especially as far as its interactions with other
agents of the MAS are concerned. Notice that the specification we provided is
parametric in a number of mathematical structures (IACL, OACL, eff I

M , cnd
O
M ,

IONT , OONT , cndP
M , ilaw , plaw , cnd

E
M ), describing both peculiar aspects of the

agent model (e.g. ACL semantics) as well as peculiar aspects of the individual
agent (e.g. its private laws).

Some of the properties of interest may be independent of these parameters,
mostly concerning the internal structure of the specification. For instance, by-
hand proofs should emphasize that any reception of an input act a is reified
as a believe Bidone(a), and that requests for mental state updates raised by
the internal tier are eventually applied (flowing towards the interaction tier)
preserving their order.

Other properties, that instead depend on the parameters of the specification,
can be more concerned with the correctness of the resulting agent behavior, that
is, concerning its rationality and social attitude. As an example, our specification
may provide a suitable framework for proving that under a given ACL semantics
(eff I

M , cnd
O
M , IACL, OACL) and a given ontology (cndP

M , IONT , OONT ), a specific
set of interact laws (ilaw) and private laws (plaw) are sufficient for the agent
correctly participating in a given conversation protocol, e.g. the simple request
conversation showed in Section 6.2.

An expected feature of our framework is that properties concerning only one
aspect of the MAS design could be studied considering agent specifications only
up to the corresponding tier, by virtue of the refinement notion of transition
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systems. For instance, stating that a conversation protocol is consistent with
respect to the ACL semantics should require us to consider agents as made of the
interaction and linguistic tiers only: as mentioned in Section 4 such a specification
refines the actual agent behavior, but consider all the aspects of interest. On the
other hand, evaluating the evolutions of conversations depending on the agents
social attitude requires to consider the domain and social tiers as well.

In general, deepening all these issues, that concern the applicability of formal
verification tools to the validation of MAS design, is the main future work of
this research.
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Abstract. This paper proposes the DALI Multiagent System, which is a logic
programming environment for developing agent-based applications, as a tool for
component-based software management based on coordination. In particular we
show the usefulness of the integration between DALI and the agent-based Lira
system, which is a Light-weight Infrastructure for Reconfiguring Applications.
We argue that using intelligent agents for managing component-based software
systems makes it possible to: (i) perform monitoring and supervision upon com-
plex properties of a system, such as for instance performance; (ii) perform global
reconfigurations dynamically through the cooperation of intelligent agents.

1 Introduction

After a long predominance of imperative and object oriented languages in the software
development process, declarative languages, thanks to new efficient implementations,
have recently regained attention as an attractive programming paradigm for the devel-
opment of complex applications, in particular related to the Internet, or more generally
to distributed application contexts. Declarative methods exhibit important well known
advantages: (i) the reduction, also in terms of “lines of code”, of the effort required
for solving a problem, (ii) the actual reduction of errors introduced in the application,
(iii) the fast prototyping of complex applications, that reduces “time to market” and
development costs of business applications. In many cases, these applications are better
implemented by using agents technology: declarative languages make the implemen-
tation of intelligent agents easier and effective. In our opinion, agent-based distributed
applications give really a chance to Artificial Intelligence to show its usefulness in prac-
tical contexts.

In this paper we show how DALI, a new logic-based declarative language for agents
and multi-agent systems, supports the development of innovative agent-based applica-
tions. We consider the topic of distributed component management in the context of
�
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and by the Information Society Technologies programme of the European Commission, Future
and Emerging Technologies under the IST-2001-37004 WASP project.
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Large Scale Distributed Component Based Applications (LSDCBA). The role of agents
is that of monitoring and reconfiguring the system, in order to dynamically maintain
some critical non-functional properties such as performance, high availability or secu-
rity. The possibility of keeping a complex system under control while running is often a
key factor for the success of complex and expensive systems. Several so-called “infras-
tructures” are being proposed to this purpose. In particular, as an interesting example
we consider Lira, an agent-based infrastructure created for dynamic and automatic re-
configurations. As a case study, we have integrated Lira and DALI to create agents able
to manage heterogeneous software components.

The DALI language [8] [9] is a Prolog-like logic programming language, equipped
with reactive and proactive capabilities. The definition of DALI formalizes in a declar-
ative way different basic patterns for reactivity, proactivity, internal “thinking”, and
“memory”. The language introduces different classes of events: external, internal,
present and past. Like Prolog, DALI can be useful and effective for rapid prototyping
of light applications.

Lira [5] [11] [7] [6] has been recently defined (and fully implemented as a pro-
totypical version in Java) to perform application reconfiguration in critical domains,
such as for instance mobile and wireless systems and networks, risk management, e-
government, environment supervision and monitoring. Each application/component of
a complex system is managed by an attached agent, and there is a hierarchy of agents
performing different tasks. Reconfigurations are dynamic and automatic: they are per-
formed while the application is running and as a reaction to some specified events.
However, Lira only allows the agents to execute the orders of a Manager, without any
kind of internal reasoning, preventing a priori any autonomous decision. Moreover, the
hierarchical structure of Lira makes the coordination and cooperation among the agents
very difficult to implement, thus reducing the applicability in many real contexts.

The problems that we have found when trying to use Java for implementing agents
in the context of a critical system (ensuring security of a bank application) suggested
us the idea of using DALI instead of Java. In fact, the features of DALI are suitable
for enhancing Lira agents by implementing a form of intelligence in the agents. Thus
enhanced, Lira may perform reconfigurations in a more flexible and adaptable fashion:
not only under predefined conditions, but also proactively, in order to reach some kind
of objective, for instance to ensure some properties of the managed system. To this aim,
DALI agents managing different components can communicate and cooperate. The In-
telligent agents (IAs), created by integrating DALI and Lira, are able to learn, interact
and cooperate in order to: (i) perform monitoring and supervision upon complex prop-
erties of a system, such as performance; (ii) perform global reconfigurations through
the cooperation of intelligent agents in order to fulfill the required properties.

We argue that Lira/DALI agents are light, easy to write, and independent of any
specific agent architecture. We support our argument by presenting as a Case Study
a practical experience of use of the enhanced infrastructure. In particular, we show
how to implement in Lira+DALI the remote management of web sites in a web host-
ing provider that runs on a Windows 2000 Server. By using the features provided by
Lira/DALI agents, the web sites management becomes easier, and it is possible to per-
form supervision and automatic reconfiguration in order to optimize bandwidth and
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space usage. The Case Study demonstrates how a declarative language like DALI has
a significant impact in the developing process of complex applications in the practical
and real context of LSDCBA. The agents created by the integration of DALI and Lira
constitute in our opinion a significant advance in terms of supported functionalities,
readability, modifiability and extensibility.

The paper is organized as follows: we start by describing the features of both DALI
and Lira, respectively in Sections 2 and 3. In Section 3.5 we elicit some problems
found when using Lira infrastructure. Then, in Section 4 we discuss the motivations
of using DALI, an then we introduce the general architecture of the Lira/DALI agents.
Section 5 describes the Case Study. Finally, we summarize the results in Section 6.

2 DALI Multiagent System

DALI [8] [9] is an Active Logic Programming language, designed for executable spec-
ification of logical agents. DALI allows the programmer to define one or more agents,
interacting either among themselves, or with an external environment, or with a user.
A DALI agent is a logic program containing special rules and classes of events (rep-
resented by special atoms) which guarantee the reactive and proactive behavior of the
agent. The kinds of events are: external, internal, present, past.

Proactivity makes an agent able to initiate a behavior according to its own internal
reasoning, and not only as a reaction to some external event. Reactivity determines
actions that the agent will perform when some kind of event happens. Actions can be
messages to other agents and/or interaction with the environment.

An agent is able to manipulate its knowledge base, to have temporary memory,
to perceive an environment and consequently to make actions. Moreover, the system
provides a treatment of time: the events are kept or “forgotten” according to suitable
conditions.

DALI provides a complete run-time support for development of Multiagent Sys-
tems. A DALI Multiagent System is composed by communicating environments, and
each environment is composed by one server and more agents. Each agent is defined by
a .pl file, containing the agent’s code written in DALI.

The new approach proposed by DALI is compared to other existing logic pro-
gramming languages and agent architectures such as ConGolog, 3APL, IMPACT,
METATEM, BDI in [9]. However, it is useful to remark that DALI is a logic program-
ming language for defining agents and multi-agent systems, and does not commit to
any agent architecture. Differently from other significant approaches like, e.g., DE-
SIRE [10], DALI agents do not have pre-defined submodules. Thus, different possible
functionalities (problem-solving, cooperation, negotiation, etc.) and their interactions
are specific to the particular application. DALI is in fact an “agent-oriented” general-
purpose language that provides, as discussed below, a number of primitive mechanisms
for supporting this paradigm, all of them within a precise logical semantics.

The declarative semantics of DALI is an evolutionary semantics, where the meaning
of a given DALI program � is defined in terms of a modified program ��� , where reac-
tive and proactive rules are reinterpreted in terms of standard Horn Clauses. The agent
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reception of an event is formalized as a program transformation step. The evolutionary
semantics consists of a sequence of logic programs, resulting from these subsequent
transformations, together with the sequence of the Least Herbrand Model of these pro-
grams. Therefore, this makes it possible to reason about the “state”of an agent, without
introducing explicitly such a notion, and to reason about the conclusions reached and
the actions performed at a certain stage. Procedurally, the interpreter simulates the pro-
gram transformation steps, and applies an extended resolution which is correct with
respect to the Least Herbrand Model of the program at each stage.

DALI is fully implemented in Sicstus Prolog [14]. The implementation, together
with a set of examples, is available at the URL http://gentile.dm.univaq.it/dali/dali.htm.

2.1 Events Classes

In DALI, events are represented as special atoms, called events atoms. The correspond-
ing predicates are indicated by a particular prefix.

– External Events. When something happens in the “external world” in which the
agent is situated, and the agent can perceive it, this is an external event. If an agent
receives an external event, it can decide to react to it. In order to define rules that
specify the reaction, the external event is syntactically indicated by the prefix eve.
For instance, �	�
����������� ��������� �	�����! �" represents an external event to which the
agent is able to respond. When the event happens, the corresponding atom becomes
true and, if in the DALI logical program that defines the agent there is a rule with
this atom in the head, then the reaction defined in the body of the rule is triggered.
The external events are recorded, in the arrival order, in a list called EV and are
consumed whenever the correspondent reactive rule is activated (i.e., upon reaction
the event is removed from EV).
In the implementation, events are time-stamped, and the order in which they are
“consumed” corresponds to the arrival order. The time-stamp can be useful for
introducing into the language some (limited) possibility of reasoning about time.
The head of a reactive rule can contain several events: in order to trigger reaction,
they must all happen within an amount of time that can be set by a directive.
Attached to each external event there is also the indication of the agent that has
originated the event For events like ��
�#�$ 	% there will be the default indication�	�&���������&�'�	�&( . Then, an event atom can be more precisely seen as a triple:)+*-,!./*-021	354/*�,76 896�:<;=1	>@?A;B*<CD6�E/;2F
The GH�	�+I��	� and JK���'�� �(L
�NM fields can be omitted whenever not needed.

– Internal Events. The internal events define a kind of “individuality” of a DALI
agent, making it independent of the environment, of the user and of the other agents,
and allowing it to manipulate and revise its knowledge. An internal event is indi-
cated by the prefix evi. For instance, �	�
�-��O�����I �P OQ���&�L �RS��I�" is a conclusion that
the prefix �	�
� interprets as an internal event, to which the agent may react, for in-
stance by going to buy food. Internal events are attempted with some frequency
(customizable by means of directives in an initialization file). Whenever one of
them becomes true, it is inserted in a set IV. Similarly to external events, internal
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events are extracted from this set to trigger reaction. In more detail, the mecha-
nism is the following: if goal T has been indicated to the interpreter as an internal
event by means of a suitable directive, from time to time the agent attempts the
goal (at the given frequency). If the goal succeeds, it is interpreted as an event, thus
determining the corresponding reaction. I.e., internal events are events that do not
come from the environment. Rather, they are goals defined in some other part of
the program.
There is a default frequency for attempting goals corresponding to internal events,
that can be customized by the user when the agent is activated. Also, priorities
among different internal events that could be attempted at the same time can be
specified. At present, this frequency cannot be dynamically changed by the agent
itself, but a future direction is that of providing this possibility, so as the agent will
be able to adapt to changing situations.

– Present Events. When an agent perceives an event from the “external world”, it
doesn’t necessarily react immediately: it has the possibility of reasoning about the
event, before (or instead of) triggering reaction. Reasoning also allows a proactive
behavior. In this situation, the event is called present event and is indicated by the
prefix en. For instance, �	�9��
��
�	� �������<� ���#���!" , represents a present event to which
the agent has not reacted yet.

– Past Events. Past events represent the agent’s “memory”, that makes it capable
to perform its future activities while having experience of previous events, and
of its own previous conclusions. A past event is indicated by the prefix evp. For
instance, �	�	MU��������� ��������� �	�����!" is an event to which the agent has reacted and
which remains in the agent’s memory. Memory of course is not unlimited, neither
conceptually nor practically: it is possible to set, for each event, for how long it
has to be kept in memory. The agent has the possibility to keep events in memory
either forever or for some time or until something happens, based on directives. In
fact, an agent cannot keep track of every event and action for an unlimited period
of time. Moreover, sometimes subsequent events/actions can make former ones no
more valid.
In the implementation, past events are kept for a certain default amount of time, that
can be modified by the user through a suitable directive. The user can also express
a condition of the form:V *�*PF

evp(A) W ,76�?�X HH:MM Y
The past event will be removed at the specified time. Alternatively, one can specify
the terminating condition. As soon as the condition is fulfilled (i.e. the correspond-
ing goal is proved) the event is removed.V *�*PF

evp(A) W ,76�?�X Cond Y
In particular cases, an event should never be dropped from the knowledge base, like
in the example below:V *�*PF

evp(born(daniele)) : 27/Aug/1993 Z :�0�*-4/*-0 Y
Implicitly, if a second version of the same past event arrives, with a more recent

timestamp, the “older” event is overridden, unless this violates a directive.
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2.2 Actions: Reactivity in DALI

Actions are the agent’s way of affecting its environment, possibly in reaction to an
external or internal event. In DALI, actions can have or not preconditions: in the former
case, the actions are defined by actions rules, in the latter they are just action atoms.
In actions rules, success of preconditions determine the execution of the action: only
when all preconditions are verified, then the corresponding action is performed. These
preconditions are indicated by the prefix cd. In the case of action atoms, the actions
always succeed. An action is indicated by prefix a. An example:

eve(saturday) :- a(go to the supermarket) [
fridge full :- evp(go to the supermarket) [

evi(fridge full) :- a(prepare a snack) [
eve(child(I), we are hungry)) :- assert(children are hungry) [

cd (prepare a snack) :- children are hungry. [
When the external event eve(saturday) occurs, the agent reacts by performing the

action �7� (L� (\RS�  �]�MQ�����^
���!��( . Since the reaction is recorded as a past event (indicated
by �	�	MU�_�7� (L� (\R`�  �]
M`�	���'
�/�7�	(\" ), the recollection triggers the proactive rule and al-
lows the internal event evi(fridge full). The action ��aM`���bMQ
���   ��+��<�!" is executed if
the precondition ��IQ����R!�P��I����	� 
��� RS]`������c7" is true. This is conditioned by the exter-
nal event �	�����Ade� 
��� RS]Q���
��c!" coming from agent �<RS�P��IQ��f�" . As soon as it is observed,
DALI executes the subgoal in the body of the rule, that consists in a predefined predicate
(namely assert) that records the event.

Similarly to events, actions are recorded as past actions, with prefix MQ . The follow-
ing example illustrates how to exploit past actions. In particular, the action of opening
(resp. closing) a door can be performed only if the door is closed (resp. open). The win-
dow is closed if the agent remembers to have closed it previously. The window is open
if the agent remembers to have opened it previously.

a(open the door) :- door is closed [
door is closed :- pa(close the door) [

a(close the door) :- door is open [
door is open :- pa(open the door) [

External events and actions are used also for expressing communication acts. An
external event can be a message from another agent, and, symmetrically, an action can
consist in sending a message. Presently we do not commit to any particular agent com-
munication language, that we consider as a customizable choice that can be changed
according to the application domain.

3 Lira

In the context of Large Scale Distributed Systems we usually deal with: (i) thousands
of components that are part of one or more Applications; (ii) single Applications that
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are part of bigger systems, distributed over a wide area network. A basic objective
of remote control is that of making the Java managed system flexible, highly modifi-
able at run time and stable with respect to many different faults. To these aims, remote
(re)configuration should be dynamic: i.e., should be performed while a system is run-
ning, possibly as an automatic reaction when some event happens.

Lira (Light-weight Infrastructure for Reconfiguring Applications) [5] [11] [7] [6] is
a system that performs remote control and dynamic reconfigurations [13] [3] over single
components or applications. It uses and extends the approach of Network Management
[12] architectures and protocols, where an agent controls directly the managed device
and a Manager orders the reconfigurations. The decision maker could be an Adminis-
tration Workbench with a graphical interface, or, in a more interesting case, a program
that has the necessary knowledge to decide, when a specified precondition is verified,
what kind of reconfigurations must be performed.

With component reconfiguration we mean any allowed change in the component’s
parameters (component re-parametrization): the addressed components are usually
black-boxes, so Lira is able to dynamically change the values of the provided param-
eters. An Application reconfiguration [2] can be: (i) any change of the Application in
terms of number and location of components; (ii) any kind of architectural modification
[16].

Lira has been designed light-weight [5], given that components can be very small
in size and might be run on limited-resource devices such as mobile phones or PDA.
It provides a general interface for interacting with components and applications: this
interface is realized using a specified architecture and a very simple protocol that allows
one to set and get variable values and to call functions.

Lira has been created to provide the minimal amount of functionalities necessary
to perform components reconfiguration and deployment. There are many others ap-
proaches of components reconfiguration, based on heavy weight infrastructures that
manage also application dependencies and consistence. A complete description of the
existing infrastructures with respect to the Lira approach is provided in [5].

The Lira architecture specifies three main actors: the Reconfiguration Agent,
which performs the reconfiguration; the MIB, which is a list of variables and func-
tions that an agent exports in order to reconfigure the component; the Management
Protocol, that allows agents to communicate.

There are different kinds of agent, depending of their functionalities: the Compo-
nent Agent is associated to the reconfigurable component; the Host Agent manages
installation and activation of components and agents on the deployment host; the Ap-
plication Agent is a higher-level agent able to monitor and reconfigure a set of com-
ponents or a subsystem (for details see [6]); finally the Manager is the particular agent
providing the interface with the decision maker, having the role to order reconfigura-
tions to other agents.

In the next subsections we will describe the Lira features relevant for the proposed
integration.
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3.1 Component Agent

The Component Agent (CompAgent) is the most important part of the Lira infrastruc-
ture: it directly controls and manages the component. To keep the system general, Lira
does not specify how the component is attached to the agent, but it only assumes that the
agent is able to act on the component. The CompAgent is composed by a generic part
(called Protocol Manager) which manages the agent communication, and by a local
part (called Local Agent) which is the actual interface between the agent and the com-
ponent. This interface is component-specific and it implements the following functions
for the component’s life-cycle management:

– void start(compParams): starts the component.
– void stop(): stops the component.
– void suspend(): suspends the component.
– void resume(): resumes the component.
– void shutdown(): stops the component and kills the agent.

Moreover, each CompAgent exports the variables:

– STATUS: maintains the current status of the component. It can assume one of the
following values: starting, started, stopping, stopped, suspending, suspended,
resuming.

– NOTIFYTO: contains the address of the agent that has to be notified when a speci-
fied event happens.

All the variables exported for the specific component must be declared in the MIB
(Section 3.3).

A very important property of a Lira-based reconfiguration system is the compos-
ability of the agents: they may be composed in a hierarchical way [15], thus creating a
higher level agent which performs reconfigurations at application level, by using vari-
ables and functions exported by lower level agents. The Application Agent is a Manager
for the agents in the controlled components, but it is a reconfigurations actuator for the
global (if present) Manager.

3.2 Manager

The Manager orders reconfigurations on the controlled components through the associ-
ated CompAgents. The top-level manager of the hierarchy constitutes the Lira interface
with the Decision Maker. It exports the NOTIFYTO variable, like every other agent.
The Manager is allowed to send Lira messages, but may also receive SET, GET, CALL
messages: it means that different Managers can communicate with each other.

3.3 MIB

This description represents the agreement among agents that allows them to communi-
cate in a consistent way.
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The description provides the list of variables and functions exported by the agent. In
particular, the MIB contains the variables and functions always exported by the agent,
such as the STATUS or the start() ones, as well as variables and functions specific for
the managed components, that are component dependent.

Finally, the MIB specifies constraints to bind declared variables and performed ac-
tions to obtain the specified behavior [7].

3.4 Management Protocol

The management protocol has been designed to be as simple as possible, in order to
keep the system light. Based on TCP/IP, it specifies seven messages, of which six are
synchronous, namely:

– SET(variable name, variable value) / ACK(message text)
– GET(variable name) / REPLY(variable name, variable value)
– CALL(function name, parameters list) / RETURN(return value)

and one is asynchronous, namely:

– NOTIFY(variable name, variable value, agent name)

3.5 Some problems with using Lira

The current Lira version specifies a very clean, powerful and effective architecture. The
Java prototype works well in the test examples proposed in [4] [5] [11] [6]. Neverthe-
less, there are still problems to solve, related to both the specification and the imple-
mentation.

From the implementation point of view, an object-oriented language such as Java al-
lows one to easily create every kind of Lira agent by inheritance from specified classes,
thus encouraging agent’s reuse. Also, it provides a direct interface with the managed
component. However, it is not so immediate to implement in Java mechanisms to pro-
vide agents with some kind of intelligence, such as “internal thinking” or “memory”.
This is demonstrated by the fact that Java-based frameworks for agent development like
JADE [1] have built-in reactive capabilities, but do not directly provide proactivity.

Moreover, the hierarchical structure of Lira inherited by the network management
architecture model is useful and powerful but very strict. In fact, a hierarchical manage-
ment is effective for rigidly structured domains, while it makes agents implementation
very hard when coordination and cooperation is needed. In this way, the applicability
of Lira is reduced.

4 The integration

In this research, we have tried to overcome Lira problems by implementing a part of
Lira agents using DALI.
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There are several motivations to propose DALI as a formalism for the implemen-
tation of intelligent reconfiguration Lira agents. Firstly, DALI’s proactive capabilities
allow the agents to timely supervise component -and application- behavior, by using
Internal events. Secondly, by using External events the agents are able to communicate
with each other so that they can synchronize and adapt their behavior in a changing
environment (e.g., in case of applications oriented to mobile devices). Thirdly, by using
Past Events the agents have a memory and can perform actions automatically whenever
a well-known situation occurs. Therefore, the resulting infrastructure is flexible and
allows run-time event-driven reconfiguration.

A good reason to keep a Java part of Lira agents is that DALI infrastructure can-
not act directly on the component to perform reconfiguration. In fact, DALI does not
provide high level mechanisms to interact with the components, while Lira is specified
with that purpose.

The agents created by integrating DALI and Lira, that we have called Intelligent
Agents (IA) for dynamic reconfiguration, have an intelligent part provided by DALI
and a managing part provided by Lira. In other words, we can say that DALI constitutes
the “mind”, and Lira the “hand” for performing reconfigurations.

Fig. 1. The architecture of the Intelligent agents

The general architecture of the IA is shown in Figure 1. The interface between DALI
and Lira is provided by a SICTUS Prolog library called Jasper, which allows one to call
the specified Java method inside Prolog code.

Lira loses the TCP message management, but it still provides the access to the ex-
ported variables and functions through the following methods:
g2hji �^ <� �k <�7G9%lJm�A��
��no
�'�
p\��
�/ql��A]���"r %s�lt@uj�k <� �k <��Tl%sJm�A��
��nv��^��"r %lJxw r nk�k <�x�k <� hjg t@t2��OQ]Q�+��no
�'�
p�M`
��t9�L �(\"
������I �k <��nzyxJef�{lu|�A�����no
�^�
p\����/qN��A]���"
The communication among IAs is implemented by using DALI messages, and is
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managed by its run time support. The Java methods are called by the DALI envi-
ronment through the Jasper interface whenever the corresponding DALI message is
received.

In DALI, the reception of a Lira message is implemented by using an external event.
When the event is received, the agent performs a specific action which hides the Jasper
predicate. For example, the reception of the Lira message CALL(”STOP”, ””) is im-
plemented as:

�	�
��� hjg t@t2��}
G~J2yj�l}!pb�
���PI�"9�S�KQ��I����� hjg t@t2�� �(L��M$pb�
���PI�"\"
where daliCALL is a macro which hides all the steps (objects creation, method call

etc) necessary to actually invoke the Java method.

In the sample DALI code that we will present in the next subsections, all the op-
erations for getting and setting values or more generally for affecting the supervised
component are implemented in a similar way.

The reactive capabilities provided by DALI make the IA’s able to dynamically per-
form reconfigurations either upon certain conditions, or upon occurrence of significant
events. In some cases reconfigurations can be decided and performed locally (on the
controlled component), whenever the managing agent has sufficient knowledge, other-
wise they can be decided by means of a process of cooperation and negotiation among
the different agents.

Also, the Lira/DALI IA’s can manage and exchange meta-information about system
configuration and functionality. In perspective, they may have knowledge and compe-
tence to detect critical situations, and to activate dynamic security processes in order to
ensure system consistency also in presence of faults or attacks.

Finally, by using DALI primitives the agents are able to learn from past situations,
for example to repeat the same kind of reconfiguration upon the same conditions, or to
retry the same kind of negotiation.

5 The Case Study

The case study proposed here is remote management of web sites in a web hosting
provider that runs on a Windows 2000 Server. This particular environment manages
single web sites as independent components, allowing the administrator to start and
stop web sites independently from the actual web server that hosts them.

The features of the example are the following: we have a general server � that
manages the web sites �z� through the IAs f g � . Each agent can communicate with the
other agents and with the Manager. In particular, for each web site we are interested to
supervise the disk space and the bandwidth.

In order to show the flexibility of these new IA’s, we propose (a sketch of) the
implementation of two different policies of reconfiguration, aimed at optimizing space
and bandwidth usage.

The space is managed by using a hierarchical model, where a Manager maintains
the global knowledge about the space usage, and eventually orders the reconfigurations
to the agents.
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Fig. 2. The hosting web provider

A high quality of service for each web site is guaranteed through a dynamic distribu-
tion of the available bandwidth. We employ to this purpose a cooperative model, where
an agent that needs more bandwidth asks other agents for obtaining the possibility to
increase its own usage.

The details of these policies are described in the Sections 5.1 and 5.2.

In order to act on the component (web site) and perform the reconfigurations, the
IA exports the following variables and functions. USED SPACE, that contains the used
space; MAX SPACE, i.e., the max space allowed; USED BAND, i.e., the band used;
MAX BANDWIDTH, i.e., the max bandwidth allowed; STATUS, which is the state of
the web site; NOTIFYTO, i.e., the agent that must be notified. ERASE(fileType, space)
erases the specified files, thus freeing some space on the disk. COMPRESS(files, space)
compresses the specified files thus making available a larger space quota on the disk.

5.1 Space Management

DALI definition of the Manager agent

Implementation of Site Maintenance
The manager starts the maintenance of a web site managed by an f g when-
ever a certain timeout has expired. The exact mechanism in DALI is that the
predicate ��-(P�����(L� �^����&(L�	�+
�+��� is automatically attempted at a predefined (cus-
tomizable) frequency, and succeeds as soon as the timeout is expired. Since this
predicate is an internal event, its success triggers the proactive clause with head
���
�-����-(P�����(L� �^����&(L�	�+
�+������f g "b" , thus executing the body, and sends messages to f g
to stop the web site, and perform the maintenance. At the end, the site is restarted.
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��-(P���

(L� �'
���&(L�	�+
�+������f g "��!�5(P���'����]Q( �	��MS�����	IQ��f g "�[
�	���-��
��(P�#��
(L� �^
�#�&(L�	�+
�+������f g "b"��!�K��A�^�� 	 	��7�
��f g p hjg t@te��}�G~Jxyj�l}!p\�����PI
"b"\"�p

��A�^�� 	 	��7�
��f g p�MQ���/O������ �'
���&(L�	�+��+�<�
��f g "\"b"-[
�	�
�����'
���&(L�	�+��+�<� (L�	�	�'���+
(L�	IQ��f g "b"��!�K��A�^�� � ���7����f g p hjg t@t2��}�GHJ g r Je}Sp\������I�"\"b"-[

Remote Reconfiguration
If an IA that manages a web site asks for more disk space, the manager assigns more
space to this web site if available. Only as extrema ratio the Manager eliminates old
web sites with expired life time.

�	�
���# \MQ���� �+��( ����������������IQ��f g "\"e�!�K���+�����#OQ�#�+I  bM`�������f g "b"-[
OQ���+I  bM`�������f g "��!�K��A�^�� � 	�������f g pDGH%lJN��� gK� GH� gxh %�pbno�	d  bMQ
�<��"b"\"�[
��IQ�A�^�� 	 	��7�
��f g pDGH%sJm��� ge� GH� gxh %�pbnv��d  \MQ�����"\"\"��S�e \MQ���� 
��
����7�-������nv��d  bM`�����"�[
OQ���+I  bM`�������f g "��!�K���+�������<R`���<� �������]Q�&(\ 
��f g "\"�[
�<R`���<� �������]Q�&(\ ���f g "��!�K����	��7 �� �	��M`������I de���  ��#(L��"�[
��IQ���	��7 �� �	��M`������I de���  ���(L��"��!��[�[<[

DALI Intelligent agent definition for the Web Sites

Site Maintenance
The following piece of code defines how f g becomes aware of the orders by the
manager of stopping/starting the site, and of performing maintenance. Notice that f g
knows that maintenance is finished as soon as M`�	�/O����	� �^����&(L�	�+
�+��� becomes a past
event (prefix �	��M ), i.e., as soon as action ��aM`�	�/O������ �^
���&(L���+
�+����" has been done.
If so, �	�+I �^
�#�&(L�	�+
�+��� becomes true, and, since it is an internal event, it triggers a
reaction that sends a message to the manager to signal that maintenance is over.

�	�
��� hjg t@t2��}
G~J2yj�l}!pb�
���PI�"\"@�!�K���I
��A� hjg t�te�� �(L��MUp\������I�"\"�[
�	�
��� hjg t@t2��}
G~J g r Je}Sp\�����PI
"b"H�!�K���I
��A� hjg t�te�# <(L
��(-p\�����PI
"b"-[
�	�
����M`�	�/O����	� �^����&(L�	�+
�+����"9�`�K��aM`�	�/O������ �^
���&(L���+
�+����"�[
�	�+I �^
�#�&(L�	�+
�+������f g "��!�K�	�	MU��M`�	�/O����	� �^����&(L�	�+
�+����"-[
�	���-�����+I �'
���&(L�	�+
�+������f g "\"��!�K����'�� � 	��7������pb�'
���&(L�	�+��+�<� ���
�	�7��f g "b"-[

Managing lack of space
As an example of adaptive behavior, the following piece of code included in the defi-
nition of a local agent specifies that if the used space of the managed web site is close
to � gK� G9� g2h % , then f g tries to find more space. First, the agent tries to recovery
space locally, by either erasing or compressing files. If this is impossible, then it asks
the manager. These local attempts of reconfigurations can be done only if they have not
been performed recently, i.e., only if the corresponding past events (prefix �	�	M ) are not
present (notice that the past events expire after a pre-set, customizable amount of time).
Otherwise, the manager is informed by sending the message  \MQ���� �+��( �����������	����I .
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�^�����  bM`���� �+����I���IB�S�K���I���A�PTl%lJN��� gK� GH� gxh %m"\"�p
���I
��A�PTl%lJm��wlGH%s� GH� gxh %m"\"�p
� gK� G9� g2h %���wlGH%m� GH� g2h %���(\R!���� �RS����IS[

�	���-���'�����  bM`���� �+�	��I
��I
"��S�5�����������	�	c  bM`�������f g "-[
���������
�	��c  bM`�������f g "��S�KQ���	��7 	� ]� 	������ � OQ�P���� 
��f g "b"-[
��IQ���	��7 �� ]& 	�	���� 	 OQ�P���� �"9�!�5�+��(����	��M����	��� 	� ]& ������� � OQ������ ���f g "\"b"-[
���������
�	��c  bM`�������f g "��S�KQ��������MS���� 	 OQ�P���� 
��f g "b"-[
��IQ��������MS���� � OQ������ 	"��!�5�+��(����	��M���������MS���� � OQ�P���� 
��f g "\"\"�[
���������
�	��c  bM`�������f g "��S�KQ���'�� � 	���������p� bM`���� �+��( ����������������IQ��f g "\"b"-[

Updating space limit
If asked, the manager can give three different answers, corresponding to the following
external events: (i) send an enlarged value �+�	d  bM`���� of MAX SPACE; (ii) order to
erase all files; (iii) stop the web site.

�	�
���#GH%lJm�#� gK� GH� g2h %�p\�+�	d  bM`�����"\"��S�KQ��I�����PG9%lJm��� ge� G9� g2h %�pb�+��d  \MQ�����"\"-[
�	�
��� hjg t@t2��% r g GH%�pb���� OQ������ 	"b"9�`�K���I

��� hjg t@t2��% r g GH%�pb���� OQ�P���� �"\"�[
�	�
��� hjg t@t2� i f�t�tKp\�����PI
"b"��!�K���I

��� hjg t@t2� i f�t�tKp\�����PI
"b"-[

5.2 Bandwidth management

In order to exhibit a good performance to the end user, the Intelligent Agents cooperate
for a dynamic band distribution according to the component needs. In particular, when
an IA detects that the available band is less than the bandwidth needed, the internal
event  ������ �-
�+I triggers a reaction: the agent checks which agents are present in the
system and creates a list. Then it takes the first one and sends a request for a part of the
band. If the agent receives the external event that indicates that more band is available,
it sets the Lira variable MAX BANDWIDTH, while the giving agent reduces its max
bandwidth by taking off the given value. If the bandwidth is still insufficient, the agent
keeps asking for band to the other agents are present in the system.

 	����� ����+IB�S�e�-
�+I ���$ �]�O&OQ�P�-�P�	�&(-[
�-
�+I ���$ �]&O&OQ�������	�&(H�!��[�[<[
�	���-�# ������ �-
�+I
"��S�eOQ�#�+I
�������7�	�&(\ 
� g  ��77�-��� ����	�&(\ ���L <(\"�pb7 ��!O&��� g  ��77�-��� ��7�	�&(\ ���L <(\"�[
7 ��!O&��� g  ��77�-��� ��7�	�&(\ ���P �(\"��!�5�^�	�^�-�	�7��f gs� p g  	�!������ ��7�	�&(\ ���P �(\"�p

����'�� � 	��7����f gs� pb7 �� O���� �-
�+IQ��f g pDf gm� "\"b"-[
[<[�[
Symmetrically, if f g is asked for some band, it checks if it is actually in the condition to
give it. When the external event 7 �� O���� �-
�+I arrives, the agent checks its bandwidth.
If it has some unused band (the USED BAND is minor of the MAX BANDWIDTH)
it keeps 80% of its band, and offers the remaining amount �s( to the other agent.
Otherwise, the agent sends the message �#��M`�/ � ��L�-��� (L� (P����$ �O��	� �-
�+I .
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6 Concluding Remarks

In this paper we have proposed our practical experience of using the logic programming
language DALI for enriching the functionalities of Lira, an infrastructure for managing
and reconfiguring Large Scale Component Based Applications.

The advantage of Lira is that of being lightweight, although able to perform both
component-level reconfigurations and scalable application-level reconfigurations. The
key design choice of Lira has been that of providing a minimal basic set of function-
alities, while assuming that advanced capabilities are implemented in the agents, ac-
cording to the application at hand. This has allowed us to gracefully integrate Lira with
DALI, by replacing Java agents with DALI agents. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first running prototype of a logic-based infrastructure.

We have argued that DALI brings practical advantages under several respects. (i)
The task of developing agents with memory and reasoning capabilities becomes easier,
and the resulting agent programs are easier to understand, extend and modify. (ii) Re-
activity, proactivity and learning capabilities of logical agents make the system more
powerful through the intelligent cooperation among logical agents that can supervise
and solve critical situations. (iii) Intelligent agents with reasoning abilities can coop-
eratively perform many tasks and reach overall objectives, also by means on suitable
forms of delegation and learning. The coordination and cooperation among agents that
are difficult to implement with Lira because of its hierarchical architecture can be easily
realized by using LIRE/DALI intelligent agents. This makes the resulting infrastructure
powerful and effective, especially in real-time contexts.

Both DALI and Lira are fully implemented, and the Intelligent Agents have been
successfully experimented. Future applications are being specified, in challenging con-
texts such as system security in critical applications.
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Abstract. We propose a logic-based rendition of electronic institutions
– these are means to specify open agent organisations. We employ a
simple notation based on first-order logic and set theory to represent
an expressive class of electronic institutions. We also provide a formal
semantics to our constructs and present a distributed implementation of
a platform to enact electronic institutions specified in our formalism.

1 Introduction

In this paper we propose a logical formalism that allows the representation of a
useful class of protocols involving many agents. This formalism combines first-
order logic and set theory to allow the specification of interactions among agents,
whether an auction, a more sophisticated negotiation or an argumentation frame-
work. We introduce and exploit the logic-based formalism within the context of
electronic institutions: these are means to modularly describe open agent or-
ganisations [6]. As well as providing a flexible syntax for interactions, we also
formalise their semantics via the construction of models.

Current efforts at standardising agent communication languages like KIF
and KQML [12] and FIPA-ACL [7] do not cater for dialogues: they do not offer
means to represent relationships among messages. Work on dialogues (e.g. [11],
[15] and [21]), on the other hand, prescribe the actual format, meaning and
ultimate goal of the interactions. Our effort aims at providing engineers with
a notation for specifying interactions among the components of a Multi-Agent
System (MAS, for short), but which allows relationships to be forged among the
interactions. A typical interaction we are able to express in our formalism is “all
seller agents advertise their goods; after this, all buyer agents send their offers
for the goods to the respective seller agent”. In this interaction, it is essential
that the buyer agents send offers to the appropriate seller agents, that is, each
seller agent should receive an appropriate offer to the good(s) it advertised.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we describe the syntax
and semantics of our proposed logic-based formalism to describe protocols. In
Section 3 we introduce a definition of electronic institutions using our logic-based
notation for protocols giving their formal meaning; in that section we illustrate
our approach with a practical example and we describe how we implemented a
platform to enact electronic institutions expressed in our formalism. Finally, in
Section 4 we draw conclusions and give directions for future work.
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2 A Set-Based Logic L for Protocols
In this section, we describe a set-based first-order logic L with which we can
define protocols. Our proposed logic provides us with a compact notation to
formally describe relationships among messages in a protocol. Intuitively, these
constructs define (pre- and post-) conditions that should hold as agents follow a
protocol.

We aim at a broad class of protocols in which many-to-many interactions
(and, in particular, one-to-one, one-to-many and many-to-one) can be formally
expressed. The protocols are global in the sense that they describe any and
all interactions that may take place in the MAS. One example of the kind of
interactions we want to be able to express is “an agent x sends a message to
another agent y offering an item k for sale; agent y replies to x’s message making
an offer n to buy k” and so on. We define L as below:

Definition 1. L consists of formulae Qtf (Atfs ⇒ SetCtrs) where Qtf is the quantifi-
cation, Atfs is a conjunction of atomic formulae and SetCtrs is a conjunction of set
constraints.

Qtf provides our constructs with universal and existential quantification over
(finite) sets; Atfs expresses atomic formulae that must hold true and SetCtrs
represents set constraints that (are made to) hold true. We define the classes
of constructs Qtf , Atfs and SetCtrs in the sequel. We refer to a well-formed
formulae of L generically as Fml .

We shall adopt some notational conventions in our formulae. Sets will be
represented by words starting with capital letters and in this typefont, as in, for
example “S”, “Set” and “Buyers”. Variables will be denoted by words starting
with capital letters in this typefont, as in, for example, “X ”, “Var” and “Buyer”.
We shall represent constants by words starting with non-capital letters in this
font; some examples are “a” and “item”. We shall assume the existence of a
recursively enumerable set Vars of variables and a recursively enumerable set
Consts of constants.

In order to define the class Atfs of atomic formulae conjunctions, we first put
forth the concept of terms:

Definition 2. All elements from Vars and Consts are in Terms. If t1, . . . , tn are in
Terms, then f(t1, . . . , tn) is also in Terms, f being a function symbol.

The class Terms is thus defined recursively, based on variables and constants
and their combination with functional symbols. An example of a term using our
conventions is enter(buyer). We can now define the class Atfs:

Definition 3. If t1, . . . , tn are Terms, then p(t1, . . . , tn) is an atomic formula (or,
simply, an atf), where p is any predicate symbol. A special atomic formula is defined
via the “=” symbol, as t1 = t2. The class Atfs consists of all atfs; furthermore, for any
Atf 1 and Atf 2 in Atfs, Atf 1 ∧ Atf 2 is also in Atfs.

This is another recursive definition: the basic components are the simple atomic
formulae built with terms. These components (and their combinations) can be
put together as conjuncts.

We now define the class of set constraints. These are restrictions on set op-
erations such as union, intersection, Cartesian product and set difference [8]:

Definition 4. Set constraints are conjunctions of set operations, defined by the fol-
lowing grammar:
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SetCtrs → SetCtrs ∧ SetCtrs | (SetCtrs) | MTest | SetProp
MTest → Term ∈ SetOp | Term 6∈ SetOp

SetProp → card(SetOp) Op N | card(SetOp) Op card(SetOp) | SetOp = SetOp
Op → = | > | ≥ | < | ≤

SetOp → SetOp ∪ SetOp | SetOp ∩ SetOp | SetOp − SetOp
| SetOp × SetOp | (SetOp) | Set | ∅

MTest is a membership test, that is, a test whether an element belongs or not
to the result of a set operation SetOp (in particular, to a specific set). SetProp
represents the set properties, that is, restrictions on set operations as regards to
their size (card) or their contents. N is the set of natural numbers. Op stands for
the allowed operators of the set properties. SetOp stands for the set operations,
that is, expressions whose final result is a set. An example of a set constraint is
B ∈ Buyers∧card(Buyers) ≥ 0∧card(Buyers) ≤ 10. We may, alternatively, employ
|Set| to refer to the cardinality of a set, that is, |Set| = card(Set). Additionally,
in order to simplify our set expressions and improve their presentation, we can
use 0 ≤ |Buyers| ≤ 10 instead of the previous expression.

Finally, we define the quantifications Qtf :

Definition 5. The quantification Qtf is defined as:
Qtf → Qtf ′ Qtf | Qtf ′

Qtf ′ → Q Var ∈ SetOp | Q Var ∈ SetOp,Var = Term
Q → ∀ | ∃ | ∃!

Where Term ∈ Terms and Var ∈ Vars.

We pose an important additional restriction on our quantifications: either Var
or subterms of Term must occur in (Atfs ⇒ SetCtrs).

Using the typographic conventions presented above, we can now build correct
formulae; an example is ∃B ∈ Ags (m(B, adm , enter(buyer )) ⇒ (B ∈ Bs ∧ 1 ≤
|Bs| ≤ 10)). To simplify our formulae, we shall also write quantifications of the
form Qtf Var ∈ SetOp,Var = Term simply as Qtf Term ∈ SetOp. For instance,
∀X ∈ Set, X = f(a, Z) will be written as ∀f(a, Z) ∈ Set.

2.1 The Semantics of L

In this section we show how Fml is mapped to truth values > (true) or ⊥ (false).
For that, we first define the interpretation of our formulae:

Definition 6. An interpretation = for Fml is the pair = = (σ, Ω) where σ is a possibly
empty set of ground atomic formulae (i.e. atfs without variables) and Ω is a set of sets.

Intuitively our interpretations provide in σ what is required to determine the
truth value of Qtf (Atfs) and in Ω what is needed in order to assign a truth
value to Qtf (SetCtrs).

We did not include in our definition of interpretation above the notion of
universe of discourse (also called domain) nor the usual mapping between con-
stants and elements of this universe, neither the mapping between function and
predicate symbols of the formula and functions and relations in the universe of
discourse [4, 13]. This is because we are only interested in the relationships be-
tween Atfs and SetCtrs and how we can automatically obtain an interpretation
for a given formula. However, we can define the union of all sets in Ω as our
domain. It is worth mentioning that the use of a set of sets to represent Ω does
not cause undesirable paradoxes: since we do not allow the formulae in L to
make references to Ω, but only to sets in Ω, this will not happen.

The semantic mapping k : Fml ×= 7→ {>,⊥} is:
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1. k(∀Terms ∈ SetOp Fml ,=) = > iff k(Fml |Terms
e ,=) = > for all e ∈ k′(SetOp,=)

k(∃Terms ∈ SetOp Fml ,=) = > iff k(Fml |Terms
e ,=) = > for some e ∈ k′(SetOp,=)

k(∃!Terms ∈ SetOp Fml ,=) = > iff k(Fml |Terms
e ,=) = > for a single e ∈

k′(SetOp,=)
2. k((Atfs ⇒ SetCtrs),=) = ⊥ iff k(Atfs,=) = > and k(SetCtrs ,=) = ⊥
3. k(Atfs1 ∧ Atfs2,=) = > iff k(Atfs1,=) = k(Atfs2,=) = >

k(Atf ,=) = > iff Atf ∈ σ,= = (σ, Ω)
4. k(SetCtrs1 ∧ SetCtrs2,=) = > iff k(SetCtrs1,=) = k(SetCtrs2,=) = >
5. k(Terms ∈ SetOp,=) = > iff Terms ∈ k′(SetOp,=);

k(Terms 6∈ SetOp,=) = > iff Terms 6∈ k′(SetOp,=)
k(|SetOp| Op N,=) = > iff |k′(SetOp,=)| Op N holds.
k(|SetOp1|Op |SetOp2|,=) = > iff |k′(SetOp1,=)|Op |k′(SetOp2,=)| holds.
k(SetOp1 = SetOp2,=) = > iff k′(SetOp1,=) = k′(SetOp2,=)

In item 1 we address the three quantifiers over Fml formulae, where Fml |Terms
e is

the result of replacing every occurrence of Terms by e in Fml . Item 2 describes
the usual meaning of the right implication. Item 3 formalises the meaning of
conjunctions Atfs and the basic case for individual atomic formulae – these are
only considered true if they belong to the associated set σ of the interpretation
=. Item 4 formalises the meaning of the conjunct and disjunct operations over
set constraints SetCtrs and the basic membership test to the result of a set
operation SetOp. Item 5 describes the truth-value of the distinct set properties
SetProp. These definitions describe only one case of the mapping: since ours is a
total mapping, the situations which are not described represent a mapping with
the remaining value > or ⊥.

The auxiliary mapping k′ : SetOp × = 7→ Set in Ω,= = (σ, Ω), referred to
above and which gives meaning to the set operations is thus defined:
1. k′(SetOp1 ∪ SetOp2,=) = {e | e ∈ k′(SetOp1,=) or e ∈ k′(SetOp2,=)}
2. k′(SetOp1 ∩ SetOp2,=) = {e | e ∈ k′(SetOp1,=) and e ∈ k′(SetOp2,=)}
3. k′(SetOp1 − SetOp2,=) = {e | e ∈ k′(SetOp1,=) and e 6∈ k′(SetOp2,=)}
4. k′(SetOp1 × SetOp2,=) = {(e1, e2) | e1 ∈ k′(SetOp1,=) and e2 ∈ k′(SetOp2,=)}
5. k′((SetOp),=) = (k′(SetOp,=)).
6. k′(Set,=) = {e | e ∈ Set in Ω,= = (σ, Ω)}, k′(∅,=) = ∅.

The 4 set operations are respectively given their usual definitions [8]. The mean-
ing of a particular set Set is its actual contents, as given by Ω in =. Lastly, the
meaning of an empty set ∅ in a set operation is, of course, the empty set.

We are interested in models for our formulae, that is, interpretations that map
Fml to the truth value > (true). We are only interested in those interpretations
in which both sides of the “⇒” in the Fml ’s hold true. Formally:
Definition 7. An interpretation = = (σ, Ω) is a model for a formula Fml = Qtf (Atfs ⇒
SetCtrs), denoted by m(Fml ,=) iff σ and Ω are the smallest possible sets such that
k(Qtf Atfs ,=) = k(Qtf SetCtrs ,=) = >.

The scenarios arising when the left-hand side of the Fml is false do not interest
us: we want this formalisation to restrict the meanings of our constructs only
to those desirable (correct) ones. The study of the anomalies and implications
caused by not respecting the restrictions of a protocol albeit important is not in
the scope of this work.

We now define the extension of an interpretation, necessary to build models
for more than one formula Fml :
Definition 8. =′ = (σ′, Ω′) is an extension of = = (σ, Ω) which accommodates Fml,
denoted by ext(=, Fml) = =′, iff m(Fml ,=′′),=′′ = (σ′′, Ω′′) and σ′ = σ ∪ σ′′, Ω′ =
Ω ∪ Ω′′.
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3 Logic-Based Electronic Institutions
In the same way that social institutions, such as a constitution of a country or
the rules of a club, are somehow forged (say, in print or by common knowledge),
the laws that should govern the interactions among heterogeneous agents can
be defined by means of electronic institutions (e-institutions, for short) [5, 6, 14,
16]. E-institutions are non-deterministic finite-state machines describing possi-
ble interactions among agents. The interactions are only by means of message
exchanges, that is, messages that are sent and received by agents. E-institutions
define communication protocols among agents with a view to achieving global
and individual goals.

Although different formulations of e-institutions can be found in the liter-
ature [5, 6, 14, 16, 19], they all demand additional informal explanations con-
cerning the precise meaning of its constructs. In an e-institution the interac-
tions among agents are described as finite-state machines with messages la-
belling the edges between two states. A simple example is graphically depicted
in Fig. 1 where two agents x and y engage in a simple two-step conversation

?>=<89:;w1
m(x,y,sell(k))

// ?>=<89:;w2
m(y,x,offer(k,n))

// ?>=<89:;w3

Fig. 1: Protocol as a Finite-State Machine

– to save space, we have represented messages as atomic formulae of the form
m(Sender ,Addressee,Conts), meaning that Sender is sending to Addressee mes-
sage Conts ; alternative formats such as FIPA-ACL [7] could be used instead.
Agent x informs agent y that it wants to sell item k and y replies with an offer
n. In the example above we employed variables x, y, k and n but it is not clear
what their actual meaning is: is x the same in both edges? is it just one agent x
or can many agents follow the transition? It is not clear from the notation only
what the meaning of the label is. Surely, informal explanations could solve any
ambiguity, but by tacitly assuming the meaning of constructs (i.e. “hardwiring”
the meaning to the syntax), then variations cannot be offered. For instance, if
we assume that the variables in Fig. 1 are universally quantified, then it is not
possible to express the existential quantification and vice-versa. Similar expres-
siveness losses occur when other assumptions are made.

We have incorporated our proposed logic L to the definition of e-institu-
tions. In this combination, constructs of L label edges of finite-state machines.
This allows for precisely defined and expressive edges thus extending the class
of e-institutions one can represent. Furthermore, by embedding L within e-insti-
tutions, we can exploit the model-theoretic issues in an operational framework.

3.1 Scenes

Scenes are the basic components of an e-institution, describing interactions
among agents:

Definition 9. A scene is S = 〈R, W,w0, Wf ,WA, WE , fGuard ,Edges , fLabel 〉 where

– R = {r1, . . . , rn} is the set of roles;
– W = {w0, . . . , wm} is a finite, non-empty set of states;
– w0 ∈ W is the initial state;
– Wf ⊆ W is the non-empty set of final states;
– WA is a set of sets WA = {WAr ⊆ W | r ∈ R} where each WAr, r ∈ R, is the set

of access states for role r;
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– WE is a set of sets WE = {WE r ⊆ W | r ∈ R} where each WE r, r ∈ R, is the
set of exit states for role r;

– fGuard : WAr 7→ Fml and fGuard : WEr 7→ Fml associates with each access state
WAr and exit state WE r of role r a formula Fml.

– Edges ⊆ W × W is a set of directed edges;
– fLabel : Edges 7→ Fml associates each element of Edges with a formula Fml.

This definition is a variation of that found in [19]. We have added to access and
exit states, via function fGuard , explicit restrictions formulated as formulae of
L. The labelling function fLabel is defined similarly, but mapping Edges to our
formulae Fml .

3.2 Transitions

The scenes, as formalised above, are where the communication among agents
actually take place. However, individual scenes can be part of a more complex
context in which specific sequences of scenes have to be followed. For example,
in some kinds of electronic markets, a scene where agents meet other agents
to choose their partners to trade is followed by a scene where the negotiations
actually take place. We define transitions as a means to connect and relate scenes:

Definition 10. A transition is T = 〈CI , wa,Fml , we,CO〉 where

– CI ⊆
Sn

i=1(WE i×wa), is the set of connections into the transition, WE i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n

being the sets of exit states for all roles from all scenes;
– wa is the access state of the transition;
– we is the exit state of the transition;
– Fml, a formula of L, labels the pair (wa, we) 7→ Fml;
– CO ⊆

Sm

j=1(we × WAj), is the set of connections out of the transition, WAj , 1 ≤
j ≤ m being the sets of access states for all roles onto all scenes.

A transition has only two states wa, its access state, and we, its exit state, and
a set of connections CI relating the exit states of scenes to wa and a set of
connections CO relating we to the access states of scenes. The conditions under
which agents are allowed to move from wa to we are specified by a formula Fml
of our set-based logic, introduced above.

Transitions can be seen as simplified scenes where agents’ movements can be
grouped together and synchronised out of a scene and into another one. The roles
of agents may change, as they go through a transition. An important feature of
transitions lies in the kinds of formula Fml we are allowed to use. Contrary to
scenes, where there can only be references to constructs within the scene, within
a transition we can make references to constructs of any scene that connects
to the transition. This difference is formally represented by the semantics of
e-institutions below.

3.3 L-Based E-Institutions

Our e-institutions are collections of scenes and transitions:

Definition 11. An e-institution is E = 〈Scenes , S0,Sf ,Trans〉 where

– Scenes = {S0, . . . ,Sn} is a finite and non-empty set of scenes;
– S0 ∈ Scenes is the root scene;
– Sf ∈ Scenes is the output scene;
– Trans = {T0, . . . ,Tm} is a finite and non-empty set of transitions;
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We shall impose the restriction that the transitions of an e-institution can
only connect scenes from the set Scenes, that is, for all T ∈ Trans, CI ⊆
⋃n

i=0(WE i × wa), i 6= f (the exit states of the output scene can not be con-
nected to a transition) and CO ⊆

⋃n

j=1(we ×WAj) (the access state of the root

scene cannot be connected to a transition).
For the sake of simplicity, we have not included in our definition above the

normative rules [5] which capture the obligations agents get bound to as they
exchange messages. We are aware that this makes our definition above closer to
the notion of performative structure [5] rather than an e-institution.

3.4 Models for L-Based E-Institutions

In this section we introduce models for scenes, transitions and e-institutions
using the definitions above.

A model for a scene is built using the formulae that label edges connecting
the initial state to a final state. The formulae guarding access and exit states
are also taken into account: they are used to extend the model of the previous
formulae and this extension is further employed with the formula connecting the
state onwards. Since there might be more than one final state and more than
one possible way of going from the initial state to a final state, models for scenes
are not unique. More formally:

Definition 12. An interpretation = is a model for a scene S = 〈R,W, w0, Wf ,WA,WE ,

fGuard ,Edges , fLabel 〉, given an initial interpretation =0, denoted by m(S, =), iff = =
=n, where:

– fLabel (wi−1, wi) = Fml i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, wn ∈ Wf , are the formulae labelling edges
which connect the initial state w0 to a final state wn.

– for wi ∈ WAr or wi ∈ WE r for some role r, that is, wi is an access or exit state,
then fGuard (wi) = Fml [WA,i] or fGuard (wi) = Fml [WE,i], respectively.

– for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then =i =

(

ext(ext(=i−1,Fml [WA,i]),Fml i), if wi ∈ WAr

ext(ext(=i−1,Fml [WE,i]),Fml i), if wi ∈ WEr

ext(=i−1, Fml i), otherwise

One should notice that the existential quantification allows for the choice of
components for the sets in Ω and hence more potential for different models. In
order to obtain a model for a scene, an initial model =0, possibly empty, must
be provided.

The model of a transition extends the models of scenes connecting to it:

Definition 13. An interpretation = is a model for a transition T = 〈CI , wa,Fml , we,

CO〉, denoted by m(T,=), iff
– S1, . . . , Sn are all the scenes that connect with CI , i.e. the set WE i of exit states

of each scene Si, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, has at least one element WE i,r × wa in CI , and
– m(Si,=i),=i = (σi, Ωi),=

′ = (
Sn

i=1 σi,
Sn

i=1 Ωi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and ext(=′, Fml) =
=

The model of a transition is an extension of the union of the models of all
its connecting scenes to accommodate Fml . Finally, we define the meaning of
e-institutions:

Definition 14. An interpretation = is a model for an e-institution E = 〈Scenes ,

S0,Sf ,Trans〉, denoted by m(E,=), iff
– Scenes = {S0, . . . ,Sn},m(Si,=), 0 ≤ i ≤ n; and
– Trans = {T0, . . . ,Tm}, m(Tj,=), 0 ≤ j ≤ m.
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3.5 Building Models for L-Based E-Institutions

We can build a model = for a formula Fml if we are given an initial value for
the sets in Ω. We need only those sets that are referred to in the quantification
of Fml : with this information we can define the atomic formulae that make the
left-hand side of “⇒” true. If the conditions on the left-hand side of Fml are
fulfilled then we proceed to make the conditions on the right-hand side true, by
means of the appropriate creation of other sets.

Building a model = is a computationally expensive task, involving combina-
torial efforts to find the atomic formulae that ought to be in σ and the contents
of the sets in Ω. If, however, the formulae Fml of a scene have a simple property,
viz. the quantification of each formula Fml i only refers to sets that appear on
preceding formulae Fml j , j < i, then we can build an interpretation gradually,
taking into account each formula at a time. This property can be syntactically
checked: we can ensure that all sets appearing in Fml i quantification appears
on the right-hand side of a Fml j which leads on to Fml i in a scene. Only if
all scenes and transitions of an e-institution fulfill this property is that we can
automatically build a model for it in feasible time.

If this property holds in our e-institutions, then we can build for any for-
mula Fml i a model =i that uses the =i−1 of the preceding formula (assuming an
ordering among the edges of a path). The models of a scene are then built grad-
ually, each formula at a time, via ext(=i−1,Fml i) = =i. The quantifiers in Fml
assign values to variables in its body, following the semantic mapping k shown
previously. The existential quantifiers ∃ and ∃! introduce non-determinism: in
the case of ∃ a subset of the elements of the quantified set has to be chosen; in
the case of ∃! a single element has to be chosen. Additional constraints on the
choice to be made can be expressed as part of Fml .

Given an initial interpretation = = (∅, Ω) in which Ω is possibly empty or
may contain any initial values of sets, so that we can start building the models of
the ensuing formulae. Given =i−1 and Fml i we can automatically compute the
value ext(=i−1,Fml i) = =i. Since the quantifiers of Fml i only refer to sets of
the right-hand side of preceding Fml j , then =i−1 should have the actual contents
of these sets. We exhaustively generate values for the quantified variables – this
is only possible because all the sets are finite – and hence we can assemble the
atomic formulae for a possible σi of =i. With this σ and Ωi−1 we then assemble
Ωi, an extension of Ωi−1 which satisfies the set constraints of Fml i.

3.6 Example: A Simple Agoric Market

We illustrate the definitions above with an example comprising a complete vir-
tual agoric marketplace. We provide in Fig. 2 a graphic rendition of an e-institu-
tion for our market – the same e-institution is, of course, amenable to different

DepartureAdmission

1 1.1

SettlementAgora
Room

2 2.1 3 5 5.1

4 4.1

3.1

t1

t2 t3

t4

t5

Fig. 2: E-Institution for Simple Agoric Market

visual renditions. Scenes are represented as boxes with rounded edges; the root
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scene Admission has a thicker box and the output scene Departure has a
double box. Transitions are represented as triangles. The arcs in our diagram
connect exit states of a scene with the access state of a transition and the exit
state of a transition with an access state of a scene. Agents have to be ini-
tially admitted in the e-institution (Admission scene) where their details are
recorded; agents then may proceed to trade their goods in the Agora Room

scene, after which they may (if they have bought or sold goods) have to settle
any debts in the Settlement scene. Finally, agents leave the institution, via the
Departure scene.

We now focus on a specific scene in the e-institution above. In Fig. 3 we “zoom
in” on the Agora Room scene, in which agents willing to acquire goods interact

OutSs

OutBs :

: seller

buyer
Fml 3Fml 1

Fml2

Ss

Bs :

:

buyer

seller

Fml0

0w w1
w2

Fig. 3: Diagram for Agora Room Scene

with agents intending to sell such goods. This agora scene has been simplified
– no auctions or negotiations are contemplated. The sellers announce the goods
they want to sell and collect the replies from buyers (all buyers must reply).
The simplicity of this scene is deliberate, so as to allow us to fully represent and
discuss it. A more friendly visual rendition of the formal definition is employed
in the figure and is explained below.

The states W = {w0, w1, w2} are displayed in circles and Edges = {(w0, w1),
(w1, w2)} are shown as arrows: if (wi, wj) ∈ Edges , then wi −→ wj . The initial
state w0 is shown enclosed in a thicker circle; the final state Wf = {w2} is
enclosed in a double circle. We define the set of roles as R = {seller , buyer}. An
access state w ∈ WA is marked with a “I” pointing towards the state with a
box containing the role(s) of the agents that may enter the scene at that point
and a set name. Exit states are also marked with a “I” but pointing away from
the state; they are also shown with a box containing the roles of the agents that
may leave the scene at that point and a set name. We have defined the formulae
Fml i, 0 ≤ i ≤ 3, as:

Fml0: ∃B, S ∈ Ags
((

m(B, adm, enter(buyer)) ∧
m(S, adm, enter(seller))

)

⇒
(

B ∈ Bs ∧ 1 ≤ |Bs| ≤ 10 ∧
S ∈ Ss ∧ 1 ≤ |Ss| ≤ 10

))

Fml1: ∀S ∈ Ss ∀B ∈ Bs ∃I ∈ Is (m(S ,B , offer(I , P )) ⇒ 〈S ,B , I , P 〉 ∈ Ofs)
Fml2: ∀〈S, B, I, P 〉∈Ofs∃!A∈As(m(B, S, reply(I, P, A))⇒〈B, S, I, P, A〉∈Rs)

Fml3: ∀B ∈ Bs ∀S ∈ Ss
((

m(B, adm, leave) ∧
m(S, adm, leave)

)

⇒
(

B ∈ OutBs ∧ S ∈ OutSs ∧
OutBs = Bs ∧ OutSs = Ss

))

The left-hand side of the Fml i are atomic formulae which must hold in σi and
the right-hand side are set constraints that must hold in Ωi. The atomic formula
stand for messages exchanged among the agents as they move along the edges
of the scene. The above definitions give rise to the following semantics:

ext(

„

∅,



Ags,
As,
Is

ff«

,Fml0)= =0 =

„

m(ag
1
, adm, enter(seller)),

m(ag
2
, adm, enter(buyer)),

m(ag
3
, adm, enter(buyer))

ff

,
n
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Bs, Ss

o

«

We assume that Ags = {ag1, . . . , ag4}, As = {ok , not ok} and Is = {car , boat , plane},
and we obtain Bs = {ag2, ag3} and Ss = {ag1};

ext(=0,Fml1) = =1 =
“
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n

m(ag
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, offer(car , 4)),
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where Ofs = {〈ag1, ag2, car , 4〉, 〈ag1, ag3, boat , 3〉};

ext(=1,Fml2)==2 =

„

σ1∪
n

m(ag
2
, ag

1
, reply(car, 4, ok)),

m(ag
3
, ag

1
, reply(boat, 3, not ok))

o
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Ags, As, Is,
Bs, Ss, Ofs,
Rs

ff«

where Rs = {〈ag2, ag1, car , 4, ok〉, 〈ag3, ag1, boat , 3, not ok〉};

ext(=2,Fml3) = =3 =

„
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«

where OutBs = {ag2, ag3} and OutSs = {ag1}.
Intuitively, the σi provide “snapshots” of those messages that were sent up to

a particular state: the record of the messages sent characterises the state of the
scene. Each state is associated with a σi and Ωi. We explicitly list the messages
that should be sent at each state of the scene, indicating that the complete set
σi is an extension of σi−1. The contents of the sets in Ωi shown above repre-
sent information relevant for defining future steps in the global protocol. This
information is gathered as the protocol is followed and it defines the subsequent
steps.

The semantics of transitions is defined similarly. However, the sets over which
the formulae Fml in Ti are quantified are built by merging the sets of all those
scenes that are connected to the transition, as formally stated in definition 13
above.

3.7 Design Rationale of L

The class of protocols we aim at require the unambiguous reference to details of
previous interactions so as to determine the ensuing message exchanges among
the participating agents. In the example above, the model is gradually built
taking any such restrictions into account: the quantification of the formulae
labelling each edge ensures that restrictions be taken into account. For instance,
Fml2 restricts the interaction and only permits buyer agents send messages;
these messages must be a reply to their respective offers. This is only possible
because the semantics of L allows the reference to sets built to store any relevant
information as edges are followed. This information is then employed via the
quantifiers to restrict ensuing steps of the protocol. We are thus able to capture
dynamic aspects of the protocol in a generic and abstract fashion.

The logic L, a restricted form of first-order logic, has been engineered for our
purposes of labelling connections of a finite-state machine. The set quantifica-
tions are just a notational variant of first-order quantification. It is easy to see
that, for any arbitrary formula α, if ∀X ∈ Set. α holds then ∀X.X ∈ Set∧α also
holds. The same is true for the other quantifiers ∃ and ∃!. The set constraints
are just first-order predicates whose intended meaning has been “hardwired” to
the underlying semantics.

There are connections between L and many-sorted logics [4]. The sets em-
ployed in our quantifications can be viewed as explicit sorts. However, the set
constraints do not have a counterpart in many-sorted logics since sets are not
part of the allowed syntax. Set-based logics are not more powerful than stan-
dard first-order logic [4]. However, we have decided to employ a set-based logic
to provide for a more disciplined design with a cleaner representation. Clearly,
all the sets of an L formula can be put together as one single set (i.e. the union
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of all sets) but if we needed to differentiate among elements (say, agents that
are of different roles) then we should provide extra means. Another advantage
of set-based logics stems from the potential reduction on the search space for a
model: if our universe of discourse is organised in sets, our search procedure can
concentrate only on the sets concerned with the formulae, thus avoiding having
to unnecessarily examine large numbers of spurious elements.

3.8 Representing and Checking L-Based E-Institutions

L-based e-institutions can be readily represented in many different ways. We
show in Fig. 4 a Prolog [1] representation for the Agora Room scene graphi-

roles(market,agora,[buyer,seller]). states(market,agora,[w0,w1,w2,w3]).
initial state(market,agora,w0). final states(market,agora,[w3]).
access states(market,agora,[buyer:[w0],seller:[w0,w2]]).
exit states(market,agora,[buyer:[w3],seller:[w1,w3]]).
edges(market,agora,[(w0,w1),(w1,w2),(w2,w3)])
guard(market,agora,w0,[exists(B,agents),exists(S,agents)],

[m(B,adm,enter(buyer)),m(S,adm,enter(seller))],
[in(B,buyers),1 =< card(buyers) =< 10,
in(S,sellers),1 =< card(buyers) =< 10]).

label(market,agora,w0,w1,[forall(S,sellers),forall(B,buyers),exists(I,items)],
[m(S:seller,B:buyer,offer(I))],
[in([S,B,I],offers)]).

. . . Fig. 4: Representation of Agora Room Scene

cally depicted in Fig. 3 above. Each component of the formal definition has its
corresponding representation. Since many e-institutions and scenes may co-exist,
the components are parameterised by the e-institution and scene names (first
and second parameters, respectively). The fGuard component is represented as a
guard/6 term; to save space, we only show the first of them. Component fLabel

is represented as label/7 – we only show the first of them to save space. Both
guard/6 and label/7 incorporate the same representation for L formulae, in
their last three arguments: a list for the quantifications Qtf , a list for the con-
junction Atfs and a list for the set constraints SetCtrs. The actual coding of the
logical constructs into a Prolog format is done in a simple fashion: “∀x ∈ Set” is
coded as forall(X,set), “∃x ∈ Set” is encoded as exists(X,set), “x ∈ Set”
(set operation) is encoded as in(X,set) and so on.

The terms standing for the messages sent in the labels of our representation
have been augmented with information on the role of the agents which sent them
(and the roles of the agents the messages are aimed at). In our example above,
the roles seller and buyer were added, respectively, to the first and second
arguments of the message, that is, m(S:seller,B:buyer,offer(I). We shall
use this information when we automatically synthesise agents to enact our e-
institutions, as explained below. This information can be inferred from the scene
specification, by propagating the roles adopted by the agents which entered the
scene in access states. We have adopted the standard messages enter(Role) and
leave in our scenes to convey, respectively, that the agent wants to enter the
scene and incorporate Role and that the agent wants to leave the scene.

The representation above renders itself to straightforward automatic checks
for well-formedness. For instance, we can check whether all label/7 terms are
indeed defined with elements of states/3, whether all label/6 are defined either
for access states/3 or exit states/3, if all access states/3 and exit stat-
es/3 have their guard/6 definition, whether all pairs in edges/3 have a corre-
sponding label/7, and so on. However, the representation is also amenable for
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checking important graph-related properties using standard algorithms [3]. It is
useful to check, for instance, if from the state specified in initial state/3 we
can reach all other states/3, whether there are states/3 from which it is not
possible to reach an exit state (absence of sinks), and so on.

The use of logics for labels in our e-institutions also allows us to explore
logic-theoretic issues. Given a scene, we might want to know if the protocol it
describes is feasible, that is, if it is possible for a number of agents to success-
fully enact it. This question amounts to finding out whether there is at least one
path connecting the initial (access) state to a final (exit) state, such that the
conjunction of the formulae labelling its edges is satisfiable, that is, the conjunc-
tion has at least one model. Since the quantified sets in our formulae are finite
then the satisfiability test for conjunctions of L formulae has the same com-
plexity of propositional logic: each atomic formula with variables can be seen as
a conjunction of atomic formulae in which the variables are replaced with the
actual values over which they are quantified; atomic formulae without variables
amount to propositions (because they can be directly mapped to > or ⊥). There
are algorithms to carry out the satisfiability test for propositional logic which
will always terminate [4, 13]. Model-checking techniques (e.g., [9] and [10]) come
in handy here, helping engineers to cope with the exponential complexity of this
problem.

Transitions are represented in a similar fashion. We show in Fig. 5 how we
represented transition T1 of our agoric market e-institution of Fig. 2. Transition

access state(market,t1,w0). exit state(market,t1,w1).
connections into(market,t1,[(admission,client:[w2])]).
connections outof(market,t1,[(agora,buyer:[w0]),(agora,seller:[w0])]).
label(market,t1,w0,w1,[exists(C,registered clients)],

[m(C,adm,move(agora))],
[in(C,agora agents)]).

Fig. 5: Representation of Transition T1

T1 guarantees that only those agents that successfully registered in the Admis-

sion scene (their identification being included in the set registered clients)
and that showed their interest in joining the Agora Room scene (by sending the
message m(C,adm,move(agora))) will be able to move through it. We employed
the same label/7 construct as in the scene representation, but here it stores the
Fml labelling the edge connecting w0 and w1 in the transition.

The above representation for transitions is also amenable for automatic checks.
We can automatically verify, for instance, that the scenes, states and roles re-
ferred to in connections into/3 and connections outof/3 are properly de-
fined. A desirable property in transitions is that the connecting scenes have
at least one model – this property, as explained above, can be automatically
checked. E-institutions are collections of scenes and transitions in the format
above, plus the extra components of the tuple comprising its formal definition.

3.9 Enacting L-Based E-Institutions

We have incorporated the concepts above into a distributed enactment platform.
This platform, implemented in SICStus Prolog [17], uses the semantics of our
constructs to perform a simulation of an e-institution. The platform relies on
a number of administrative agents, implemented as independent processes, to
overlook the enactment, building models and interacting with the agents par-
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taking the enactment via a blackboard architecture, using SICStus Linda tuple
space [2, 17].

The platform starts up for each scene an administrative agent admScene. An
initial model is available for all scenes, = = (∅, Ω) where Ω (possibly empty)
contains the values of any sets that need to be initially defined. Some of such
sets are, for instance, the identity of those agents that may join the e-institution,
the possible values for items and their prices, and so on. Agent admScene follows
the edges of a scene, starting from w0 and, using =, creates the set σ0 of atomic
formulae. Set σ0 is assembled by evaluating the quantification of L0 over the sets
in Ω.

An enactment of an e-institution begins with the enactment of the root scene
and terminates when all agents leave the output scene. Engineers may specify
whether a scene can have many instances enacted simultaneously, depending
on the number and order of agents willing to enter it. We did not include this
feature in our formal presentation because in logic-theoretic terms instances of
a scene can be safely seen as different scenes: they are enacted independently
from each other, although they all conform to the same specification.

Our platform takes into account the agents that will partake it. These are
called the performing agents and are automatically synthesised from the de-
scription of the e-institution, as described in [19]. A performing agent sends a
message by checking if the corresponding σ set contains the message it wants to
send; if the message is available then the agent “sends” it by marking it as sent.
This mark is for the benefit of the admScene agent: the admScene agent creates
templates for all messages that can be sent, but not all of them may in fact be
sent. The messages that have been marked as sent are those that were actually
sent by the performing agents.

Similarly, a performing agent receives a messages by marking it as received.
However, it can only receive a message that has been previously marked as sent
by another agent. Both the sending and receiving agents use the format of the
messages to ensure they conform to the format specified in the edge they are
following. To ensure that an agent does not try to receive a message that has not
yet been marked as sent but that may still be sent by some agent, the admScene
agent synchronises the agents in the scene: it first lets the sending agents change
state by moving along the corresponding edge, marking their messages as sent.
When all sending agents have moved, then the admScene agent lets the receiving
agents receive their messages and move to the following state of the scene.

The synchronisation among the agents of a scene is achieved via a simple
semaphore represented as a term in the tuple space. The performing agents trying
to send a message must wait until this semaphore has a specific value. Likewise,
the agents that will receive messages are locked until the semaphore allows them
to move. The performing agents inform to the admScene agent, via the tuple
space, the state of the scene they are currently at. With this information the
admScene agent is able to “herd” agents from one state to another, as it creates
messages templates, lets the sending agents mark them as sent and then lets the
receiving agents mark them as received (also retrieving their contents). Those
agents that do not send nor receive can move between states without having
to wait for the semaphore. All agents though synchronise at every state of the
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scene, that is, there is a moment in the enactment when all agents are at state
wi, then after sending and receiving (or just moving) they are all at state wi+1.

Transitions are enacted in a similar fashion. The platform assigns an agent
admTrans to look after each transition. Transitions, however, differ from scenes
in two ways. Firstly, we do not allow instances of transitions. This is strictly
a methodological restriction, rather than a technical one: we want transitions
to work as “meeting points” for agents moving between scenes and instances of
transitions could prevent this. Secondly, transitions are permanent, that is, their
enactment never comes to an end. Scenes (or their instances), once enacted (i.e.
all the agents have left it at an exit state), cease to exist, that is, the admScene
agent looking after it stops.

When a scene comes to an end, the admScene agent records in the tuple space
the model it built as a result of the scene’s enactment. The atomic formulae are
only important during the enactment since they actively define the interpreta-
tions being built. However, only the sets in the Ω part of the interpretation is
left as a record of the enactment. This is useful for following the dynamics of the
e-institution, and it is also essential for the transitions. The admTrans agents
looking after transitions use the sets left behind by the admScene agents to build
their models.

A model can be explicitly represented and used to guide the distributed en-
actment of a L-based e-institution. The model representation should be shared
by all administrative agents which would use it instead of building its own
(sub-)model. Variations of an enactment can still be explored by using par-
tially defined models, in which variables are allowed as part of the atfs in σi.
For instance, σ1 of our previous agora room scene example, could be defined as
σ1 = {m(Ag1,Ag2, offer(I1, P1)), m(Ag3,Ag4, offer(I2, P2))} ∪ σ0 that is, the actual
values of the agents’ identification and items/price are not relevant, but there
should be exactly two such messages. Restrictions can be imposed or relaxed by
adequately using variables or specific values.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have presented a formalism to represent global protocols, that
is, all possible interactions among components of a multi-agent system, from
a global perspective. The proposed formalism is L a set-based restricted kind
of first-order logic that allows engineers to describe a protocol and to forge
relationships among messages of one-to-one, one-to-many and many-to-many
interactions.

We have put this formalism to work by embedding it within the definition of
electronic institutions [5], giving rise to L-based electronic institutions. Existing
formulations of electronic institutions, e.g. [5, 6, 14, 19], resort to informal expla-
nations when defining the meaning of their constructs. Our rendition, on the
other hand, has its syntax and semantics formally defined using L. We have also
presented an implementation of a platform to enact e-institutions represented in
our formalism. Our proposal has been exploited for rapid prototyping of large
Multi-Agent Systems [20].

Our platform is a proof-of-concept prototype, engineered with two principles
in mind: a minimum number of messages should be exchanged and a maximum
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distribution and asynchrony among processes should be achieved. Its distributed
implementation allows its scale-up: more machines can be used to host its agents.
Starting from an e-institution description in our formalism, represented as a se-
quence of Prolog constructs, the platform starts up a number of administrative
agents to overlook the scenes and transitions. The same e-institution formula-
tion is employed to synthesise the agents that will perform in the e-institution,
following our approach described in [19]. The specification of the e-institution
is used to guide the synthesis of the performing agents and also to control the
execution of the administrative agents.

The e-institutions are represented as Prolog terms, in a declarative fashion.
We have noticed that this representation is amenable for many different sorts of
manipulation. We have used it, for instance, to synthesise agents [18, 19] – these
are guaranteed to conform to the e-institution they were synthesised from – and
also to guide the execution of general-purpose administrative agents. However,
the declarative representation also allows for desirable properties to be checked
before we run the e-institution, as explained before.

Our implementation does not take into account message loss or delays. We
also assume that there are no malignant agents intercepting messages and imper-
sonating other agents. Our platform can be seen as an idealised correct version
of a multi-agent system to be built, whereby the performing agents stands for
“proxies” of foreign heterogeneous agents, guaranteed to follow an e-institution.
The practical security issues that actual heterogeneous agents are prone to are
not transferred on to the e-institution platform. We are working on how agents
synthesised from the e-institution specification [19] could be presented to foreign
agents and customised as their proxy agents.
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Abstract. Computees are abstractions of the entities that populate
global and open computing environments. The societies that they popu-
late give an institutional meaning to their interactions and define the al-
lowed interaction protocols. Social integrity constraints represent a pow-
erful though simple formalism to express such protocols. Using social
integrity constraints, it is possible to give a formal definition of concepts
such as violation, fulfillment, and social expectation. This allows for the
automatic verification of the social behaviour of computees. The aim of
this paper is to show by a concrete example how the theoretical frame-
work can be used in practical situations where computees can operate.
The example that we choose is a resource exchange scenario.

1 Introduction

Global Computing [12] is a European Union initiative which aims at obtaining
technologies to harness the flexibility and power of rapidly evolving interacting
systems composed of autonomous computational entities, where activity is not
centrally controlled, where the computational entities can be mobile, the configu-
ration may vary over time, and the systems operate with incomplete information
about the environment.
The problems that such an ambitious objective poses can be tackled from

different perspectives: along with aspects such as efficiency and scalability, there
are also other ones like formal soundness, possibility to prove properties and
to reason on the behaviour of the system, predictability, verifiability, semantics.
Declarative methods and formalisms can be used to face the problem from this
second perspective. Logic programming in particular is a suitable tool to model
the reasoning capabilities of autonomous entities, to give semantics to their in-
teraction, and to throw a bridge between formal specification and operational
model.
? This work is partially funded by the Information Society Technologies programme
of the European Commission under the IST-2001-32530 SOCS project.
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Computees [25] are abstractions of the entities that populate global and open
computing environments. Computees have a declarative representation of knowl-
edge, capabilities, resources, objectives and rules of behaviour. Each computee
typically has only a partial, incomplete and possibly inaccurate view of the so-
ciety and of the environment and of the other computees, and it might have
inadequate resources or capabilities to achieve its objectives. Computees are
characterized by exhibiting reasoning abilities, based on a declarative repre-
sentation of knowledge and on computational logic-based functionalities (e.g.
abduction, learning, planning, and so forth). These entities can form complex
organizations, which we call societies of computees.

Using a computational logic based approach it is possible to specify the set
of allowed interaction patterns among computees in the society. In general, such
patterns are expressed as protocols, which we model by means of social integrity

constraints.

Using social integrity constraints, it is possible to give a formal definition
of concepts such as violation, fulfillment, and social expectation. The use of
social integrity constraints is twofold. In fact, through them the society can
automatically verify the compliance of its members to the protocols, and can
actively suggest to its members what are possible conforming behaviours, thus
guiding them in their social life.

The idea is to exploit abduction for checking the compliance of the com-
putation at a social level. Abduction captures relevant events (or hypotheses
about future events, that we call expectations), and a suitably extended abduc-
tive proof procedure can be used for integrity constraint checking. Expectations
are therefore mapped into abducible predicates, and the social infrastructure is
based on an extended abductive framework where socially relevant events are
dynamically taken into consideration, as they happen.

In this work, we explain our ideas with a focus on protocols: we provide
an intuitive understanding of the semantics of social integrity constraints, and
we show how they can be used to verify protocol compliance. We adopt as a
running example a resource sharing problem, inspired by the work done by Sadri
& al. [23], where the authors propose a multi-agent solution to the problem,
based on a logic programming framework. In such a framework, agents initiate
negotiation dialogues to share resources along time, and can follow one among
several protocols, depending on how much information they wish to disclose in
order to achieve some missing resources.

Drawing inspiration from [23], in our example the society of computees de-
fines as interaction protocols those for resource sharing. As the interactions pro-
ceed, we show the evolution of social expectations and their possible fulfillment,
or the raising of a violation if some expectations are disregarded.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the idea of social
integrity constraints. In Section 3 we explain the resource exchange scenario. In
Section 4 we give an example of social integrity constraints and we show how
social expectations are generated as the computees interact among each other.
In Section 5 we show how the formalism that we propose can be used to verify
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the conformance of computees to social interaction protocols. In Section 6 we
relate our work with other proposals of literature and with our past and current
work within the SOCS project. Conclusions follow.

2 Social integrity constraints

We envisage a model of society, tolerant to partial information, which contin-
ues to operate despite the incompleteness of the available knowledge. In such
a model, the society is time by time aware of social events that dynamically
happen in the social environment. Moreover, the society can reason upon the
happened events and the protocols that must be followed by the computees, and
therefore define what are the expected social events. These are events which are
not yet available (to the society), but which are expected if we want computees
to exhibit a proper behaviour, i.e., conforming to protocols.
Such expectations can be used by the society to behave pro-actively: suit-

able social policies could make them public, in order to try and influence the
behaviour of the computees towards an ideal behaviour.
Indeed, the set of expectations of the society are adjusted when it acquires

new knowledge from the environment on social events that was not available
while planning such expectations. In this perspective, the society should be able
to deal with unexpected social events from the environment, which violate the
previous expectations.
This can be the case in an open environment where “regimentation” (see

[7]) cannot be assumed. In an open society, where computees are autonomous,
unexpected events can bring to a state of violation, from which it could be
necessary to recover by taking appropriate measures (e.g., sanctions), in order
to bring the society back to a consistent state.
The knowledge in a society is composed of three parts: organizational knowl-

edge, environmental (including an events record), and Social Integrity Con-
straints to express the allowed interaction protocols. In this document, we will
focus more on this last part of the society knowledge, which expresses what is
expected to happen or not to happen, given some event record. For example, a
social integrity constraint could state that the manager of a resource should give
an answer to whomever has made a request for that resource.
Protocols are specified by means of Social Integrity Constraints (ICS). ICS

relate socially significant happened events and expected events. Intuitively, ICS

are forward implications used to produce expectations about the behavior of
computees. They are used to check if a computee inside the society behaves in
a permissible way with respect to its “social” behavior.

ICS are forward implications

χ→ φ

which contain in χ a conjunction of social events or expectations, and in φ a
disjunction of conjunctions of expectations. Expectations can be of two kinds:
positive (E) and negative (NE), and their variables can be constrained.
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Happened events are denoted by H. Intuitively, an H atom represents a
socially significant event that happened in the society, i.e., social events are
mapped into H predicates. Events that happen, such as dialogue moves (social
events), are part of the environmental knowledge of the society.
Being the focus of this paper on the motivation of the use of social integrity

constraints in a declarative agent programming setting, we will not give here
more detail about ICS . In a companion paper [3] we define the full syntax of
social integrity constraints, the scope of variables, quantification, and we give
some results about the conditions for a proper behaviour of the framework. Also,
we give a formal semantic characterization of concepts such as coherence and
consistency of sets of expectations and their fulfillment. Instead, in [3] we do
not discuss how the framework can be used to prove properties of interactions.
The aim of this paper is to show by a concrete example how the theoretical
framework can be used in practical situations where computees can operate. We
will therefore give below a flavour of the operational behaviour of the framework.
In our approach, computees autonomously perform some form of reasoning,

and the society infrastructure is devoted to ensure that in performing their tasks
they do not violate the established rules and protocols.

H events, E/NE expectations, and society knowledge and protocols can be
smoothly recovered into an abductive framework, so to exploit well-assessed
proof-theoretic techniques in order to check the compliance of the overall com-
putation with respect to the expected social behavior.
Here, we adopt an approach where abduction is used to record expectations.

The dynamic knowledge available at social level grows up during the computees’
own reasoning, through knowledge acquisition.
We represent the knowledge available at the social level as an Abductive

Logic Program (ALP) [8], since we want to deal with incomplete knowledge. In
particular, in order to model interactions, the incompleteness of their knowledge
includes ignorance about communicative acts that still have to be made. The
idea of modelling communicative acts by abduction is derived from [16], where
the abducibles are produced within an agent cycle, and represent actions in the
external world.
In our proposal, social events are recorded as H events. A second class of

events is represented by raised expectations (about the happening, E, and not
happening, NE, of events: we will call E and NE respectively positive and
negative expectations), represented as abducible atoms in our case. Finally, we
have negated expectations (¬E and ¬NE), also represented as abducible atoms,
in accordance with the usual way abduction can be used to deal with negation
[8]. The set EXP can be seen as a set of hypotheses (possibly, as it will be
exemplified in Section 4, a set of disjunctions of atomic hypotheses [21,11]).
At the society level, knowledge can be represented as an abductive logic

program, i.e., the triple: 〈KB, E , IC〉 where:

– KB is the knowledge base of the society. It contains the organizational and
environmental knowledge, including happened events (we denote by HAP

the event record: KB ⊇ HAP);
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– E is a set of abducible predicates, standing for positive and negative expec-
tations, and their negation;

– IC is the set of social integrity constraints, ICS .

The idea is to exploit abduction for checking the compliance of the com-
putation at a social level. Abduction captures relevant events (or hypotheses
about future events), and a suitably extended abductive proof procedure can be
used for integrity constraint checking. EXP is a coherent and consistent set of
abducibles if and only if

KB ∪EXP ∪ ICS 6` ⊥ (1)

and conformance to rules and protocols is guaranteed by:

HAP ∪ {E(p)→ H(p)} ∪ {NE(p)→ ¬H(p)} ∪EXP 6` ⊥ (2)

In this last condition, expectations are put into relationship with the events,
which gives a notion of fulfillments. If (2) is not verified, then a violation occurs.
In [3] we provide a declarative semantics. A suitable proof procedure still has

to be defined in order to efficiently deal with such a semantics for this framework.
In particular, we envisage an incremental fulfillment check, in order to detect
violations as soon as possible.

3 Negotiation for resource sharing

In this section we briefly recall the resource exchange scenario defined in [23].
Let us consider a system where computees have goals to achieve, and in order to
achieve them they use plans. Plans are partially ordered sequences of activities.
Activities have a duration and a time window in which they have been scheduled
by the computee. In order to execute the activities, computees may need some
resources during the scheduled time window.
An activity that requires a resource r is said to be infeasible if r is not

available to the computee that intends to execute it. Similarly, infeasible is also
a plan that contains an activity which is infeasible, and so is the intention of a
computee, containing such plan.1 The resources that computees need in order
to perform an action in a plan but that they do not possess are called missing

resources.
In fact, what we mean when we say resource is only an abstract entity,

identified by its name, which possibly symbolizes a physical resource, such as
a bike or a scooter. We do not explicitly model the actual delivery of physical
resources either.
The resource exchange problem is the problem of answering to the following

question: Does there exist a time τ during the negotiation process when the
resource distribution is such that each computee has the resources it requires for

1 In [23], plans are modeled as part of the computee intentions.
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time periods that would allow it to perform the activities in its intention, within
their specified time windows?
In [23], the authors propose a framework for resource exchange, where the

computees can interact following different protocols. Without loss of generality,
resources are assumed to be non consumable. The protocols are ordered into
stages, each characterised by an increased chance of a mutually agreeable deal
but at the price of disclosing more and more information. In the sequence of
stages, the computees may agree to move on to the next stage if the previous
stage fails to produce a deal amongst them.
In particular, the authors define two different stages of negotiation, each

characterized by the degree of flexibility of the computees and the amount of
information disclosed and used by them:

Stage 1: Request/flexible schedule
Stage 2: Blind deal

The first stage implements a two-step request/accept/refuse protocol. The
policy that a computee may adopt upon receival of a request is to try and give
the resource in question. This may require a change in its own activity schedule.
The second stage implements a more elaborate protocol, where the computee
who answers to a request can either accept or refuse the request, as in Stage 1,
but can also propose a series of deals.
In this paper, we choose the multi-stage negotiation architecture not only be-

cause it is based on abductive logic programming, which makes it easy to define
the negotiation protocols into social integrity constraints, but also because it
presents different protocols, which suggests interesting observations about soci-
ety engineering and the need to have a formal definition of interaction protocols,
and an operational framework to reason upon.
The policies adopted by the negotiating peers at Stage 1 and Stage 2 imple-

ment a very collaborative behaviour. The set of problems that can be solved at
the various stages can be formally defined (see [23] for details). But in an open
society, where computees are free to choose their own policy, the only thing
that we can look at, from a social verification perspective, are the exchanged
messages, and the interaction protocols that they follow.
In the next section, we will define the protocols that are followed when ne-

gotiating at Stage 1 and at Stage 2, and show how expectations evolve as the
negotiation proceeds.

4 Social expectations for a resource sharing scenario

The protocol followed at Stage 1 is shown in Figure 1 for two generic computees
X and Y : once X makes a request to Y for R, Y can either accept or refuse the
request. Note that there is no mention of the policies adopted by the computees
(for instance, a computee could well refuse all requests and not be collaborative
at all, whatever the request and its actual resource allocation: it would still be
compiant to the protocol).
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(ICS1) H(tell(X, Y, request(give(R, (Ts, Te))), D, T ))
→ E(tell(Y, X,accept(request(give(R, (Ts, Te)))), D, T ′)) : T < T ′

∨E(tell(Y, X, refuse(request(give(R, (Ts, Te)))), D, T ′)) : T < T ′

Fig. 1. Stage 1 protocol

H and E enclose tell atoms, which represent communicative acts, and whose
parameters are: sender, receiver, subject, dialogue identifier and time of the
communicative act.
Social integrity constraints can encode extra knowledge about this protocol:

in particular, in Figure 1 there is nothing saying how a protocol starts/ends.
In Figure 2, we see how by ICS we can express the fact that some moves are
“final”, in the sense that they mean to put an end to a conversation, while some
others are “initial”, i.e., they are never preceded by other moves in the same
conversation. We refer to the language L1−TW defined in [23], where request(. . . )
is the only allowed initial move, and accept(request(. . . )), refuse(request(. . . ))
and refuse(promise(. . . )) are final moves. We see here another use of integrity
constraints, different from that in Figure 1: ICS are used in fact to generate
negative expectations, which tell what should not happen, given a certain course
of events.

(ICS2) H(tell( , , request(Req), D, T ))
→ NE(tell( , , , D, T ′)) : T ′ < T

(ICS3) H(tell( , ,accept(Req), D, T ))
→ NE(tell( , , , D, T ′)) : T ′ > T

(ICS4) H(tell( , , refuse(Req), D, T ))
→ NE(tell( , , , D, T ′)) : T ′ > T

Fig. 2. Negative expectations following from the semantics of the negotiation
language

In Figure 2, Req can be any kind of request or proposed deal (promise).
In Figure 3 we define the protocol for Stage 2 negotiation. By ICS5, after

a request the possible moves are those of Stage 1, plus promise. By ICS6, after
promise one expects either an accept or a change(promise(. . . )). By ICS7, after
a change(promise(. . . )) one expects either another promise or a refuse of the
original request, which terminates the dialogue. Finally, by ICS8, one does not
expect the same promise to be made twice.
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(ICS5) H(tell(X, Y, request(give(R, (Ts, Te))), D, T ))
→ E(tell(Y, X,accept(request(give(R, (Ts, Te)))), D, T ′)) : T < T ′

∨E(tell(Y, X, refuse(request(give(R, (Ts, Te)))), D, T ′)) : T < T ′

∨E(tell(Y, X,promise(R, (Ts′, T e′), (Ts, Te)), D, T ′)) : T < T ′

(ICS6) H(tell(X, Y,promise(R, (Ts, Te)), D, T ))
→ E(tell(Y, X, change(promise(R, (Ts′, T s′), (Ts, Te)), D, T ′))) :

T < T ′

∨E(tell(Y, X,accept(promise(R, (Ts, Te))), D, T ′)) : T < T ′

(ICS7) H(tell(X, Y, change(promise(R, (Ts′, T e′), (Ts, Te))), D, T ))
→ E(tell(Y, X,promise(R, (Ts”, T e”), (Ts, Te)), D, T ′)) : T < T ′

∨E(tell(Y, X, refuse(request(give(R, (Ts, Te)))), D, T ′)) : T < T ′

(ICS8) H(tell(X, Y,promise(R, (Ts′, T e′), (Ts, Te)), D, T ))
→ NE(tell(X, Y,promise(R, (Ts′, T e′), (Ts, Te)), D, T ′)) : T < T ′

Fig. 3. Stage 2 protocol

If we look at both protocols, for Stage 1 and Stage 2, we understand that
ICS1 ⇒ ICS5, in the sense that ICS5 is more general than ICS1. In a more
elaborate solution, we could explicitly add a “stage identifier” in the communi-
cation acts, and keep a request made at Stage 1 different from a request made at
Stage 2. Here, for the sake of brevity, we will simply override Stage 2 with Stage
1. The social integrity constraints that we consider, in particular, are only those
of Figure 2 and 3.

From this example it is possible to see a first achievement of the use of
social integrity constraints to formally define protocols: we are able to formally
reason on the protocols and adopt a modular approach to society engineering.
For instance, it would be interesting to know that if we put Stage 1 constraints
and Stage 2 constraints together as they are (without the stage identifier), then
the resulting protocol is not the union of the two stages, but a more restrictive
protocol than that. The study of tools to automatically prove some relationships
among integrity constraints or protocols is subject for current investigation.

We would now like to show how social expectations are created and evolve
as computees exchange requests and reply to each other. For the sake of the
example, we consider a system composed of three computees: david, yves, and
thomas. The resource that they share is a scooter. david is normally entitled to
have the scooter in the afternoon, while yves in the morning.
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Let us assume that at time 1 david makes a request to yves, because he
needs the scooter from 10 to 11 in the morning.2 This request is recorded by the
society and put into HAP:

H(tell(david, yves, request(give(scooter(10, 11))), d, 1))

By looking at the history, the society modifies its set of expectations. Such a
set could be initially empty. After the event at time 1, due to ICS5, the society
grows with expectations. Since ICS5 has a disjunction as a consequence of an
H atom, the expectations will also be disjunctions of atoms. In general, we will
have an expression EXP which could be put in the form of a disjunction of
conjunction of expectations.
At time 2, we have

EXP1 = {

( ( E(tell(yves, david, accept(request(give(scooter, (10, 11)))), d, T ) : T > 1) )

∨( E(tell(yves, david, refuse(request(give(scooter, (10, 11)))), d, T ) : T > 1) )

∨( E(tell(yves, david, promise(scooter, (10, 11), (Ts, Te)), d, T ) : T > 1) ) )

∧( NE(tell( , , , d, T ′) : T ′ < 1) )

}

Let us assume that at time 3 yves proposes a deal to david:

H(tell(yves, david, promise(scooter, (10, 11), (20, 23)), d, 3))

EXP changes. It becomes:

EXP2 = {

( (E(tell(yves, david, accept(request(give(scooter, (10, 11)))), d, T ) : T > 1))

∨(E(tell(yves, david, refuse(request(give(scooter, (10, 11)))), d, T ) : T > 1))

∨(E(tell(yves, david, promise(scooter, (10, 11), (Ts, Te)), d, T ) : T > 1)) )

∧ ( (E(tell(david, yves, accept(promise(scooter, (10, 11), (20, 23))), d, T ) : T > 3))

∨(E(tell(david, yves, change(promise(scooter, (10, 11), (20, 23))), d, T ) : T > 3)) )

∧ NE(tell(yves, david, promise(scooter, (10, 11), (20, 23)), d, T ′) : T ′ > 3)

}

The disjunction EXP will keep evolving along with the social events. In
[3] the authors give a declarative semantics to expectations and social integrity
constraints. They define a notion of fulfillment of expectations. For instance,
in our example, we can see that an expectation which is present in EXP1 at
time 2 is then fulfilled by yves’ message to david at time 3. Similarly, we have a
violation if at a later time something happens which is expected not to happen,
e.g., yves repeats the same promise for a second time.
The resource exchange scenario allows us to exemplify some advantages of

our formalism. Social integrity constraints gave use the ability to:

2 We make the simplifying assumption that the time of communication acts is centrally
assigned, e.g. by the “social infrastructure”, and that all computees are able to cope
with this. We can then consider the time of the society as a transaction time.
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– express allowed communication patterns inside a society (e.g., the protocols
for Stage 1 and Stage 2). This is done independently of the computees’
internal policies and implementation;

– use the protocol definitions and the history of socially relevant events to gen-
erate at run-time the possible combinations of future events that represent
a “proper” behaviour of the computees (e.g., EXP1 and EXP2);

– formally reason on the composition of protocols, and adopt a modular ap-
proach to society engineering (e.g. the composition of Stage 1 and Stage 2
defines a new, more restrictive protocol);

– verify at run-time the correct behaviour of some computees, with respect to
the protocols, without having access to their internals (e.g., if yves repeats
the same promise for a second time we enter a violation state).

As future extensions, we intend to investigate the issue of protocol composi-
tion, and the notion of violation, particularly about how to recover from a state
of violation, and possibly — given such a state — how to identify one or more
“culprits” and generate appropriate sanctions. Having all these elements in a
unified declarative framework would be an important achievement.

5 Social integrity constraints for verification

In [13,20], F. Guerin and J. Pitt propose a classification of properties that are
relevant for e-commerce systems, in particular with respect to properties of pro-
tocols and interactions. In this setting, they propose a formal framework for
verification of properties of “low level computing theories required to implement
a mechanism for agents” in an open environment, where by open the author
mean that the internals of agents are not public.
Verification is classified into three types, depending on the information avail-

able and whether the verification is done at design time or at run time:

Type 1 : verify that an agent will always comply;
Type 2 : verify compliance by observation;
Type 3 : verify protocol properties.

As for Type 1 verification, the authors propose using a model checking al-
gorithm for agents implemented by a finite state program. As for Type 2 ver-
ification, the authors refer to work done by Singh [24], where “agents can be
tested for compliance on the basis of their communications”, and suggest polic-
ing the society as a way to enforce a correct behaviour of its inhabitants. As for
verification of Type 3, the authors show how it is possible to prove properties
of protocols by using only the ACL specification. They construct a fair transi-
tion system representing all possible observable sequences of states and prove by
hand that the desired properties hold over all computations of the multi-agent
system. This type of verification is demonstrated by an auction example.
The formal framework that we propose for modelling interactions in an open

society of computees lends itself very well to all these kinds of verification. In
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fact, both (public) protocols and (internal) policies are expressed in the same
formalism, which makes it possible to relate social aspects with individual aspects
in a static verification. We believe that all the above three types of verification
can be automatically done in a computational logic setting.
Verification that a computee will always comply cannot be done by exter-

nally monitoring its behaviour. As Hume says [15], we are in a natural state of
ignorance with regard to the powers and influence of all objects when we con-
sider them a priori (IV.ii.32). For this kind of verification, we need to have access
to the computees’ internals, or to its specifications. We would be advantaged in
this task if we could express the computee program and policies by means of
an abductive logic programming based formalism, as it is shown in [22]: in that
case, specification and implementation coincide.
The proof that a given computee c will always comply with a set ICS of

constraints representing a protocol, based on the agents’ specifications, could be
the following. We show that for all the constraints in ICS , if in the head of a
constraint there is a social event which is expected from c, then, the history of
events that from a social viewpoint leads to such expectation, leads by that com-
putee’s viewpoint to producing an event that fulfills it (or prevents the computee
from producing any event that violates it, in the case of negative expectations).
In the scooter example, if yves’s specifications are such that the constraint:

H(tell(C, yves, request(give(scooter, (10, 11))), d, T ))

→ H(tell(yves, C, accept(request(give(scooter, (10, 11)))), d, T ′) : T ′ > T )

is never violated, then yves is compliant with the protocol, because the event
that raises the expectation

E(tell(yves, C, accept(request(give(scooter, (10, 11)))), d, T ))

in the society also makes yves generate an event which fulfills that expectation.
The study of a mechanism to automatically obtain such a proof (or its failure)

is subject for current investigation.
For verification of Type 2 we need to be able to observe the computees’ so-

cial actions, i.e., the communicative acts that they exchange. As in [20], we can
assume that this can be achieved by policing the society. In particular, “po-
lice” computees will “snoop” the communicative acts exchanged by the society
members and check at run time if they comply with the protocols specifications
(social integrity constraints).
This kind of run-time verification is theoretically already built in our frame-

work and we do not need to provide additional formal tools to achieve it. In [1]
Alberti & al. show an implementation of social integrity constraints based on
the CHR language [10].
Verification of Type 3 is about protocol properties. In order to prove them we

do not need to access the computees’ internals, nor to know anything about the
communication acts of the system, because it is a verification which is statically
done at design time. As we already mentioned in Section 4, we are working on
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the design of a logic-based formalism to automatically detect inconsistencies of
combinations of protocols. In general, one of the main motivations behind our
formal approach is to be able to prove all properties that can be formally defined,
e.g. by means of an invariant or an implication, as they are defined in [20].

6 Discussion

Computees are abstractions of the entities that populate global and open com-
puting environments. The intuition behind a computee is very similar to that
behind an agent. The reason why we adopt a different name is because we want
to refer to a particular class of agents, which can rely on a declarative representa-
tion of knowledge, and on reasoning methods grounded on computational logic.
In this way, a declarative representation of the society knowledge and of social
categories such as expectations, as we defined them in this work, can be smoothly
integrated with the knowledge of its inhabitants, and similar techniques can be
used by them to reason upon either knowledge base or upon a combination of
them. The main motivation of our approach is in its declarative nature, which
has the potential to aiding a user’s understanding of a system’s specification,
and in its solid formal basis, which puts together, under the same formalism,
specification, implementation, and verification for multi-agent systems.
In [9], Esteva & al. give a formal specification of agents societies, focussing on

the social level of electronic institutions. In that model, each agents in a society
plays one or more roles, and must conform to the pattern of behavior attached
to its roles. The dialogic framework of a society defines the common ground
(ontology, communication language, knowledge representation) that allows het-
erogeneous agents to communicate. Interactions between agents take place in
group meetings called scenes, each regulated by a communication protocol; con-
nections between scenes (for instance, an agent may have to choose between
different scenes, or its participation in a scene may be causally dependent on its
participation in another) are captured by the performative structure. Normative

rules specify how agents’ actions affect their subsequent possible behavior, by
raising obligations on them.
In our framework, agents are only required to perform their communicative

acts by a given computee communication language; they are not required to
share an ontology (which, strictly speaking, need not even be specified). Possible
interactions are not organized in separate (although inter-connected) scenes;
agents’ interactions are supposed to take place in one shared interaction space.
For this reason, we do not distinguish, as in [9], between intra-scene (possible
interaction paths inside inside a scene) and inter-scene (possible paths of an
agent through scenes) normative rules. Without this distinction, normative rules
are strictly related to our social integrity constraints, in that both constrain
agents’ future behavior as a consequence of their past actions. We would like
to stress that Esteva & al., based on the analysis presented in [6] by Dellarocas
and Klein, start from the same requisites as we, considering as major issues
heterogeneity, trust and accountability, exception handling and societal changes,
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and provide in their work a basis for a verified design of electronic marketplaces,
by giving a very detailed formal specification of all the aspects of their electronic
institutions, and graphical tools to make such a specification easy to understand.
However, the focus of their work does not seem to be on a direct and automatic
specification-verified implementation relationship, as in ours.

Our framework does not specifically cater for roles (very little we said about
he structure of the knowledge related to the society). However, our aim is to
propose a declarative framework where roles can indeed be expressed, but do
not represent a first class entity in the definition of agent interactions in general.
For instance, in a semi-open society [5] roles could be assigned to incoming
computees by “custom officer” computees, or they could be statically defined in
the society knowledge base, or else dynamically acquired along the time. It is
not difficult to imagine social integrity constraints that define the protocols for
role management.

In [27], Vasconcelos presents a very neat formalization based on first order
logics and set theory to represent an expressive class of electronic institutions.
As in our work, the use of variables and quantification over finite sets allow
to express significant protocols patterns. The definition of allowed interaction
patterns is based on the concept of scene, similarly to what is done in [9]. How
expressive is the formalism proposed in [27] with respect to ours, and what are
the differences in terms of verification, are issues that we would like to address
in the future.

In [19] Moses and Tennenholtz focus on the problem of helping interacting
agents achieve their individual goals, by guaranteeing not only mere achievability
of the goals, but also computational feasibility of planning courses of actions
to realize them. Since an agent’s behavior can affect the achievability of other
agents’ goals, the agents’ possible actions are restricted by means of social laws,
in order to prevent agents from performing actions that would be detrimental
to other agents.

In our work, we aim more at verifying sound social interaction, rather than
at guaranteeing properties of individual computees. Moreover, computing appro-
priate social laws requires a (correct) modelling of individual agents in terms of
states, state-actions relations and plans, thus assuming reliable knowledge about
agents’ internals, which we do not require.

Gaia is a methodology in software engineering developed by Wooldridge &
al. for agent-oriented analysis and design [28]. The developer of a MAS has to
define roles that agents will then embody. Each role is defined by its responsibil-

ities, permissions, activities and protocols. In particular, responsibilities explain
how an agent embodying the corresponding role should behave in terms of live-
ness (good things that should happen) and safety (bad things that should not
happen) expressions.3 These expressions can be seen as abstractions of our ex-
pectations, or, in a sense, our Social Integrity Constraints could be seen as a
further refinement and a formalization of the concepts of responsibilities. More-

3 This distinction is due to Lamport [17].
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over, we use Social Integrity Constraints also to model protocols, i.e., interaction
with other agents/roles.
Considerable work has been done about the formal definition and verification

of properties of multi-agent systems, but to the best of our knowledge there is
not yet a reference paper with a formal classification and definition of properties
that are considered interesting in a general setting. In Section 5, we referred to
the work by Guerin and Pitt because it neatly pins down the main requisites and
characteristics of a multi-agent system verification process (run-time verification
vs. static-verification, and visibility of agents’s internals). Although it is specially
oriented to electronic commerce applications, we believe that its main ideas can
be extended to a more general case of agent interactions.
Among other work that proposes list of properties of agent systems, more

or less formally defined and related to particular domains, we cite work done
by Mazouzi & al. [18], Yolum & Singh [29], Hewitt [14], Artikis & al. [4], and
Davidsson [5].
We conclude this section by putting this work in relationship with our past

and current activity within the SOCS project. In [26] a layered architecture for
societies of computees has been proposed, where at the bottom level a platform
is used to implement the system and give support to computees’ communication,
and a communication language layer defines syntax and semantics of commu-
nicative acts, while society and protocols are in a higher layer. The purpose
the higher layers is to determine the set of allowed interaction patterns among
computees in the society. A social semantics for communicative acts has been
presented in [2], along with a discussion about the advantages and motivation
of a social semantics of communication with respect to other approaches, and
in [1] an implementation of a restricted class of Social Integrity Constraints is
proposed, based on the CHR language [10]. [3] defines the full syntax of social
integrity constraints, the scope of variables, quantification, and gives some re-
sults about the conditions for a proper behaviour of the framework, along with a
formal semantic characterization of concepts such as coherence and consistency
of sets of expectations and their fulfillment.
With respect to the work that we have been doing and that we have briefly

reviewed above, this is the first paper which aims at showing the practical use of
our theoretical framework, by means of a simple though realistic case study. The
protocols that we used for our example are taken from the literature, and could
be used to solve resource sharing problems among agents. We also contributed in
showing how the framework can be the basis for the automatic proof of properties
of interactions and protocols.

7 Conclusion

In this work, we have shown how a logic programming based framework is a suit-
able tool to give semantics to the interactions of autonomous entities populating
a global computing environment. We illustrated the framework by means of a
resource sharing example. The main idea is that of social integrity constraints,
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and of a correspondence with abductive frameworks of logic programming to
provide a semantic to such constraints.
This paper wants to give a motivation to a formal approach by showing a

concrete example of the expected operation of the framework.
The use of social integrity constraints could be twofold. In fact, through

them the society can automatically verify the compliance of its members to the
protocols, and ideally it could actively suggest to its members what are possible
conforming behaviours, thus guiding them in their social life. The paper does
not cover the last issue, which is subject for future work. In both aspects, our
work represents a novel contribution to the research in the area.
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L ½ LcG 5 >I= 5 ;?LDÞ @�Á�: ¿c¿c5 ;?L�@eLN>ML 5 ��PCKF ¾ LcG 5`7 > ¿ LcFxÁ�:<Jx> ¿ Á�> 7 >IÀ<F J F Le»�Fx@�> 7<7 J F 5D¼�É�ß G 5
Á�> 7 >IÀ<F J F Le»2Á�>I;3À 5 > 7<7 J F 5D¼3½ ;<J »&F ¾ !�ñ#" ñ Ú ñ�,-�� É
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 ��6Fx@�>U@ 5 L ½I¾ J F L 5�¿ >IJx@ ¿c5�7<¿c5 @ 5 ;?LcF ;<=�LcG 5 Á�: ¿c¿c5 ;?L�@eLN>ML 5¨½I¾ LcG 5 >I= 5 ;?L É
 ����Fx@¥>U@ 5 L ½I¾ J F L 5�¿ >IJx@ ¿c5�7<¿c5 @ 5 ;?LcF ;<=�LcG 5 = ½ >IJ�@eLN>ML 5¨½I¾ LcG 5 >I= 5 ;?L É
å »(>I= 5 ;?LDÞ @
Á�> 7 >IÀ<F J F LcF 5 @ Ã 5 ¸ 5 >I;>AÁ+LcF ½ ;H@)LcGH>ML�>I;>I= 5 ;?L�Á�>I; 7n5�¿P¾�½A¿ ¸ É ÍüG<F J 57n5�¿P¾�½A¿ ¸UF ;<=(>(Á�> 7 >IÀ<F J F Le»/.0$&21&C�>I;ô>I= 5 ;?LUÁ ½ ;H@P:<¸ 5 @ ¿c5 @ ½ : ¿ Á 5 @ ¼�5 ; ½ L 5D¼ ÀQ»�.

>I; ¼ = 5 ; 5�¿ >ML 5 @ ¿c5 @ ½ : ¿ Á 5 @ ¿c5�¾�5�¿c¿c5D¼ Ã F LcG�1 É�ß G 5 Á�: ¿c¿c5 ;?L)@eLN>ML 5�½I¾ >I;�>I= 5 ;?L ¿c5#3H5 Á+LN@
>I= 5 ;?LDÞ @ 7n5�¿ Á 5�7 LcF ½ ; ½I¾ LcG 5 Á�: ¿c¿c5 ;?L Ã ½A¿ J ¼ L ½ = 5 LcG 5�¿ Ã F LcG2>I= 5 ;?LDÞ @¦F ;?L 5�¿ ;H>IJn@eLN>ML 5AÉ?ß G 5
Ã ½A¿N¼54 @eLN>ML 576 F ;H@eL 5 > ¼3½I¾%4 À 5 J F 5�¾ @ 6 Fx@�:H@ 5D¼ G 5�¿c5 F ;2L ½U5 ¸ 7 GH>A@PFx@ 5 LcGH>ML ½ : ¿ > 7<7<¿c½ >AÁNG
F ; 7 Jx>I;<;<F ;<=IºYÁ 5 ;?L ¿ FxÁ É E ½A¿c5�½MÂA5�¿ C�F L 5�Õ�7<¿c5 @c@ 5 @ 5�Õ�7 J FxÁ�F LcJ »(LcGH>ML ½ : ¿ > 7<7<¿c½ >AÁNG¹Fx@�; ½ L¿c5 Jx>ML 5D¼ ¸�:HÁNG�L ½.å�í0¶ LcG 5�½A¿ » É Í 5 Ã ¿ F L 5 ��8� >I; ¼ ��8� L ½.¼�5 ; ½ L 5 ¸ ½�¼ F ÓnÁ�>MLcF ½ ; ½I¾ ��
>I; ¼ ��� ¿c5 @ 7n5 Á+LcF ÂA5 J » É�Ç F ¸UF Jx> ¿ J » Ã 5 Ã ¿ F L 5 ��8 8� >I; ¼ ��8 8� L ½�¼�5 ; ½ L 5 ¸ ½�¼ F ÓnÁ�>MLcF ½ ;H@ ½I¾ ��8�
>I; ¼ ��8� C�>I; ¼ @ ½�¾�½A¿ LcG É ÍüG<F J 5)¿c5�7<¿c5 @ 5 ;?LcF ;<=�@eLN>ML 5 @!>I; ¼ = ½ >IJx@ ½I¾ >I= 5 ;?LN@ Ã 5 Ã ¿ F L 5%9*:
L ½ @ 7n5 Á�F ¾ »`LcGH>ML!LcG 5�¿c5 > ¿c5*; F ;H@eLN>I;HÁ 5 @ ½I¾�½ À�Û 5 Á+LN@ 9 F ;3> 7 > ¿ LcFxÁ�:<Jx> ¿ @eLN>ML 5)½A¿ >�= ½ >IJ É
ÍüG<F J 5 7 Jx>I;<;<F ;<=HCv>I= 5 ;?LN@`¸`>b» ¼ Fx@cÁ ½MÂA5�¿ LcGH>ML3> 7 Jx>I;�C Ã G ½ @ 5.5�Õ�5 Á�:�LcF ½ ; Ã ½ :<J ¼

J 5 > ¼ LcG 5 ¸ ¾�¿c½ ¸ó@eLN>ML 5 ��!L ½ = ½ >IJ����PCKÁ ½ :<J ¼ ; ½ L
À 5U¾�½ :<; ¼�ÉKß G 5 ;�LcG 5 » ¼�5 L 5�¿ ¸UF ; 5
@P:<À 7<¿c½ À<J 5 ¸`@�Å�¸UFx@c@PF ;<=3J F ;<O�@ È C Ã G<FxÁNG(Á�>I;<; ½ L¨À 5 @ ½ J ÂA5D¼ ÀQ»�LcG 5 ¸`@ 5 J ÂA5 @ É á ¸UFx@c@PF ;<=
J F ;<O Ã F LcG ¿c5 @ 7n5 Á+L�L ½ ��v>I; ¼ ���vFx@0> 7 >IF ¿ Å<� 8� ��� 8� È C Ã G<FxÁNG.Fx@)>AÁNG<F 5�ÂA5D¼ ÀQ»�> 7<7 J »QF ;<=
>I= 5 ;?LDÞ @�Á�> 7 >IÀ<F J F LcF 5 @¥L ½ F LN@�F ;<F LcFx>IJ6@eLN>ML 5 ��¦F ; ¾�½A¿ Ã > ¿N¼ ÁNGH>IF ;<F ;<=&>I; ¼ L ½ F LN@�= ½ >IJ=���
F ;êÀH>AÁNO Ã > ¿N¼ ÁNGH>IF ;<F ;<=¹¸`>I;<; 5�¿DÉ¦ß GQ:H@>��?$@A&CBD��8� >I; ¼ ��8� $ @E&CBF���PC Ã G 5�¿c5 $ @A&¿c5�7<¿c5 @ 5 ;?LN@�> 7<7 J FxÁ�>MLcF ½ ; ½I¾ >&Á�> 7 >IÀ<F J F Le» ¾�¿c½ ¸G���v>I; ¼ $ @A&CB ¼�5 ; ½ L 5 @¥LcGH>MLIH ½A¿ ¸ ½A¿c5
Á�> 7 >IÀ<F J F LcF 5 @¥> ¿c5 > 7<7 J F 5D¼ F ;.@ 5 ·?: 5 ;HÁ 5AÉì<½A¿ F J J :H@eL ¿ >MLcF ;<= ¼�5 L 5 Á+LcF ½ ; ½I¾ ¸UFx@c@PF ;<=
J F ;<O�@�J 5 Lv:H@vÁ ½ ;H@PF ¼�5�¿ LcG 5 Á�>A@ 5 Ã G 5�¿c5 � B �J 9�K C�� B � JML K >I; ¼ � B � J 9 $&ONP��QG$& L K?É�ß G 5 ; 7n½ @c@PF À<J 5 ¸UFx@c@PF ;<=�J F ;<O�@
> ¿c5Å J N K � J Q KMÈ C6Å J N K � JML KMÈ C6Å J 9�K � J Q KMÈ >I; ¼ Å J 9�K � JML KMÈ+Én¶�¾ C ¾�½A¿¨5�Õ >I¸ 7 J 5 C�>I= 5 ;?LI� B¼�5 Á�F ¼�5 @�LcGH>ML�LcG 5 ¸ ½ @eL ¿c5 J 5�Â >I;?L�¸UFx@c@PF ;<=�J F ;<OÄFx@3Å J N K � J Q KMÈ C�F L`@ 5 ; ¼ @�> ¸ 5 @c@c>I= 5
Ã F LcGR��8B � J N K C���8 B � J Q K L ½ >I; ½ LcG 5�¿ >I= 5 ;?L�� R É á ¼<¼ F LcF ½ ;H>IJ J »�� B ¸`>b»�@ 5 ; ¼ >J Fx@eL ½I¾ F LN@0Á�> 7 >IÀ<F J F LcF 5 @�� B Å ½A¿ > ¾�¿ >I=A¸ 5 ;?L ½I¾ � B È LcGH>ML0¸UF =AG?L0G 5 J 7 � R F ; ¿c5 >A@ ½ ;<F ;<=>IÀ ½ :�L 7n½ @c@PF À<J 5¨½ ã 5�¿ @ Éë : ¿ = 5 ; 5�¿ >IJ0Æ 4!Ç ¸ ½�¼�5 J�Fx@ ¼�5�7 FxÁ+L 5D¼ F ; ì F =A: ¿c5 Ñ É Æ ½ ¸U¸�:<;<FxÁ�>MLcF ½ ;ôÀ 5 L Ã 5�5 ;
>I= 5 ;?LN@!= ½Q5 @ Â Fx>U>&Æ ½ ¸U¸�:<;<FxÁ�>MLcF ½ ; á ¼ > 7 L 5�¿ Å�Æ á È C Ã G ½ @ 5¨7 : ¿c7n½ @ 5 Fx@ ç
 L ½`7<¿c½MÂ F ¼�5 L ¿ >I;H@PJx>MLcF ½ ;H@!À 5 L Ã 5�5 ;.>I= 5 ;?LN@�Þ�Á ½ ¸U¸�:<;<FxÁ�>MLcF ½ ;3Jx>I;<=A:H>I= 5 @�>I; ¼
 L ½ ÁNGH>I;<= 5 LcG 5
Â F 5 Ã 7n½ F ;?L ½I¾�7<¿c½A7n½ @c>IJx@
S @c>I= 5�½I¾ Æ ½ ¸U¸�:<;<FxÁ�>MLcF ½ ; á ¼ > 7 L 5�¿ Ã F J JnÀ 5)5�Õ�7 Jx>IF ; 5D¼ F ; ¼�5 LN>IF Jx@vF ; ÇQ5 Á+LcF ½ ;3æ É Ë Éë : ¿ = 5 ; 5�¿ >IJ�Æ 4!Ç ¸ ½�¼�5 JKÁ�>I;3À 5�¼�5 @cÁ ¿ F À 5D¼ >A@ ¾�½ J J ½ Ã @ ç

Ñ É á = 5 ;?LT� B L ¿ F 5 @KL ½ = 5 ; 5�¿ >ML 5 > 7 Jx>I; ¾�¿c½ ¸ 5 J 5 ¸ 5 ;?LN@ ½I¾ � B CI@P:HÁNG�LcGH>ML 5�Õ�5 Á�:�LcF ½ ; ½I¾LcG 5
7 Jx>I; Ã ½ :<J ¼ J 5 > ¼ � B ¾�¿c½ ¸«@eLN>ML 5 � B L ½ � B ÉHÔ�½ Ã 5�ÂA5�¿ CU� B ¾ >IF Jx@!L ½ Á ½ ;H@eL ¿ :HÁ+L@P:HÁNG�>`@ ½ J :�LcF ½ ; É
Ð É á = 5 ;?L�� B F ¼�5 ;?LcF Ó 5 @ 7n½ @c@PF À<J 5 ¸UFx@c@PF ;<=�J F ;<O�@ ¾�½A¿ >AÁNG<F 5�Â F ;<=U>�Á ½ ¸ 7 J 5 L 5 @ ½ J :�LcF ½ ; ÉV¦ÂA5�¿ »�¸UFx@c@PF ;<=
J F ;<O ¼�5�¿ F ÂA5D¼�¾�¿c½ ¸W� B >I; ¼ � B Fx@ 7<¿c5 @ 5 ;?L 5D¼ Ã F LcG&> 7 >IF ¿ Å<��8B ����8 B È+Éæ É á = 5 ;?LI� B ¼�5 J F ÂA5�¿ @¥¸UFx@c@PF ;<=&J F ;<O�@¥L ½2½ LcG 5�¿ >I= 5 ;?LN@�>I; ¼ >A@PO�@¥LcG 5 ¸ L ½ @ ½ J ÂA5 LcG 5¸UFx@c@PF ;<=UJ F ;<O�@ É<¶�¾ ; ½ >I;H@ Ã 5�¿ @�> ¿c5¨¿c5 Á 5 F ÂA5D¼ C?LcG 5
7<¿c½ À<J 5 ¸äFx@¥; ½ L�@ ½ J Â >IÀ<J 5AÉ
÷ É á = 5 ;?L*� R >I= ¿c5�5 @vL ½ G 5 J 7 � B ÉË É�¶�¾ � R ÓH; ¼ @v>
Á ½ ¸ 7 J 5 L 5 @ ½ J :�LcF ½ ; ¾�½A¿ J F ;<O�Å<��8B ����8 B È CILcG 5 ;>��8 8B >I; ¼ ��8 8B Ã F J JHÀ 5 Ûe:H@eLÁ ½A7 F 5 @ ½I¾ ��8B >I; ¼ ��8 B ¿c5 @ 7n5 Á+LcF ÂA5 J » >I; ¼�X Fx@
>�Á ½ ¸ 7 J 5 L 5 @ ½ J :�LcF ½ ; É�ë LcG 5�¿ Ã Fx@ 5 C
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1Γ, S , G11 , S , GΓ 222

1Γ(  ), S’, G’11

Γ2(  ), S’ , G’ , S’’, G’’, P2 2 11

CA

Agent 1 Agent 2

YTZ [ �M\Q�A] ZN^?ZcWP]�p�t6��j�s
VIlAZNp�¡

��8 8B >I; ¼ ��8 8B > ¿c5 ; 5 Ã ¸UFx@c@PF ;<=�J F ;<O�@�ÀH>A@ 5D¼Ä½ ;R��8B >I; ¼ ��8 B >I; ¼5X Fx@�> 7 > ¿ LcFx>IJ@ ½ J :�LcF ½ ;2L ½ LcG 5 F ;<F LcFx>IJ 7<¿c½ À<J 5 ¸ É
Ý É � R ¼�5 J F ÂA5�¿ @
Å<� 8 8B ��� 8 8B È >I; ¼^X ÀH>AÁNO`L ½ � B É_QÉ á ¼<¼ F LcF ½ ;H>IJ J »AC`� R ¸`>b» ¿c5 ·?:<F ¿c5 LcGH>ML*� B G 5 J 7 @�L ½ @ ½ J ÂA5 >�¸UFx@c@PF ;<=`J F ;<O(Å���8 R ����8R ÈF ; ¿c5 Lc: ¿ ; ½I¾ >)@ ½ J :�LcF ½ ; X >I; ¼ >�Å�; 5 Ã È ¸UFx@c@PF ;<=)J F ;<O&Å<��8 8B ����8 8B È+ÉMß G 5 J F ;<O&Å���8 R ����8R ÈFx@�>AÁNG<F 5�ÂA5D¼ LcG ¿c½ :<=AG�> 7<7 J FxÁ�>MLcF ½ ; ½I¾ Æ á L ½ J F ;<O(Å<��8R ����8 R È+Éa É á = 5 ;?Lb� R ¸`>b»U@ 5 ; ¼ LcG 5 ; 5 Ã ¸UFx@c@PF ;<=�J F ;<O�Å<��8 8B ����8 8B È6¾ : ¿ LcG 5�¿ L ½�½ LcG 5�¿ >I= 5 ;?LN@v>A@Ã 5 J J ¾�½A¿ @ ½ J Â F ;<= ÉQ¶ ;3LcGH>ML0Á�>A@ 5 � R >AÁ+LN@¥>A@¥>�¸ 5D¼ Fx>ML ½A¿ >I= 5 ;?L É
è�5 = ½ LcFx>MLcF ½ ; 7<¿c½ Á 5�5D¼ @¦:<;?LcF JHLcG 5 @ 5 L ½I¾�7n½ @c@PF À<J 5 ¸UFx@c@PF ;<=�J F ;<O�@ Ã F J JnÀ 505�Õ GH>I:H@eL 5D¼½A¿ >�@ ½ J :�LcF ½ ;ö@c>MLcFx@ ¾ »QF ;<=À ½ LcG�>I= 5 ;?LN@&Fx@ ¾�½ :<; ¼�É á @3>I; 5�Õ L ¿c5 ¸ 5 Á�>A@ 5 >IJ J¨>I= 5 ;?LN@

¸`>b»2À 5�5�Õ�7 J FxÁ�F LcJ »�> Ã > ¿c5¨½I¾�5 >AÁNG ½ LcG 5�¿ Á�> 7 >IÀ<F J F LcF 5 @�CHÀ 5 J F 5�¾ @)>I; ¼ = ½ >IJx@�> 7<¿ F ½A¿ F É<¶ ;
LcG<Fx@0Á�>A@ 5 J 5 @c@¥¸ 5 @c@c>I= 5 @�> ¿c5 @ 5 ;?L ¼ : ¿ F ;<=`; 5 = ½ LcFx>MLcF ½ ;�C<G ½ Ã 5�ÂA5�¿ C�>I= 5 ;?LN@�Þ 7<¿ F Â >AÁ�»AC<F ;
L 5�¿ ¸`@ ½I¾ G<F ¼ F ;<=3LcG 5 F ¿ F ;?L 5�¿ ;H>IJ�@eLN>ML 5 C�= ½ >IJ6>I; ¼ Á�> 7 >IÀ<F J F LcF 5 @�C�Fx@¨J 5 @c@¨@P: 7<7n½A¿ L 5D¼�É�¶ ;
= 5 ; 5�¿ >IJhCAF L!Fx@v>IJx@ ½�7n½ @c@PF À<J 5 LcGH>ML�>I;&>I= 5 ;?LvFx@vF ; ÂA½ J ÂA5D¼ F ;?L ½ ; 5 = ½ LcFx>MLcF ½ ; Ã F LcG3@ 5�ÂA5�¿ >IJ
>I= 5 ;?LN@�@PF ¸�:<J LN>I; 5�½ :H@PJ »Ä>I; ¼ >ML 5 >AÁNG�@eL 5�7 @ 5 J 5 Á+LN@�LcG 5 À 5 @eL&> Â >IF Jx>IÀ<J 5&½ ã 5�¿DÉ ÍüG<F J 5
F ¸ 7 J 5 ¸ 5 ;?LcF ;<=�LcG 5&7<¿c5 @ 5 ;?L 5D¼ ¸ ½�¼�5 J Ã 5 > 7<7 J » ÜKÜ LcG 5�½A¿c5 ¸ 7<¿c½MÂ F ;<= ¾�½A¿
7 Jx>I;<;<F ;<=
>I; ¼24víõ¾�½A¿�¼�5 L 5�¿ ¸UF ;<F ;<=U@P:<À�LN>A@PO�@�C Ã G<FxÁNG2GH> ÂA5 L ½ À 5 @ ½ J ÂA5D¼ ÀQ» ½ LcG 5�¿ >I= 5 ;?LN@ ÉQß G 5
F L 5�¿ >MLcF ÂA5 Æ 4!Ç&7<¿c½ Á 5 @c@!Fx@ ¼�5�7 FxÁ+L 5D¼ F ; ì F =A: ¿c5 Ð Éß >IOQF ;<=(F ;?L ½ >AÁ�Á ½ :<;?L�LcG 5�7<¿c5 @ 5 ;?L 5D¼ = 5 ; 5�¿ >IJ�¸ ½�¼�5 JhC ½ : ¿ Ã ½A¿ OQF ;<= 5�Õ >I¸ 7 J 5 Fx@¼�5 @cÁ ¿ F À 5D¼ >A@ ¾�½ J J ½ Ã @ É�Ü�5 L.:H@�>A@c@P:<¸ 5 LcGH>ML�L Ã ½ @eLc: ¼�5 ;?LN@�C ÎA½ G<;�>I; ¼õ465 L 5�¿ C�> ¿c5
J ½Q½ OQF ;<= ¾�½A¿ Ã >b»�@�L ½3¿c5 Jx> Õ > ¾ L 5�¿ J ½ ;<= ¼ >b»�@ ½I¾ @eLc: ¼ »QF ;<=�>I; ¼ >&ÓH;H>IJ�@P:HÁ�Á 5 @c@ ¾ :<J 5�Õ º
>I¸UF ;H>MLcF ½ ; É6ÎA½ G<;ÄGH>A@�>¹Æ í >I; ¼ G 5 Ã >I;?LN@
L ½ J Fx@eL 5 ;¸�:H@PFxÁ�Å��?ced�fhgi� J+j ØUkhl�ÖmKMÈ+É
S ; ¾�½A¿ Lc:<;H>ML 5 J »AC�G<Fx@2Æ íï7 Jx>b» 5�¿ Fx@UÀ ¿c½ O 5 ;�>I; ¼ LcG<Fx@U¸`>IO 5 @�G<Fx@U= ½ >IJ!; ½ ;�º ¿c5 >IJ Fx@eLcFxÁ ÉÎA½ G<;öGH>A@3>IJx@ ½ô¼�5 Á�F ¼�5D¼ L ½ôÂ Fx@PF L�>J F À ¿ > ¿ »ôL ½�¿c5 Lc: ¿ ;öÀ ½Q½ O�@3>I; ¼ LcG<Fx@3=AF ÂA5 @2G<F ¸7n½ @c@PF À<F J F Le»õL ½õ¿c5 Lc: ¿ ; >IJx@ ½ À ½Q½ O�@ ½I¾`½ LcG 5�¿ @eLc: ¼�5 ;?LN@ Ã G 5 ;âLcG<Fx@�¸`>b»�À 5 :H@ 5�¾ :<J¾�½A¿ G<F ¸ É�ì<½A¿ Á ½MÂA5�¿ F ;<= >IJ J�G<Fx@ 5�Õ�7n5 ;H@ 5 @�C ¿c5 Jx>ML 5D¼ L ½�¿c5 Jx> Õ F ;<=HC ÎA½ G<;GH>A@2Ñ7H S)Ç�í�É
Æ ½ ;H@PF ¼�5�¿ F ;<=êLcGH>ML(G 5 GH>A@ >üÀ ¿c½ O 5 ; Æ í 7 Jx>b» 5�¿ >I; ¼ >�Æ í G<Fx@ F ;<F LcFx>IJU@eLN>ML 5 Fx@
>A@ ¾�½ J J ½ Ã @^�nced�fhgo� J ! × "p" òmq Bsr �+t�!u�hv qc×7w ñ Ù t�!Ixb" òmy ñ qzK >I; ¼ G<Fx@3Á�> 7 >IÀ<F J F LcF 5 @2> ¿c5
��ced�fhgP� J v ×D×7wMk $&(v ×D×7wMk�{ ñ ÚhØzq+Ù ñ�)A�+t�!Ixb" òmy ñ qm| t�!}$& j ØUkhl�ÖmK?É
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LL Theorem Proving

Partial Deduction

Collect Answers

Distribute Subproblems

YTZ [ �e~<� w�feZcWP]�fe\ abZ�t6��j�rAWeVMkNZNdYdN¡

465 L 5�¿ Fx@.@POQF J J 5D¼ F ; 5 J 5 Á+L ¿c½ ;<FxÁ�@�>I; ¼ Á�>I; ¿c5�7 >IF ¿ LcG 5 Æ í 7 Jx>b» 5�¿DÉ¥Ô�5 GH>A@ ¼�5 º
Á�F ¼�5D¼ L ½ @ 7n5 ; ¼ G<Fx@ ¼ >b»�F ;ö> 7 > ¿ O Ã F LcGöG<Fx@`=AF ¿ J ¾�¿ F 5 ; ¼�ÉvÔ�½ Ã 5�ÂA5�¿ C�G 5 GH>A@UL ½¿c5 º
Lc: ¿ ;�À ½Q½ O�@2L ½ LcG 5 J F À ¿ > ¿ » É¥Ç F ;HÁ 5 G 5 GH>A@2L ½ LN>IO 5 >�LN> Õ F)L ½ê¿c5 >AÁNGüLcG 5 J F À ¿ > ¿ »AC
G 5 GH>A@�L ½ @ 7n5 ; ¼ Ñ7H S)Ç�í L ½ Á ½MÂA5�¿ G<Fx@�L ¿ >I;H@ 7n½A¿ LN>MLcF ½ ; 5�Õ�7n5 ;H@ 5 @ É�ß G<Fx@ ¼�½Q5 @�; ½ L
¸`>MLNÁNG Ã 5 J J Ã F LcG�G<Fx@�= ½ >IJx@�C�@PF ;HÁ 5 G 5 GH>A@ ½ ;<J » ÑbË S)Ç�í Ã G<F J 5 G 5 ; 5�5D¼ @�ÐAË S)Ç�í ¾�½A¿¾�½Q½�¼ C ¼�¿ F ;<O�@�>I; ¼ >MLPL ¿ >AÁ+LcF ½ ;H@¥F ;.LcG 5�7 > ¿ O Énß G 5�¿c5�¾�½A¿c5 G 5 Jx>AÁNO�@0Ð�H S)Ç�í L ½ >AÁNG<F 5�ÂA5
G<Fx@2= ½ >IJx@ Év465 L 5�¿ Þ @`F ;<F LcFx>IJ¨@eLN>ML 5 Cv= ½ >IJ)>I; ¼ Á�> 7 >IÀ<F J F LcF 5 @2> ¿c5�¼�5 @cÁ ¿ F À 5D¼ >A@ ¾�½ J J ½ Ã @ ç
���E�s�p����� J ! × "p" òmq B�� �hv ×D×7wMk+K C����E�s�p����� J v ×D×7wMk�{ ñ ÚhØzq+Ù ñ�)A�hv0ñNñ q+K >I; ¼ �n�E�s�p�����J ! × "p" òmqz�h��| v ×D×7wMk $&(v ×D×7wMk�{ ñ ÚhØzq+Ù ñ�)A�hv qc×7w ñ Ù t�!Ixb" òmy ñ q $&�t�!Ixb" òmy ñ q ��! × "p" òmq��#� $&(v0ñNñ q�K?Éß >IOQF ;<=�F ;?L ½ >AÁ�Á ½ :<;?Lb��ced�fhg�CU�?ced�fhg2>I; ¼ �nced�fhg�C ÎA½ G<;3Á ½ ;H@eL ¿ :HÁ+LN@¦; 5 Ã @eLN>ML 5 >I; ¼
= ½ >IJI>I; ¼ >A@PO�@ 465 L 5�¿ Ã G 5 LcG 5�¿ G 5 Á�>I; ¿c5�7 >IF ¿ G<Fx@�Æ í7 Jx>b» 5�¿Dç ��8ced�fhg � J v qc×7w ñ Ù t�!Ixb" òmy ñ qzK C
��8 ced�fhg � J t�!Ixb" òmy ñ qUK?ÉD465 L 5�¿K¼�5 Á�F ¼�5 @�L ½ LN>IO 5 > ¼�Â >I;?LN>I= 5�½I¾ LcG 5 @PF Lc:H>MLcF ½ ; ÉDÔ�5 >I= ¿c5�5 @
L ½U¿c5�7 >IF ¿ LcG 5 Æ íâ7 Jx>b» 5�¿ >I; ¼ >A@PO�@¥Ð�H S)Ç�íâ¾�½A¿¥7n5�¿P¾�½A¿ ¸UF ;<=�LcG<Fx@�LN>A@PO ç ��8�E�s�p��� � J K C
��8 �E�s�p��� � J ! × "p" òmq��e�	K C	��8 8ced�fhg �-��8 ced�fhg >I; ¼ ��8 8ced�fhg ����8ced�fhg ÉÔ�½ Ã 5�ÂA5�¿ C ÎA½ G<;�GH>A@ ½ ;<J »(Ñ7H S)Ç�í�Énß G 5�¿c5�¾�½A¿c5 G 5�¼ Fx@cÁ�J ½ @ 5 @�> ¼<¼ F LcF ½ ;H>IJ�F ; ¾�½A¿ ¸`>Mº
LcF ½ ;Ä>IÀ ½ :�L�G<Fx@�Á�> 7 >IÀ<F J F LcF 5 @)L ½ 465 L 5�¿ �%8 8ced�fhg � J v ×D×7wMk $&(v ×D×7wMk�{ ñ ÚhØzq+Ù ñ�) K?É�465 L 5�¿¼ Fx@cÁ ½MÂA5�¿ @0LcGH>ML ÎA½ G<;¹GH>A@ ¼�5 Á�F ¼�5D¼ L ½.Â Fx@PF L�>�:<;<F ÂA5�¿ @PF Le» J F À ¿ > ¿ » >I; ¼ >I= ¿c5�5 @0L ½ ¼�5 º
Á ¿c5 >A@ 5 > ¾�5�5�¾�½A¿)¿c5�7 >IF ¿ F ;<=&LcG 5 Æ í%7 Jx>b» 5�¿ ÀQ»ÄÑ7H S)Ç�í C�F ¾�ÎA½ G<; ¼�5 J F ÂA5�¿ @0G<Fx@)À ½Q½ O�@
L ½ LcG 5 J F À ¿ > ¿ » É�ÎA½ G<;¹>I= ¿c5�5 @)>I; ¼ ; 5 = ½ LcFx>MLcF ½ ;�Fx@
@P:HÁ�Á 5 @c@ ¾ :<J J ».ÓH;<Fx@PG 5D¼�ÉKí : ¿ F ;<=3LcG 5
; 5 = ½ LcFx>MLcF ½ ;�>I= 5 ;?LN@�Þ 7 Jx>I;H@�GH> ÂA5 >IJx@ ½ À 5�5 ; ¼�5 L 5�¿ ¸UF ; 5D¼�É

� �¥±¦°`� ý�þPµ��?ý�¯<µe±v®ä±T�.ÿ������0°<±¥´�û=�U�
�������������U�z�> �¡E¢E��£
ÜKÜ Fx@v> ¿c5 ÓH; 5 ¸ 5 ;?L ½I¾ Á�Jx>A@c@PFxÁ�>IJ<J ½ =AFxÁ�F ;?L ¿c½�¼ :HÁ 5D¼ ÀQ» ÎHÉ º<¤ ÉU¥ F ¿ > ¿N¼ L ½�7<¿c½MÂ F ¼�5 ¸ 5 >I;H@¾�½A¿ O 5�5�7 F ;<=UL ¿ >AÁNO ½I¾I4P¿c5 @ ½ : ¿ Á 5 @ 6<É?¶ ; ÜKÜ L Ã ½ >A@c@P:<¸ 7 LcF ½ ;H@ ½I¾ > 7<¿c½A7n½ @PF LcF ½ ;H>IJ�Á ½ ;�º
@eLN>I;?L 9 > ¿c50¼ Fx@eLcF ;<=A:<Fx@PG 5D¼`¾�¿c½ ¸ä>�@PF ;<=AJ 5 >A@c@P:<¸ 7 LcF ½ ; ½I¾�9�É�ß G<Fx@ ¼�½Q5 @!; ½ L�> 7<7 J »`F ;
Á�Jx>A@c@PFxÁ�>IJHJ ½ =AFxÁIC?@PF ;HÁ 5 LcG 5�¿c5 LcG 5 L ¿ :�LcG Â >IJ : 50½I¾ > ¾ >AÁ+L ¼�½Q5 @v; ½ L ¼�5�7n5 ; ¼`½ ;`LcG 5 ;Q:<¸�º
À 5�¿!½I¾ Á ½A7 F 5 @ ½I¾ LcG 5�¾ >AÁ+L É?¶ ; ¼�5�5D¼ C ÜKÜ Fx@v; ½ L!>IÀ ½ :�LvL ¿ :�LcG�C?F L!Fx@!>IÀ ½ :�L!Á ½ ¸ 7 :�LN>MLcF ½ ; Éá J LcG ½ :<=AG ÜKÜ Fx@); ½ L¨LcG 5 Ó ¿ @eL�>MLPL 5 ¸ 7 L¨L ½�¼�5�ÂA5 J ½A7�¿c5 @ ½ : ¿ Á 5 º ½A¿ F 5 ;?L 5D¼ J ½ =AFxÁ�@�C�F L
Fx@)ÀQ».; ½ Ã LcG 5 ¸ ½ @eL¨F ; ÂA5 @eLcF =?>ML 5D¼�½ ; 5AÉ�Ç F ;HÁ 5 F LN@¨F ;?L ¿c½�¼ :HÁ+LcF ½ ; ÜKÜ GH>A@ 5 ;MÛ ½ » 5D¼ F ;�º
Á ¿c5 >A@PF ;<=�>MLPL 5 ;?LcF ½ ;&À ½ LcG ¾�¿c½ ¸ 7<¿c½Q½I¾ LcG 5�½A¿ Fx@eLN@v>I; ¼ Á ½ ¸ 7 :�L 5�¿ @cÁ�F 5 ;?LcFx@eLN@ ÉQß G 5�¿c5�¾�½A¿c5 C
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À 5 Á�>I:H@ 5
½I¾ F LN@�¸`>MLc: ¿ F Le»AC ÜKÜ Fx@�:H@ 5�¾ :<J�>A@�> ¼�5 Á�Jx> ¿ >MLcF ÂA5 Jx>I;<=A:H>I= 5 >I; ¼ >I;�F ; ¾�5�¿c5 ;HÁ 5
O 5�¿ ; 5 J É¶ ; ¾�½ J J ½ Ã F ;<= Ã 5 > ¿c5 Á ½ ;H@PF ¼�5�¿ F ;<=0F ;?Lc:<F LcF ½ ;<Fx@eLcFxÁ�¸�:<J LcF 7 J FxÁ�>MLcF ÂA5 > ¼<¼ F LcF ÂA5!¾�¿ >I=A¸ 5 ;?L½I¾�ÜKÜ Å ¶ E á ÜKÜ ½A¿ E á ¶eÜKÜ�È Á ½ ;H@PFx@eLcF ;<= ½I¾ ¸�:<J LcF 7 J FxÁ�>MLcF ÂA5 Á ½ ;MÛe:<;HÁ+LcF ½ ;�Å�¦ È C?> ¼<¼ F LcF ÂA5¼ Fx@�Ûe:<;HÁ+LcF ½ ;Å�§ È Cn> ¼<¼ F LcF ÂA5 Á ½ ;MÛe:<;HÁ+LcF ½ ;Å |�È >I; ¼ J F ; 5 > ¿ F ¸ 7 J FxÁ�>MLcF ½ ;ÄÅ�¨ È+Én¶ ;3L 5�¿ ¸`@½I¾H¿c5 @ ½ : ¿ Á 5 >AÁ�·?:<Fx@PF LcF ½ ;�LcG 5 J ½ =AFxÁ�>IJ 5�Õ�7<¿c5 @c@PF ½ ; 9 ¦�N�©^QP¦ L ¸ 5 >I;H@KLcGH>ML ¿c5 @ ½ : ¿ Á 5 @
Q >I; ¼ L > ¿c50½ À�LN>IF ;H>IÀ<J 5)½ ;<J »`F ¾ À ½ LcG 9 >I; ¼ N%> ¿c5)½ À�LN>IF ;H>IÀ<J 5AÉ á ¾ L 5�¿ LcG 5 @ 5 ·?: 5 ;?L
GH>A@�À 5�5 ;.> 7<7 J F 5D¼ C 9 >I; ¼ Nø> ¿c5 Á ½ ;H@P:<¸ 5D¼ >I; ¼ Q,>I; ¼ L > ¿c5 = 5 ; 5�¿ >ML 5D¼�Éß G 505�Õ�7<¿c5 @c@PF ½ ; 9 ©>NC§DQ�F ;2Á ½ ;?L ¿ > ¿ »�¸ 5 >I;H@¦LcGH>MLDC?F ¾ Ã 5 GH> ÂA5�¿c5 @ ½ : ¿ Á 5�9 C Ã 5
Á�>I; ½ À�LN>IF ; 5 F LcG 5�¿ N ½A¿ Q�CMÀ<:�L Ã 5�¼�½ ; ½ L6OQ; ½ ÃÃ G<FxÁNG ½ ; 5!½I¾ LcG ½ @ 5AÉMß G 5!5�Õ�7<¿c5 @c@PF ½ ;
9*| Nª©^Q ½ ;ULcG 5�½ LcG 5�¿ GH>I; ¼ ¸ 5 >I;H@6LcGH>ML Ã G<F J 5 GH> Â F ;<= ¿c5 @ ½ : ¿ Á 5 @ 9 >I; ¼ N Ã 5 Á�>I;
ÁNG ½Q½ @ 5 C Ã G<FxÁNG ½ ; 5¨½I¾ LcG 5 ¸øL ½ L ¿ > ¼�50¾�½A¿ Q É<ß G 5�¿c5�¾�½A¿c5 F L¥Fx@¥@c>IF ¼ LcGH>ML%§ >I; ¼^| > ¿c5¿c5�7<¿c5 @ 5 ;?LcF ;<=.ñ�« Ú ñ q+Ù�ò "�>I; ¼�l�ÙHÚ ñ q+Ù�ò "�ÁNG ½ FxÁ 5AÉßK½ F J J :H@eL ¿ >ML 5�7<¿c5 Á 5D¼ F ;<=&J 5 L):H@)Á ½ ;H@PF ¼�5�¿ LcG 5�¾�½ J J ½ Ã F ;<= ÜKÜ @ 5 ·?: 5 ;?L ¾�¿c½ ¸ Ï Ñ�÷IÒ à
Å L ¦ L ¦ L ¦ L ¦ L È ©�Å�¬ª¦/Q5¦�Å< | � È ¦¯® °R¦ôÅ X §D± ÈPÈ C Ã G<FxÁNG 5 ;HÁ ½�¼�5 @�>
Ó Õ�5D¼7<¿ FxÁ 5 ¸ 5 ;Q:UF ;&> ¾ >A@eLPº ¾�½Q½�¼�¿c5 @eLN>I: ¿ >I;?L çD¾�½A¿ Ë ¼�½ J Jx> ¿ @¥Å L È » ½ :`Á�>I;U= 5 Lv>I;UGH>I¸�À<: ¿ = 5�¿
Å�¬ È CI>¨Á ½ O 5 Å<Q È C 5 F LcG 5�¿6½ ;<F ½ ;U@ ½ : 7  ½A¿ @c>IJx> ¼ � ¼�5�7n5 ; ¼ F ;<=HC Ã G<FxÁNG ½ ; 5%yA×MØ @ 5 J 5 Á+LDC
>IJ JHLcG 50¾�¿c5 ;HÁNG ¾�¿ F 5 @)Å�° È » ½ :2Á�>I; 5 >ML 7 J :H@�> 7 F 5 Å X�È¦½A¿ >I;&FxÁ 5 Á ¿c5 >I¸�Å�± Èv¼�5�7n5 ; ¼ F ;<=½ ;> Â >IF Jx>IÀ<F J F Le»ôÅ ¿c5 @eLN>I: ¿ >I;?L ½ Ã ; 5�¿ @ 5 J 5 Á+LN@ ¾�½A¿ » ½ : È+ÉKß G 5`¾�½A¿ ¸�:<Jx>�® ° G 5�¿c5 ¸ 5 >I;H@
LcGH>ML Ã 5 Á�>I;�:H@ 5�½A¿ = 5 ; 5�¿ >ML 5 > ¿c5 @ ½ : ¿ Á 5 °ø>A@)¸�:HÁNG�>A@ Ã 5 Ã >I;?LeàêLcG 5 >I¸ ½ :<;?L ½I¾
LcG 5
¿c5 @ ½ : ¿ Á 5 Fx@�:<;QÀ ½ :<; ¼�5D¼�ÉßK½ F ;HÁ ¿c5 >A@ 5 LcG 5(5�Õ�7<¿c5 @c@PF ÂA5 ; 5 @c@ ½I¾
¾�½A¿ ¸�:<Jx> 5 C Ã 5 > ¿c5 :H@PF ;<=�F ;üLcG 5�¾�½ J J ½ Ã F ;<=
@ ½ ¸ 5 LcF ¸ 5 >IÀ<À ¿c5�Â Fx>MLcF ½ ;u² : �-²�¦-³e³e³M¦5²´ µh¶ ·:

C ¾�½A¿¸;�¹ H É
Ü F ;HÁ ½ J ;`Ï ÑbËbÒA@P:<¸U¸`> ¿ Fx@ 5 @�Á ½ ¸ 7 J 5�Õ F Le» ¿c5 @P:<J LN@ ¾�½A¿ @ 5�ÂA5�¿ >IJ ¾�¿ >I=A¸ 5 ;?LN@ ½I¾�ÜKÜ¦É�4¦¿c½A7n½ º

@PF LcF ½ ;H>IJ�E á ÜKÜ Fx@vF ; ¼ FxÁ�>ML 5D¼ L ½ À 5)4!Ç�4 á Æ V ºYÁ ½ ¸ 7 J 5 L 5 C Ã G<F Jx@eLvÓ ¿ @eLPº ½A¿N¼�5�¿ E á ÜKÜ Fx@
>ML�¸ ½ @eL è*VTº)4vß�¶ E V º�GH> ¿N¼�ÉA¶�¾ Ã 5 Ã ½ :<J ¼&¼ Fx@cÁ�> ¿N¼ > ¼<¼ F LcF ÂA5 @¸§â>I; ¼>|�¾�¿c½ ¸äE á ÜKÜ C
Ã 5 Ã ½ :<J ¼ = 5 L6¸�:<J LcF 7 J FxÁ�>MLcF ÂA5¥ÜKÜ Å�E ÜKÜ�È+ÉAå!½ LcG�C 7<¿c½A7n½ @PF LcF ½ ;H>IJ�>I; ¼ Ó ¿ @eLPº ½A¿N¼�5�¿ E ÜKÜ C
> ¿c5vè04 ºYÁ ½ ¸ 7 J 5 L 5AÉD¶ L�Fx@�>IJx@ ½ F ¼�5 ;?LcF Ó 5D¼ LcGH>MLKLcG 5 @ 5 Á ½ ¸ 7 J 5�Õ F Le» ¿c5 @P:<J LN@ ¼�½ ; ½ L6ÁNGH>I;<= 5 C
F ¾ F ;?Lc:<F LcF ½ ;<Fx@eLcFxÁ ¾�¿ >I=A¸ 5 ;?LN@ ½I¾KÜKÜ > ¿c5 Á ½ ;H@PF ¼�5�¿c5D¼�ÉQß G 5 @ 50¿c5 @P:<J LN@¦G<F ;?L!LcGH>ML ¾�½A¿!7<¿ >AÁ+º
LcFxÁ�>IJ¥Á ½ ¸ 7 :�LN>MLcF ½ ;H@ 5 F LcG 5�¿ E ÜKÜõ½A¿�7<¿c½A7n½ @PF LcF ½ ;H>IJ!E á ÜKÜ Å ½A¿ LcG 5 F ¿ F ;?Lc:<F LcF ½ ;<Fx@eLcFxÁÂ > ¿ Fx>I;?LN@�E ¶eÜKÜ >I; ¼ E á ¶eÜKÜ Å ¶ E á ÜKÜ�È C ¿c5 @ 7n5 Á+LcF ÂA5 J » È Á ½ :<J ¼ À 5 :H@ 5D¼�ÉAß G 5 Á ½ ¸ 7 J 5 L 5
@ 5 L ½I¾�¶ E á ÜKÜ F ; ¾�5�¿c5 ;HÁ 5¨¿ :<J 5 @�Fx@¥=AF ÂA5 ;3F ; á 7<7n5 ; ¼ F Õ á É

���p»½¼*�z�M¾7���	 À¿��U¿�Á�£�¾7��¡E�-�	��¿-���
4 > ¿ LcFx>IJ ¼�5D¼ :HÁ+LcF ½ ;¹Å 4ví¨È Å ½A¿¥7 > ¿ LcFx>IJ 5�Â >IJ :H>MLcF ½ ; ½I¾ J ½ =AFxÁ 7<¿c½ = ¿ >I¸`@¦Ó ¿ @eL¥F ;?L ¿c½�¼ :HÁ 5D¼
F ;3Ï ÑAÑ�Ò È Fx@KOQ; ½ Ã ;�>A@ ½ ; 5v½I¾H½A7 LcF ¸UFx@c>MLcF ½ ;
L 5 ÁNG<;<Fx·?: 5 @KF ;�J ½ =AFxÁ 7<¿c½ = ¿ >I¸U¸UF ;<= É7¥ F ÂA5 ;�>
J ½ =AFxÁ 7<¿c½ = ¿ >I¸�C 7 > ¿ LcFx>IJ ¼�5D¼ :HÁ+LcF ½ ; ¼�5�¿ F ÂA5 @�>¥¸ ½A¿c5 @ 7n5 Á�F ÓnÁ 7<¿c½ = ¿ >I¸ Ã G<F J 5v7<¿c5 @ 5�¿cÂ F ;<=
LcG 5 ¸ 5 >I;<F ;<= ½I¾ LcG 5U½A¿ F =AF ;H>IJ 7<¿c½ = ¿ >I¸ É�Ç F ;HÁ 5 LcG 5�7<¿c½ = ¿ >I¸ïFx@)¸ ½A¿c5 @ 7n5 Á�Fx>IJ Fx@ 5D¼ C�F L
Fx@!:H@P:H>IJ J »U¸ ½A¿c505�î Á�F 5 ;?LvLcGH>I;&LcG 5)½A¿ F =AF ;H>IJ 7<¿c½ = ¿ >I¸�CAF ¾K5�Õ�5 Á�:�L 5D¼�É�ì<½A¿ F ;H@eLN>I;HÁ 5 CQJ 5 L
9 C�N&C�Q >I; ¼ L À 5&7<¿c½A7n½ @PF LcF ½ ;H>IJ Â > ¿ Fx>IÀ<J 5 @
>I; ¼/9 ¨ÂN&C=NÃ¨ÄQ«>I; ¼ QÅ¨ L
Á ½ ¸ 7 :�LN>IÀ<F J F Le» @eLN>ML 5 ¸ 5 ;?LN@)F ; ÜKÜ¦É�ß G 5 ; 7n½ @c@PF À<J 5�7 > ¿ LcFx>IJ ¼�5D¼ :HÁ+LcF ½ ;H@¨> ¿c5�9 ¨ÆQ�C
NG¨ L >I; ¼D9 ¨ L É�¶ L¨Fx@ 5 >A@P»3L ½ ; ½ LcFxÁ 5 LcGH>ML)LcG 5 Ó ¿ @eL¨Á ½A¿c¿c5 @ 7n½ ; ¼ @¥L ½2¾�½A¿ Ã > ¿N¼
ÁNGH>IF ;<F ;<=3Å ¾�¿c½ ¸øÀ 5 J F 5�¾ @!L ½ = ½ >IJx@ È CALcG 5 @ 5 Á ½ ; ¼ L ½ ÀH>AÁNO Ã > ¿N¼ ÁNGH>IF ;<F ;<=3Å ¾�¿c½ ¸ø= ½ >IJx@�L ½
À 5 J F 5�¾ @ È >I; ¼ LcG 5 LcG<F ¿N¼ Á ½ :<J ¼ À 5
5 F LcG 5�¿¥¾�½A¿ Ã > ¿N¼`½A¿ ÀH>AÁNO Ã > ¿N¼ ÁNGH>IF ;<F ;<= É
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Ü J ½ » ¼ >I; ¼�Ç G 5�7 G 5�¿N¼ @ ½ ;öÏ ÑDÝMÒ ¾�½A¿ ¸`>IJ Fx@ 5D¼Ä4víä¾�½A¿ ; ½A¿ ¸`>IJvJ ½ =AFxÁ 7<¿c½ = ¿ >I¸`@
>I; ¼
@PG ½ Ã 5D¼ F LN@�Á ½A¿c¿c5 Á+Lc; 5 @c@ Ã F LcG ¿c5 @ 7n5 Á+L�L ½ ÆvJx> ¿ O�Þ @ 7<¿c½ = ¿ >I¸�Á ½ ¸ 7 J 5 LcF ½ ;�@ 5 ¸`>I;?LcFxÁ�@ É4 > ¿ LcFx>IJ ¼�5D¼ :HÁ+LcF ½ ;2F ;&J ½ =AFxÁ 7<¿c½ = ¿ >I¸U¸UF ;<=
Fx@ ½I¾ L 5 ; ¼�5 ÓH; 5D¼ >A@v:<; ¾�½ J ¼ F ;<= ½I¾�7<¿c½ = ¿ >I¸
Á�Jx>I:H@ 5 @ Éá J LcG ½ :<=AG2LcG 5¨½A¿ F =AF ;H>IJ�¸ ½ LcF Â >MLcF ½ ;3À 5 G<F ; ¼�4ví Ã >A@vL ½`¼�5D¼ :HÁ 5 @ 7n5 Á�Fx>IJ Fx@ 5D¼ J ½ =AFxÁ7<¿c½ = ¿ >I¸`@ Ã F LcG ¿c5 @ 7n5 Á+L¥L ½ >U=AF ÂA5 ;�= ½ >IJhC ½ : ¿ ¸ ½ LcF Â >MLcF ½ ; ¾�½A¿04ví Fx@0>UÀ<F L ¼ F ã 5�¿c5 ;?L É
Í 5 > ¿c5 > 7<7 J »QF ;<= 4ví�¾�½A¿¥¼�5 L 5�¿ ¸UF ;<F ;<=`@P:<À�LN>A@PO�@�C Ã G<FxÁNG3Á�>I;<; ½ L¥À 5¨7n5�¿P¾�½A¿ ¸ 5D¼ ÀQ»&>
@PF ;<=AJ 5 >I= 5 ;?LDC�À<:�L)@eLcF J JK> ¿c5¨7n½ @c@PF À<J »3Á�J ½ @ 5�¿ L ½ >U@ ½ J :�LcF ½ ;3LcGH>I;.>I;3F ;<F LcFx>IJ�LN>A@PO É<ß G<Fx@
¸ 5 >I;H@¦LcGH>ML�=AF ÂA5 ;&>�@eLN>ML 5 �Ä>I; ¼ >�= ½ >IJE� ½I¾ >I;2>I= 5 ;?L Ã 5 Á ½ ¸ 7 :�L 5 >�; 5 Ã @eLN>ML 5 ��8
>I; ¼ >2; 5 Ã = ½ >IJn��8 É�ß G<Fx@)F ; ¾�½A¿ ¸`>MLcF ½ ; Fx@ ¾�½A¿ Ã > ¿N¼�5D¼ L ½ >I; ½ LcG 5�¿ >I= 5 ;?L ¾�½A¿)¾ : ¿ LcG 5�¿
F ; ¾�5�¿c5 ;HÁ 5AÉIÇ F ¸UF Jx> ¿ > 7<7<¿c½ >AÁNG
GH>A@�À 5�5 ;U> 7<7 J F 5D¼ ÀQ»�E >MLN@POQF ;�>I; ¼�8¨½ ¸ ½A¿c½ Ã @POQFHÏ Ñ _ Ò�F ;
>I:�L ½ ¸`>MLcFxÁ0@ ½I¾ L Ã > ¿c5 @P»Q;?LcG 5 @PFx@ É�ë ; 50½I¾ LcG 5 F ¿ ¸ ½ LcF Â >MLcF ½ ;H@ Ã >A@ ¼�5 À<:<=A=AF ;<= ½I¾K¼�5 Á�Jx> ¿ º
>MLcF ÂA5 @ ½I¾ L Ã > ¿c5 @ 7n5 Á�F ÓnÁ�>MLcF ½ ; Éß G 5 ¸`>IF ; 7<¿c½ À<J 5 ¸ Ã F LcG 4ví F ; ÜKÜ Fx@0LcGH>ML�>IJ LcG ½ :<=AG�; 5 Ã ¼�5�¿ F ÂA5D¼ @eLN>ML 5 @¨>I; ¼
= ½ >IJx@¨> ¿c5 @ ½ :<; ¼ Ã F LcG ¿c5 @ 7n5 Á+L
L ½ >I;(F ;<F LcFx>IJv@ 7n5 Á�F ÓnÁ�>MLcF ½ ;�C�LcG 5 »�¸`>b».; ½ L 7<¿c5 @ 5�¿cÂA5
Á ½ ¸ 7 J 5 L 5 ; 5 @c@�>I;Q»Q¸ ½A¿c5AÉ�ß G<Fx@¥Fx@ ¼ : 5 L ½`¿c5 @ ½ : ¿ Á 5 ºYÁ ½ ;H@cÁ�F ½ :H@P; 5 @c@ ½I¾�ÜKÜ àüF ¾ > Ã ¿c½ ;<=7<¿c½Q½I¾ À ¿ >I;HÁNGUFx@ ¾�½ J J ½ Ã 5D¼ CMF ;<F LcFx>IJHÀ 5 J F 5�¾ @�¸`>b»�À 5 Á ½ ;H@P:<¸ 5D¼ >I; ¼ LcGQ:H@ ¾ : ¿ LcG 5�¿ @ 5 > ¿ ÁNG
À 5 Á ½ ¸ 5 ¸ ½A¿c5 J F ¸UF L 5D¼�É!ß G 5�¿c5�¾�½A¿c5 >I= 5 ;?LN@UGH> ÂA5 L ½ @ 5 > ¿ ÁNG�C6F ;ôLcG 5 Ã ½A¿ @eL`Á�>A@ 5 C¦>IJ J7n½ @c@PF À<J 5v4ví @ ½I¾ F ;<F LcFx>IJ?@ 7n5 Á�F ÓnÁ�>MLcF ½ ;¨L ½�7<¿c5 @ 5�¿cÂA5 Á ½ ¸ 7 J 5 L 5 ; 5 @c@ ½I¾<¼ Fx@eL ¿ F À<:�L 5D¼ @ 5 > ¿ ÁNG
¸ 5 ÁNGH>I;<Fx@P¸ É�¶ ;Ï ÑDÝMÒKÁ ½ ¸ 7 J 5 L 5 ; 5 @c@¥>I; ¼ @ ½ :<; ¼ ; 5 @c@�Fx@c@P: 5 @ ½I¾�4ví > ¿c5 Á ½ ;H@PF ¼�5�¿c5D¼&¾�½A¿
Á�Jx>A@c@PFxÁ�>IJQJ ½ =AFxÁ 7<¿c½ = ¿ >I¸`@ ÉD¶ @c@P: 5 @ ½I¾ Á ½ ¸ 7 J 5�Õ F Le»ACIÁ ½ ¸ 7 J 5 L 5 ; 5 @c@�>I; ¼ @ ½ :<; ¼ ; 5 @c@ ½I¾�4ví
F ; ÜKÜ Ã F J J�À 5 Á ½ ;H@PF ¼�5�¿c5D¼ Ã F LcG<F ;.>I; ½ LcG 5�¿¥7 > 7n5�¿DÉß G 5�¾�½ J J ½ Ã F ;<=¨F ; ¾�5�¿c5 ;HÁ 5 ÓH=A: ¿c5 @�> ¿c5 > 7<7 J F 5D¼ >A@ 4ví @eL 5�7 @ ¾�½A¿ ÀH>AÁNO?ºK>I; ¼�¾�½A¿ Ã > ¿N¼
ÁNGH>IF ;<F ;<= çå >AÁNO Ã > ¿N¼ ÁNGH>IF ;<F ;<=`@eL 5�7>Ç^È Å�É�� È+ç

Ê�Ë=ÌbÍbÎ Ë�Ï Ì�Ð�ÑMÒAÓzÔ%ÕeÖ × Ø Ù
Ê�Ë=ÌbÍ�ÎÀÍbÏ Ì*Ð�ÑMÒEÓzÔÛÚ Í

Î%Ë=Î�Ü Ý
Ì�Ë=ÌiÜ Ý Ó%Ë=Ó�Ü ÝÌzÞ�Ï Ì�Ð�ÑMÒEÓzÔ�Ë=Ó Ñ Ð
Ì�ÍÀÏ Ì�Ð�ÑMÒAÓzÔmË�Ó Ñ Í

Î�Þ<Ì�ÍÀÏ Ì�Ð�ÑMÒAÓzÔmË=Ó¸ÍbÎßÚ Í
ÌbÍ�ÎÀÍÀÏ Ì�Ð�ÑMÒAÓzÔmË=Ó¸Í�Î Ñ Í

ÊnË�ÓÀÍbÎ à�áãâ

ì<½A¿ Ã > ¿N¼ ÁNGH>IF ;<F ;<=`@eL 5�7^Ç^ä Å�É�� È+ç

Ó¸Í�Î*Ë�ÓÀÍbÎ�Ü Ý Ë�Ï ÓIÐ�ÑMÒEÌ�Ô%ÕeÖ × Ø Ù
ÓÀÍbÎ*Ë=Ó¸Í�ÎÀÍÀÏ Ó%Ð�ÑMÒEÌ�ÔåÚ Í

Î*Ë=Î�Ü Ý
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Abstract. Johnson-Laird proposes a semantic theory of human reason-
ing taking into account finite human capacities. We cast this into logical
formalism and define a notion of restricted semantic entailment. Corre-
sponding to any set of logical structures, R, there is a restricted entail-
ment with parameter R. The family of restricted entailments, generated
as R varies over sets of structures, is shown to be a complete lattice
and to approximate ordinary entailment in the sense of domain theory.
A given restricted entailment, �R say, can be modelled in a modal lan-
guage with an operator ↓R. The modal language is sound and complete
and there is a correspondence result: X �R ϕ iff ↓RX ↓Rϕ, where X
is a set of first-order sentences and ϕ is first-order. This forms the basis
for the proposal that �R be identified with agent reasoning and that ↓R

encapsulate an agent. The existence of the lattice structure mentioned
above means that several agents can be integrated into a super-agent or
else distilled into a sub-agent by taking joins or meets.

1 Introduction

When we address the question of what could constitute the basis of rationality in
an agent, we quickly arrive at a difficulty. If we seek an algorithmic basis founded
on first-order logic, then we come up against the problem of undecidability [3,
page 159]: there is no procedure which can decide for an arbitrary sentence
whether it is valid (true in every model) or not. The reason for this is that algo-
rithms are finite in nature and so, in general, cannot deal with non-enumerable
processes.

Humans face these same limitations because of their finite capacities; nev-
ertheless we know that humans are capable of reasoning. Researchers such as
Cherniak [2] and cognitive psychologists such as Johnson-Laird and others [6, 7]
have developed theories about how agents and humans might reason which take
into account the limitation of their finite capacities.

Cherniak in [2] develops the concept of minimal rationality and uses this to
account for an agent’s reasoning capabilities in the face of finite limitations. The
following quotes from [2, pages 7 to 9] show that, at least in principle, minimal
rationality can be expressed in linguistic terms using first-order logic, say. His
ideal general rationality condition is:
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If A has a particular belief-desire set, A would undertake all and only
actions that are apparently appropriate.

where

. . . an action is apparently appropriate if and only if according to A’s
beliefs, it would tend to satisfy A’s desires.

Now

. . . The most important unsatisfactoriness of the ideal general rational-
ity condition arises from its denial of a fundamental feature of human
existence, that human beings are in the finitary predicament of having
fixed limits on their cognitive capacities and the time available to them.

So the minimal general rationality condition is posited:

If A has a particular belief-desire set, A would undertake some, but not
necessarily all, of those actions that are apparently appropriate.

In contrast to this, linguistic, approach Johnson-Laird in [6] claims that hu-
man reasoning and deduction is carried out by people forming mental models of
the situation being reasoned about and then manipulating the mental models in
certain ways. The precise nature of these mental models is not important to our
argument so we do not describe them. Johnson-Laird and Byrne say in [7, page
36]:

The theory is compatible with the way in which logicians formulate a
semantics for a calculus . . . But, logical accounts depend on assigning
an infinite number of models to each proposition, and an infinite set is
far too big to fit inside anyone’s head . . . people construct a minimum of
models: they try to work with just a single representative sample from
the set of possible models . . .

So Johnson-Laird claims that humans reason by building mental models but
the model checking is not exhaustive at any stage because of limited human ca-
pacities. One can map this situation into the context of an agent doing semantics
of first-order logic and say that in checking the validity of a first-order sentence
the agent is only able to check the truth of a subset of all models. That is the
agent checks a restricted set of models.

We take this as our point of departure and approach first-order semantics in
a manner which takes seriously this limitation of restricted model checking. An
appropriate notion of satisfaction is defined for this approach as well as a notion
of restricted entailment. A restricted entailment is like an ordinary entailment
except that instead of checking all possible models for satisfaction, one restricts
one’s checking to a subset R, say, of models. The set R is taken to be a parameter
of the entailment and the restricted entailment with parameter R is denoted �R.
It has the usual properties one would expect of an entailment relation: reflexivity,
cut and monotony. It also has properties that are significant to the claim that
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it captures features characteristic of rationality: it is sound, complete and can
approximate ordinary entailment in the sense of domain theory.

The idea of restricted entailment provides the basis for the crystallisation of
our proposal for the notion of a finite agent. This is explained as follows. A modal
operator, called “approximately true” and denoted ↓R, is introduced which also
has a parameter R, a finite set of models. In our proposal the operator ↓R defines
an agent; a different agent is defined for each different parameter.

We claim that the language with modal operator “approximately true” mod-
els restricted entailment because for finite R, X a set of first-order sentences
and ϕ a first-order sentence, X �R ϕ if and only if ↓RX ↓Rϕ, where  is the
modal forcing relation. The significance of this is that it turns out that restricted
entailment is able to be modelled by a modal language which has a semantics
and proof theory which are sound and complete.

The restriction parameters are sets and so they are automatically endowed
with lattice operations: set union and intersection. These are carried over to
the set of restricted entailments; they form a lattice. However, the relationship
between lattice operations in the entailment set and in the parameter set is
contravariant. As a result the meet of a set of restricted entailments is given
by the entailment whose parameter is the union of the individual parameters.
The join is slightly more complex, but it does involve taking an intersection
of sets induced by the restriction parameters. These results mean that given
a set of agents one can form a new, inclusive, canonical agent encompassing
the deductive powers of the individual agents, and another having the common
part of the deductive powers of the individual agents. In the conclusion we
sketch how this also holds for agents when they are represented by the modal
operator “approximately true”. The paper ends with some remarks about the
computability of restricted entailment and also some remarks about the fact that
the modal language with a single operator ↓R is sound and complete.

In the next section we define restricted entailment and develop machinery to
show that the family of restricted entailments has a lattice structure.

2 Restricted Entailment

In this section the set of restricted entailments is defined. The members of this set
are generalisations of ordinary entailment. For ordinary entailment, one checks
that a set of sentences X entails a set Y by examining every structure that is a
model of X and checking that it is also a model of Y . If this is always the case
then X entails Y . In contrast, one checks for restricted entailment by specifying
a subset of structures, R say, and then checking that each model of X lying in
R is also a model of Y . So instead of checking all structures, one restricts one’s
checking to a subset, R, of structures. As we have said, this approach to the
approximation of entailment is motivated by Johnsohn-Laird’s theory of mental
models in cognitive psychology.
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The main result of this section is corollary 11: any set of restricted entailments
has a greatest lower bound and a least upper bound, or meet and join. The
existence of the meet is used in the definition of “domain” in section 3.

We work in a standard first-order language whose vocabulary consists of a
countable number of constant symbols, a countable number of function symbols
of any finite arity and a countable number of relation symbols of any finite arity.
A structure, S, is a function having a domain of interpretation, dom(S), which
is a set. It maps constants to elements in dom(S), function symbols to functions
defined on dom(S) and relation symbols to relations on dom(S). The language
also has a countable number of individual variables; the connectives ¬, ∨, ∧ and
→; and the quantifiers ∀ and ∃. The terms of the language are defined in the
usual way, as are the formulas. Given any formula, an individual variable is free
in that formula if the variable is not in the scope of any quantifier in the formula.
A sentence is a formula with no free variables. Meaning is given to sentences
by defining, in the usual way, the satisfaction relation between structures and
sentences. If the structure S satisfies the sentence ϕ, it is written thus: S � ϕ.

In order to avoid difficulties with set-theoretical foundations we work entirely
in a universe of sets [1]; all collections of objects are sets and there are no classes
which are not sets.

We suppose a language is given and remains fixed. The set of all structures
defined on the vocabulary is denoted STRUC. The set of all subsets of STRUC is
denoted PSTRUC. The relation of elementary equivalence between stuctures is
defined as follows: two structures S and S ′ are elementarily equivalent, denoted
S ≡ S ′, if and only if they satisfy the same sentences.

The following fundamental restricted notions are now defined: set of models
and entailment. The definitions are made by analogy with the unrestricted ones,
which can be obtained from the following definition by omitting the subscript
R.

Definition 1 Let X and Y be sets of sentences and let R ⊆ STRUC.

1. The set of models of X restricted to R, denoted modR(X), is modR(X) =
{S ∈ R : S � X}.

2. X entails Y with restriction R iff modRX ⊆ modRY ; this is written as
X �R Y .

Note that �R generalises ordinary entailment, �, because �STRUC equals �.
It is well-known that entailment satisfies three properties called reflexivity,

cut and monotony. A straightforward argument shows that restricted entailment
also satisfies appropriate versions of these properties. As they are not central to
our argument we do not give them here.

In what follows, propositions 2 and 4 are needed for the important proposi-
tions 9 and 10 on the bounds of families of restricted entailments. Proposition 2
says that if a set of structures is enlarged then the associated restricted entail-
ment is reduced, while proposition 4 provides a converse to proposition 2 under
a fullness condition on the restriction of the entailment.
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Proposition 2 Let I ⊆ J ⊆ STRUC, then �J ⊆ �I .

Proof. Let X and Y be sets of sentences and suppose that X �J Y ; that is
modJ(X) ⊆ modJ(Y ). We must show modI(X) ⊆ modI(Y ).

modI(X) = I ∩mod(X)
= (I ∩ J) ∩mod(X) since I ⊆ J
= I ∩ (J ∩mod(X)
= I ∩modJ(X)
⊆ I ∩modJ(Y ) since modJ(X) ⊆ modJ(Y )
= I ∩ (J ∩mod(Y ))
= (I ∩ J) ∩mod(Y )
= I ∩mod(Y ) since I ⊆ J
= modI(Y )

�

There is a converse to proposition 2 provided J is full. This is defined next.

Definition 3 Let I ⊆ STRUC, then I is full if and only if given elements S and
S ′ of STRUC, if S ∈ I and S is elementarily equivalent to S ′ then S ′ is in I.

Proposition 4 Let I and J be subsets of STRUC and suppose J is full. If �J

⊆ �I , then I ⊆ J .

Proof. We suppose I 6⊆ J and prove that �J 6⊆ �I . There are two cases to
consider: either J is empty or not empty.

CASE J = ∅. Let S ∈ I and let ϕ be a sentence with S � ϕ. Set X = {ϕ}
and Y = {¬ϕ}, then S � X and S 2 Y . So S ∈ modI(X) but S 6∈ modI(Y ).
Since J = ∅, X �J Y but as we have seen X 2I Y .

CASE J 6= ∅. Suppose S ∈ I and S 6∈ J , then S is not elementarily equivalent
to any S ′ ∈ J . This is so because if S is elementarily equivalent to some S ′ ∈ J
then since J is full S ∈ J , which is contrary to our supposition. So for each S ′ ∈ J
there is a sentence ϕS′ , say, with S � ϕS′ and S ′ 2 ϕS′ . Set X = {ϕS′ : S ′ ∈ J},
then S ∈ modI(X) but modJ(X) = ∅. Also pick S ′′ ∈ J and set Y = {¬ϕS′′},
then S 6∈ modI(Y ).

Now modJ(X) = ∅ ⊆ modJ(Y ), so X �J Y . But S ∈ modI(X) and S 6∈
modI(Y ) so X 2I Y . �

Next we define the greatest lower bound and least upper bound of a set of
restricted entailments and then show how to calculate them. We recall that a
partial order is a reflexive, transitive, antisymmetric relation.

Definition 5

1. ENT = {�I : I ⊆ STRUC}.
2. (ENT,⊆) is the partially ordered set where the elements of ENT are partially

ordered by set inclusion.
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3. Let E ⊆ ENT. An element �H of ENT is a lower bound of E if �H ⊆ �I

for each �I ∈ E.
4. An element �G of ENT is the greatest lower bound of E ⊆ ENT if �G is a

lower bound of E and it is a superset of, or equal to any other lower bound
of E. The greatest lower bound of E, if it exists, is denoted

∧
E.

5. Let E ⊆ ENT. An element �H of ENT is an upper bound of E if �I ⊆ �H

for each �I∈ E.
6. An element �L of ENT is the least upper bound of E ⊆ ENT if �L is an

upper bound of E and it is a subset of, or equal to any other upper bound of
E. The least upper bound of E, if it exists, is denoted

∨
E.

We want to show that the meet of �I and �J is �I∪J . We do this with the help
of an operator that takes any subset I of STRUC and turns it into a full subset
containing I denoted [I]. The operator is called the full expansion operator.

We recall that PSTRUC stands for the set of all subsets of STRUC. If E ⊆
PSTRUC then each element of E is a subset of STRUC;

⋃
E means the union of

all members of E.

Definition 6

1. Let I ⊆ STRUC. The full expansion of I, denoted [I], is {S ∈ STRUC : ∃S ′ ∈
I & S ≡ S ′}.

2. Let E ⊆ PSTRUC, then [E] = {[I] : I ∈ E}.

Proposition 7

1. The full expansion of a set of structures is full.
2. The full expansion of a set of structures is unique.
3. The full expansion operator satisfies inclusion, idempotence and monotony:

(a) I ⊆ [I].
(b) [[I]] = [I].
(c) If I ⊆ J , then [I] ⊆ [J ].

Proof. Straightforward. �

Proposition 8 Let I ⊆ STRUC, then �I = �[I].

Proof. Full expansion satisfies inclusion so I ⊆ [I] and by proposition 2 �[I] ⊆ �I .
On the other hand suppose X �I Y and let S ′ ∈ [I] ∩ mod(X). We must

show that S ′ ∈ [I]∩mod(Y ). There is S ∈ I such that S ′ ≡ S. Also S ∈ mod(X)
because, as is easily seen, mod(X) is full and S ′ ∈ mod(X). So S ∈ modI(X)
and therefore by our supposition S ∈ modI(Y ). By the inclusion property of full
expansion I ⊆ [I], therefore S ∈ I ∩ mod(Y ) ⊆ [I] ∩ mod(Y ). But since, as is
easily seen, [I] ∩mod(Y ) is full, we have that S ′ ∈ [I] ∩mod(Y ). �

The following results allow one to calculate meets and joins. The meet of a
family of restricted entailments is generated by taking the union of the restric-
tion sets. The join, however, is generated by taking the intersection of the full
expansions of the restriction sets.
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Proposition 9 Let E ⊆ PSTRUC. The following are true.

1. �∪E ⊆ �I , for each I ∈ E.
2. Suppose there is G ⊆ STRUC with �∪E ⊆ �G ⊆ �I for each I ∈ E, then

�G = �∪E.

Proof. 1. This follows from proposition 2 because I ⊆
⋃
E for each I ∈ E.

2. We have supposed that
�∪E ⊆ �G ⊆ �I so
�[∪E] ⊆ �[G] ⊆ �I (by 8) and
I ⊆ [G] ⊆ [∪E] (by 4) so
∪E ⊆ [G] ⊆ [∪E] and
[∪E] ⊆ [G] ⊆ [∪E] (by 7 monotony and idempotence) giving
[G] = [∪E] and so
�G = �∪E (using 8)

�

The next proposition depends on the evaluation of the expression ∩[E] where
E ⊆ PSTRUC. It can be shown that if a Bernays-von Neumann-Gödel set theory
(such as in Kelley [8]) is adopted [E] can be empty even when E is not (see [5,
Appendix]). If this is the case then ∩[E] is not a set, it is the class of all sets.
We prefer to work in an environment without such “explosions”. To achieve this
we could either dispense with defining the least upper bound altogether or use
an approach to set theory yielding more tractable results. As mentioned earlier,
we have decided to work within a universe of sets (see [1, 9]) where the results of
all constructions are sets. In a universe of sets [E] is not empty if E is not and
also ∩[E] is a set.

Proposition 10 Let E ⊆ PSTRUC. The following are true.

1. �I ⊆ �∩[E], for each I ∈ E.
2. Suppose there is L ⊆ STRUC with �I ⊆ �L ⊆ �∩[E] for each I ∈ E, then

�L = �∩[E].

Proof. 1. For each I ∈ E we have ∩[E] ⊆ [I], so by 2 �[I] ⊆ �∩[E] and by 8
�[I] = �I .

2. We have supposed that
�I ⊆ �L ⊆�∩[E] so
�[I] ⊆ �[L] ⊆ �∩[E] (by 8) and
∩[E] ⊆ [L] ⊆ [I] (by 4) so
∩[E] ⊆ [L] ⊆ ∩[E] giving
[L] = ∩[E] and so
�L= �∩[E] (using 8)

�

We have shown that arbitrary infinite (and hence finite) meets and joins exist
in PSTRUC.
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Corollary 11 Let E ⊆ PSTRUC, then

1.
∧

I∈E �I = �∪E.
2.

∨
I∈E �I = �∩[E].

The next section shows that the restricted entailments approximate ordinary
entailment in the sense of domain theory.

3 Restricted Entailments as a Domain

Here we show that an arbitrary restricted entailment of ENT can be approxi-
mated by compact ones. These are of the form �I where I ⊆ STRUC has only a
finite number of structures which are not elementarily equivalent to each other.
That is, I has finitely many equivalence classes under the relation of elemen-
tary equivalence. As a byproduct of this approach it will be shown how ordinary
entailment, �, can be approximated in this way.

It turns out that ENT is a domain in which each element is approximated
by the compact elements which are set theoretically greater than it. So when
regarding ENT as a domain the domain partial order will be taken to be ⊇. The
partially ordered set (ENT,⊆) has an infinitary meet operation which is taken to
be the domain least upper bound operator with respect to the partial order ⊇.
The least element for the domain is taken to be �∅. The definitions for a domain
and its constituents come from [10].

Definition 12 (Complete Partial Order) Let D = (D,v,⊥) be a partially
ordered set with least element ⊥.

1. (Directed Set) Let A ⊆ D, then A is directed if whenever w and x are
members of A there is y ∈ A satisfying w v y and x v y.

2. (Complete Partial Order) D is called a complete partial order (CPO) if
whenever A ⊆ D and A is directed then the least upper bound of A, denoted⊔
A, exists in D.

Proposition 9 and corollary 11 justify the use of
∧

as
⊔

in the definition
below.

Definition 13 The set ENT = {�I : I ⊆ STRUC} can be regarded as a CPO
ENT = (ENT,v,⊥) by taking

1. v to be ⊇,
2. ⊥ to be �∅,
3.

⊔
to be

∧
.

The compact elements in a CPO play a major role in approximation of mem-
bers of the CPO so compactness is defined next.

Definition 14 (Compact element) Let D be a CPO.
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1. An element d ∈ D is compact if and only if the following condition is satis-
fied:

For all A ⊆ D if A is directed and d v
⊔
A, then there is x ∈ A with

d v x.
2. The set of compact members of D is denoted comp(D).

In order to characterise the compact elements in proposition 20 some results
(lemma 15 to proposition 19) are needed on the cardinality of the set of equiv-
alence classes of expansions, and related matters. Let I be a subset of STRUC,
the family of equivalence classes of I under elementary equivalence is denoted
I/≡. If S ∈ I the equivalence class of S in I/≡ is denoted ‖S‖I .

Lemma 15 Suppose I ⊆ [H] ⊆ STRUC.

1. There is a one-to-one function f : I/≡ → [H]/≡.
2. If I = H, then f is onto.

Proof. Straightforward. �

For any set X let card(X) denote the cardinality of X.

Proposition 16 Let H ⊆ STRUC.

1. Both [H]/≡ and H/≡ are sets satisfying
(a) card([H]/≡) = card(H/≡).
(b) card(H/≡) ≤ card(H).

2. If I ⊆ [H], then card(I/≡) ≤ card(H).

Proof. Straightforward, uses lemma 15. �

Definition 17 (Reduction) Let I ⊆ STRUC.

1. J ⊆ STRUC is a reduction of I, denoted J � I, if and only if
(a) J ⊆ I.
(b) For each element x ∈ I/≡, there is an element S ∈ J satisfying S ∈ x.
(c) No two elements of J are elementarily equivalent.

2. I is said to be reduced if and only if I � I.

The proof of the following is straightforward.

Proposition 18 Let J and I be subsets of STRUC.

1. If I is reduced, then J � I iff J = I.
2. I has a reduction.

Proposition 19 Suppose J � I, then the following are true.

1. J is reduced.
2. [J ] = [I].
3. If I/≡ is finite, then so is J .
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Proof. Straightforward. Part 2 uses monotony of expansion (see 7). Part 3 uses
15 and 16. �

The next result characterises compact restricted entailments.

Proposition 20 The restricted entailment �I is compact if and only if I/≡ is
finite.

Proof. Suppose �I is compact. Let E = {F : F ⊆ I & F is finite} and consider
T = {�F : F ∈ E}. T is directed and

∧
T = �∪E ⊆ �I because I ⊆

⋃
E. Since

�I is compact there is �H∈ T with �H ⊆ �I . By definition of T , H is finite. By
propositions 4 and 8 I ⊆ [H] and so I/≡ is finite by 16. This proves one half of
the proposition.

To prove the other half suppose I/≡ is finite. We must show that �I is
compact. Let T = {�R: R ∈ E} be directed where E ⊆ PSTRUC is arbitrary.
Suppose

∧
T ⊆ �I . We must show there is a member of T that is a subset of

�I . Now �[∪E] = �∪E =
∧
T ⊆ �I so I ⊆ [

⋃
E] by 4.

Let J � I, then by proposition 19 J is finite. Also J ⊆ I so J ⊆ [
⋃
E]. It

follows that for each S ∈ J there is a member of E, denote it RS , such that
S ∈ [RS ]. But J is finite and T is directed so there is �G∈ T with �G ⊆ �RS for
each S ∈ J . Because �[G] = �G we have RS ⊆ [G] by 4 and idempotence, and by
monotony of expansion and idempotence [RS ] ⊆ [G]. So we have J ⊆

⋃
{[RS ] :

S ∈ J} ⊆ [G] and it follows that �G = �[G] ⊆ �J = �[J]. Since �[J] = �[I] by 19,
we have that �G ⊆ �[I] = �I . �

A CPO (D,v,⊥) is algebraic if any element of D is equal to the the least
upper bound of the compact elements below it.

Definition 21 (Algebraic CPO) Let D = (D,v,⊥) be a CPO. For x ∈ D,
denote {c ∈ comp(D) : c v x} by approx(x). D is algebraic if and only if the
following condition holds.

If x ∈ D, then approx(x) is directed and x =
⊔

approx(x).

The next lemma is used to show that ENT is algebraic.

Lemma 22 Let I and J be subsets of STRUC. If both I/≡ and J/≡ are finite,
then so is (I ∪ J)/≡.

Proof. Straightforward. �

Proposition 23 The CPO ENT = (ENT,v,⊥) is algebraic.

Proof. From definition 13 v is ⊇ so the set approx(�R) = {�I : �R ⊆ �I

& I/≡ is finite}. It is directed because if �I and �J are elements of approx(�R),
then �R ⊆ �I ∧ �J = �I∪J , which is an element of approx(�R) since by lemma 22
(I ∪ J)/≡ is finite if both I/≡ and J/≡ are.

Finally we must show that
∧

approx(�R) = �R. Any finite set F ⊆ STRUC
has finite F/≡. Now consider E = {F : F ⊆ R & F is finite}. For each F ∈ E,
�F ∈ approx(�R) and

⋃
E = R. So �R ⊆

∧
approx(�R) ⊆

∧
{�F : F ∈

E & F is finite} = �⋃
E = �R. �
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A domain is an algebraic CPO satisfying a certain consistency condition.

Definition 24 (Consistent Set) Let D = (D,v) be partially ordered and let
A ⊆ D, then A is consistent if and only if A has an upper bound in D.

Definition 25 (Domain) Let D = (D,v,⊥) be a CPO, then D is a domain
if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied.

1. D is an algebraic CPO.
2. If d and e are compact members of D and {d, e} is consistent, then d ∨ e

exists and lies in D.

We have seen in proposition 23 that ENT = (ENT,v,⊥) is algebraic. By 9
any pair of elements of ENT has a least upper bound given by meet. The following
proposition summarises the situation.

Proposition 26 The CPO ENT = (ENT,v,⊥) defined in 13 is a domain in
which

1. Ordinary entailment � = �STRUC ∈ ENT.
2. The compact members of ENT are the restricted entailments �I , where I/≡

is finite.
3. For �R∈ ENT, approx(�R) = {�I : �R ⊆ �I & I/≡ is finite}.

In fact, the last sentence in the proof of proposition 23 shows that any re-
stricted entailment is the meet of a subset of the compact ones greater than it,
namely the ones with finite restrictions.

In the next section we show how restricted entailment can be modelled in a
modal language, and discuss its semantics and proof theory.

4 The Modality “Approximately True”

In this section we sketch the properties of a first-order language augmented
with a single modal operator, “approximately true” with parameter R, which is
denoted ↓R. The parameter R is a finite set of structures. With R finite, ↓R is
taken to embody a finite agent. As was mentioned earlier this is justified by the
“correspondence” result for first-order sentences: proposition 30. Also the modal
language has a proof theory and a semantics which are sound and complete.
So by using the correspondence result to translate a restricted entailment into
the modal language, one can use the proof theoretic and semantic facilities of a
language which is sound and complete.

The semantics and proof theory of ↓R are summarised as well as their sound-
ness and completeness. The discussion is brief and no proofs are given. Full detail
can be found in [5, chapters 7 to 10]. In the final section some comments are
made about the logic of interaction of several different agents when they are
modelled by “approximately true” with different parameters.

Modal formulas are defined in the following way so as to allow the proof of
completeness to go through smoothly. The definition is in two stages.
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Definition 27 (Modal Formula)

1. Let R ⊆ STRUC. The approximation sentences are defined inductively as
follows.
(a) Any first-order sentence is an approximation sentence.
(b) If ϕ and ψ are approximation sentences, then so are ↓Rϕ, ¬ϕ and ϕ◦ψ,

where ◦ is a boolean connective. Note that sometimes the subscript, R,
in ↓R will be dropped if there is no danger of confusion.

2. The modal formulas are defined inductively as follows.
(a) Any approximation sentence is a modal formula, and any atomic first-

order formula is a modal formula.
(b) If ϕ and ψ are modal formulas then so are ¬ϕ and ϕ ◦ ψ, where ◦ is a

boolean connective, as well as (∀x)ϕ and (∃x)ϕ.

Modal Semantics

The modal counterpart of satisfaction is forcing, denoted . Modal models force
modal formulas. The semantics is unusual in that it uses a single possible world.
Models will now be defined.

Definition 28 (Modal Model) A model is a four-tuple M = (G,R,D,S)
where:

1. G is a set with one element, G, called a world.
2. R is a binary relation defined on G called the accessibility relation. There

are only two possibilities for R in our system: it is either empty or it equals
(G,G).

3. D is a set called the domain of the model.
4. S is a first-order structure with domain dom(S) = D.

The following is an abbreviated definition of modal forcing.

Definition 29 (Forcing) Let M = (G,R,D,S) be a model and I = (S, u) be
a first-order interpretation, where u is an assignment of variables. The forcing
relation, , is defined recursively as follows. Let ϕ and ψ be modal formulas.

1. If ϕ is an atomic formula, then M u ϕ iff I � ϕ.
2. Rules for forcing of ¬ϕ, ϕ◦ψ (where ◦ is a boolean connective) and quantified

formulas are analogous to first-order satisfaction rules.
3. M ↓Rϕ if and only if the following holds: if GRG and S ∈ R then M  ϕ.

If X is a set of modal sentences, then we write M  X if and only if M  ϕ
for each ϕ ∈ X. Also, ↓X = {↓ϕ : ϕ ∈ X}. Modal entailment is defined as
follows: X  ϕ if and only if for every model M, M  X implies M  ϕ.

The following “correspondence” result connects restricted entailment and
forcing of “approximately true”. It provides the theoretical basis for regarding
forcing of “approximately true” as encapsulating the reasoning of a finite agent,
and hence for regarding “approximately true” as the embodiment of a finite
agent.

Proposition 30 Let ϕ be a first-order sentence and X a set of first-order sen-
tences, then X �R ϕ iff ↓RX ↓Rϕ.
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Proof Theory, Soundness and Completeness

Our proof theory is based on tableaux and we use Fitting and Mendelsohn’s
approach [4]. Tableau rules for first-order logic are augmented to include ones
for sentences issuing from “approximately true”, ↓. Our method uses signed
sentences. A signed sentence is one which begins with either the character T
or F. A tableau is a tree having sentences as nodes, with one root node and
branches which end in leaf nodes.

Generic tableau branch extension rules are given in figure 1 and then the
working of a tableau proof is outlined. The rules show what can be appended
to a leaf of a branch if a certain sentence (referred to as the parent) lies on the
branch.

Some explanatory comments follow for the rules involving ↓; its parameter,
R, has been omitted.

First, an infinitely long separator sentence, σ, can be set up with the property
that every member of R satisfies σ and every structure not elementarily equiv-
alent to a member of R does not satisfy σ (see [5, page 14]). The sentence σ is
used as a kind of “token” in tableau rules and it is also used in the proof of com-
pleteness; σ is of the form

∨m
i=1 Ci, where m is an integer and Ci =

∧
n∈Ni

σn,i

for Ni some subset (possibly all) of the integers. Each of the σn,i is a first-order
sentence. Next, the comments for the rules involving ↓ follow.

1. The parent is T ↓ϕ; the node Tϕ is appended to the leaf if Tσ already
appears on the branch, otherwise nothing is appended.

2. The parent is F ↓ϕ; then two nodes are appended in sequence: Fϕ and Tσ.
3. The parent is Tσ; then m nodes are appended in parallel: TC1, . . . ,TCm.
4. The parent is TCi; then nodes Tσn,i are appended in sequence, for each
n ∈ Ni. We recall that each of the σn,i is a first order sentence.

A tableau proof for the sentence ψ consists of using tableau rules to build
a tree with root node Fψ and then checking that every branch of the tree has
a contradiction, that is, a pair of expressions in sequence which are identical
except that one begins with the character T and the other with F. If a branch
has a contradiction it is said to be closed; if every branch has a contradiction
then the tableau is said to be closed. A closed tableau is taken to be a proof.

Taken together, the tableau proof method and modal semantics can be shown
to be sound and complete (see [5]). Soundness means that if a modal sentence
is provable then it is valid, that is, forced by every model. Completeness is the
converse of soundness: if a sentence is forced by every model then it is provable.
It is not hard to extend the argument to show that a sentence ψ can be proved
from premises X (a set of sentences) if and only if X forces ψ. Denoting the
provability relation by `, this means that X ` ψ if and only if X  ψ. In
particular, this holds for the “correspondence” of proposition 30: ↓RX ↓Rϕ iff
↓RX `↓Rϕ. So if we have a restricted entailment X �R ϕ, we can be sure ↓Rϕ
is modally provable from ↓RX.

Some concluding remarks and directions for future work follow.
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Tϕ Fϕ T¬ϕ F¬ϕ
any atomic ϕ any atomic ϕ Fϕ Tϕ

Tϕ ∨ ψ Fϕ ∨ ψ Tϕ ∧ ψ Fϕ ∧ ψ
Tϕ Tψ Fϕ Tϕ Fϕ Fψ

Fψ Tψ

Tϕ→ ψ Fϕ→ ψ
Fϕ Tψ Tϕ

Fψ

T∃xϕ(x) F∃xϕ(x) T∀xϕ(x) F∀xϕ(x)
Tϕ(c) Fϕ(t) Tϕ(t) Fϕ(c)

some new c any closed term t any closed term t some new c

T ↓ϕ F ↓ϕ
Tϕ Fϕ

If Tσ is on branch Tσ

Tσ TCi

TC1 · · · TCm Tσ1,i

...
Tσn,i

...

Fig. 1. Tableaux Branch Extension Rules
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5 Discussion and Future Work

In the previous sections we have described a basis for a reasoning mechanism,
restricted entailment, which can be made finitary in character by a suitable
choice of parameter. We have shown that it approximates ordinary entailment in
the sense of domain theory and that it can be modelled in a modal language with
a semantics and proof theory that are sound and complete. We have proposed
that a restricted entailment be taken to encapsulate the deductive process of an
agent. This is important because it is an approach that takes seriously the finite
limitations of a reasoning agent.

We need to bear in mind that even humans cannot store infinite objects in
their heads, or brains. To be able to do so would require an addressing system in
the brain capable of making infinitely many links to the infinitely many tokens
representing the elements of the infinite object. But there are only finitely many
particles in the brain to provide the raw materials. (This, however, does not rule
out the possibility of a human carrying in their brain a name for an infinite object
and being able to reason about that object.) In any case even if one quibbles
with this argument about humans, it is still true that an artificial reasoning
agent cannot carry an infinite object, such as an infinite list, in its memory. So
it seems worthwhile to make a start, as we have done, in analysing what can be
accomplished in a finitary way.

This brings us to another point. If we take the logical essence of rationality
to be encompassed by (ordinary) entailment, it is still not clear which of its
properties would be generally accepted as being definitive of rationality. When
considering restricted entailment as a candidate for finitary rational agency we
suggest that perhaps the selection of defining properties can be deferred because
restricted entailment already enjoys several important properties of entailment
such as reflexivity, cut and monotony, and it can be modelled modally by a sound
and complete system.

We now touch on the topics of computability and a calculus for multi-agent
rationality. In [5, chapter 14] it is shown that a restricted entailment, �R, is
decidable provided that R is finite; the structures in R have have finite domains
and are computable; assignments of variables are computable; the interpreta-
tions of function and relation symbols under structures are computable and only
finite sets of sentences are considered. This means that the deductive process
is decidable for those agents meeting these requirements. Also, because a finite
union of finite sets is finite, the integration of finitely many agents into a canon-
ical super-agent produces one with a reasoning process that is decidable (under
the provisos mentioned above). Consideration of the computability of the meet
of a finite number of agents requires further work because the meet is induced by
the intersection of the full expansions of parameter sets, which may not be finite.
(But note that the resulting parameter has only a finite number of equivalence
classes under elementary equivalence of structures.)

The semantics for ↓R presented in definition 29 can be easily extended to deal
with several operators with different parameters co-existing in the same modal
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language. The first steps in a calculus can even be taken. Semantic arguments
can be used to show:

1. M ↓I∪Jϕ iff M  (↓Iϕ∨ ↓Jϕ).
2. M ↓I∩Jϕ iff M  (↓Iϕ∧ ↓Jϕ).

Also it would not be difficult to include other modal operators such as “box”
and “diamond” in the language. Further work needs to be done to examine the
properties of this language.

Our formalisation of agents here is semantically based. Wooldridge in [11,
page 296] comments on the advantages and difficulties of semantic approaches
to agent system verification. Further steps in the use of the approach proposed
here would be to integrate it into an agent architecture and to see how the
specification and verification of agent systems could be handled in the resulting
system.

I would like to thank the reviewers of this paper for their many helpful
comments.
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Abstract. Work on agent communication languages has since long
striven to achieve adequate speech act semantics; partly, the problem
is that references to an agent’s architecture (in particular a BDI-like ar-
chitecture) would be required in giving such semantics more rigorously.
On the other hand, BDI agent-oriented programming languages have had
their semantics formalised for an abstract versions only, neglecting “prac-
tical” aspects such as communication primitives; this means that, at least
in what concerns communication, implementations of BDI programming
languages have been ad hoc. This paper tackles, however preliminarily,
both these problems by giving semantics to speech-act based messages
received by an AgentSpeak(L) agent. AgentSpeak(L) is a BDI, agent-
oriented, logic programming language that has received a great deal of
attention in recent years. The work in this paper builds upon a structural
operational semantics to AgentSpeak(L) that we have given in previous
work. The contribution of this paper is two-fold: we here extend our ear-
lier work on providing a solid theoretical background on which to base
existing implementations of AgentSpeak(L) interpreters, as well as we
shed light on a more computationally grounded approach to giving se-
mantics for (the core) illocutionary forces used in speech-act based agent
communication languages.
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1 Introduction

The AgentSpeak(L) programming language was introduced by Rao in [15]. The
language was quite influential in the definition of other agent-oriented program-
ming languages. After a period of apparent disinterest, work related to AgentS-
peak(L) has been done in many fronts recently, from developing interpreters [3]
and applications to formal semantics and model-checking [7,4]. AgentSpeak(L)
is particularly interesting, in comparison to other agent-oriented languages, in
that it retains the most important aspects of the BDI-based reactive planning
systems on which it was based, it has a working interpreter, and at the same
time its formal semantics and relation to BDI logics [16] is being thoroughly
studied [14,5,6].

In our previous work on giving operational semantics to AgentSpeak(L) [14],
we considered only the main constructs of the language, as originally defined by
Rao. However, Rao’s definition considered an abstract programming language;
for AgentSpeak(L) to be useful in practice, various extensions to it have been
proposed [3]. Still, the interpreter described in that paper does not yet support
communication, which is essential when it comes to engineering multi-agent sys-
tems. Speech act theory (see Section 3) is particularly adequate as a founda-
tion for communication among intentional agents. Through communication, an
agent can share its internal state (beliefs, desires, intentions) with other agents,
as well as it can influence other agents’ states. Speech-act based communication
for AgentSpeak(L) agents has already been used, in a very simple way (so as to
allow model checking), in [4].

This paper deals exactly with this aspect of AgentSpeak(L), by extending
its operational semantics to account for the main illocutionary forces related
to communicating AgentSpeak(L) agents. Our semantics tells exactly how to
implement the processing of messages received by an AgentSpeak(L) agent (how
its computational representation of Beliefs-Desires-Intentions are changed when
a message is received). Note that in implementations of the BDI architecture,
the concept of plan is used to simplify aspects of deliberation and knowing
what course of action to take in order to achieve desired states of the world.
Therefore, an AgentSpeak(L) agent sends a message whenever a communicative
action appears in the body of an intended plan that is being executed. The
important issue is then how to interpret a message that has been received. This
is precisely the aspect of agent communication that we consider in this paper.

In extending the operational semantics of AgentSpeak(L) to account for inter-
agent communication, we also touch upon another long-standing problem in the
area of multi-agent systems, namely the semantics of speech acts. As Singh
pointed out [19], semantics of agent communication languages such as KQML
and FIPA have incurred in the mistake (for those concerned with general inter-
operability and legacy systems) of emphasising mental agency. The problem is
that if the semantics makes reference to an agent believing (or intending a state
satisfying) a certain proposition, there is no way to ensure that any software
using that communication language complies with the expected underlying se-
mantics of belief (or intention, or mental attitudes in general). This problem is
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avoided here as the AgentSpeak(L) agents for which such speech-act based com-
munication language is being used, are indeed agents for which a precise notion
of Belief-Desire-Intention has been given [5,6]. Another way of putting this, is
that we give a more “computationally grounded” [21] semantics of speech-act
based agent communication.

Previous attempts to give semantics to agent communication languages, e.g.
[12], were based on the “pre-conditions – action – post-conditions” approach, re-
ferring to agent mental states in modal languages based on Cohen and Levesque’s
work on intention [10]. Our semantics for communication, besides being more
instrumental in implementations (as it serves as the specification for an inter-
preter), can also be used in the proof of communication properties [23]. More
recently, the work reported in [11,20] also provides an operational semantics for
an agent communication language. However, again they do not consider the ef-
fects of communication in terms of BDI agents. To the best of our knowledge,
our work is the first to give operational semantics incorporating the core illocu-
tionary forces in a BDI programming language.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives a very brief (informal)
overview of AgentSpeak(L), and Section 3 provides the general background on
speech-act based agent communication. We then present formally the syntax
and semantics of AgentSpeak(L) in Section 4; this is the syntax and semantics
of AgentSpeak(L) first presented in [14], and reproduced here so that the paper
is self-contained. Section 5 provides the main contribution in this paper, i.e., the
semantics of speech-act based communication for AgentSpeak(L) agents. Brief
conclusions and plans for future work are given in the last section.

2 An Overview of AgentSpeak(L)

The AgentSpeak(L) programming language was introduced in [15]. It is a natural
extension of logic programming for the BDI agent architecture, and provides an
elegant abstract framework for programming BDI agents. The BDI architecture
is, in turn, the predominant approach to the implementation of “intelligent” or
“rational” agents [22]. An AgentSpeak(L) agent is created by the specification
of a set of base beliefs and a set of plans. A belief atom is simply a first-order
predicate in the usual notation, and belief atoms or their negations are termed
belief literals. An initial set of beliefs is just a collection of ground belief atoms.

AgentSpeak(L) distinguishes two types of goals: achievement goals and test
goals. Achievement and test goals are predicates (as for beliefs) prefixed with
operators ‘!’ and ‘?’ respectively. Achievement goals state that the agent wants
to achieve a state of the world where the associated predicate is true. (In practice,
these initiate the execution of subplans.) A test goal returns a unification for
the associated predicate with one of the agent’s beliefs; they fail otherwise. A
triggering event defines which events may initiate the execution of a plan. An
event can be internal, when a subgoal needs to be achieved, or external, when
generated from belief updates as a result of perceiving the environment. There
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are two types of triggering events: those related to the addition (‘+’) and deletion
(‘-’) of mental attitudes (beliefs or goals).

Plans refer to the basic actions that an agent is able to perform on its envi-
ronment. Such actions are also defined as first-order predicates, but with special
predicate symbols (called action symbols) used to distinguish them from other
predicates. A plan is formed by a triggering event (denoting the purpose for
that plan), followed by a conjunction of belief literals representing a context.
The context must be a logical consequence of that agent’s current beliefs for the
plan to be applicable. The remainder of the plan is a sequence of basic actions or
(sub)goals that the agent has to achieve (or test) when the plan, if applicable,
is chosen for execution.

+concert(A,V) : likes(A)

← !book tickets(A,V).

+!book tickets(A,V) : ¬busy(phone)
← call(V);

. . .;
!choose seats(A,V).

Fig. 1. Examples of AgentSpeak(L) Plans

Figure 1 shows some examples of AgentSpeak(L) plans. They tell us that,
when a concert is announced for artist A at venue V (so that, from perception of
the environment, a belief concert(A,V) is added), then if this agent in fact likes
artist A, then it will have the new goal of booking tickets for that concert. The
second plan tells us that whenever this agent adopts the goal of booking tickets
for A’s performance at V, if it is the case that the telephone is not busy, then it can
execute a plan consisting of performing the basic action call(V) (assuming that
making a phone call is an atomic action that the agent can perform) followed
by a certain protocol for booking tickets (indicated by ‘. . .’), which in this case
ends with the execution of a plan for choosing the seats for such performance at
that particular venue.

3 Background on Speech-Act Based Agent
Communication Languages

As BDI theory is based on the philosophical literature on practical reasoning [8],
agent communication in multi-agent systems is inspired by philosophical studies
on the speech act theory, in particular the work of Austin [1] and Searle [17].

Speech act theory is based on the conception of language as action, and
different types of speech actions are explained according to their illocutionary
force, which represents the speaker’s intention for a certain semantic content.
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In natural language, one has an illocutionary force associated to a utterance (or
locutionary act) such as “the door is open” and another to a utterance “open the
door”. The former intends belief revision, whereas the latter intends a change
in the plans of the hearer. As seen in the utterances above, in natural language
the illocutionary force is implicit. When the theory is adapted to agent commu-
nication the illocutionary force is made explicit, to facilitate the computational
processing of the communication act.

Other pragmatical factors related to communication such as social roles and
conventions have been discussed in the literature [13,2,18]. Illocutionary forces
may require the existence of certain relationships between speaker and hearer
for them to be felicitous. A command, for instance, requires a subordination
relation between the individuals involved in the communication, whereas such
subordination is not required in a request. To some extent, this has been made
explicit in the semantics of communicating AgentSpeak(L) agents that we give in
Section 5. We require that an agent specification provides “trust” and “power”
relations to other agents, as the semantics of illocutionary forces in messages
being processed by that agent depends on them. This is a simple mechanism,
which should incorporate more elaborate conceptions of trust and power from
the literature on the subject (see, e.g., [9]).

The “Agent Communication Language” developed in the context of the
“Knowledge Sharing Effort” project, attempt to define a practical agent com-
munication language that included high level (speech-act based) communication
as proposed in the distributed artificial intelligence literature. The Knowledge
Query and Manipulation Language (KQML) is a language that adds intentional
context to communication messages [12]. KQML “performatives” refer to illocu-
tionary forces and they make explicit the agent intentions with a message being
sent.

In this paper, as a first attempt to give semantics to communication aspects
of BDI programming languages, we focus on four illocutionary forces (which are
particularly relevant for AgentSpeak(L) agents), named exactly as the associated
KQML performatives; we also consider two new illocutionary forces, which we
introduce in Section 5. The four KQML performatives which we consider in the
semantics given in this paper are listed below, where S denotes the agent that
sends the message, and R denotes the agent that receives the message.

tell: S informs R that the sentence in the message (i.e., the message content)
is true of S — that is, the sentence is in the knowledge base of S (or S
believes that the content of the message is true, for BDI-like agents);

untell: the message content is not in the knowledge base of S;
achieve: S requests that R try to achieve a state of the world where the message

content is true;
unachieve: S wants to revert the effect of an achieve previously sent.

A complete semantic representation for speech acts needs to consider action
and planning theories, and to conceive communication as a special kind of action
which has direct effect over the mental states of agents. Most formalisms used for
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the representation of actions use the “pre-conditions – action – post-conditions”
approach. For the description of mental states, most of the work in the area is
based on the Cohen and Levesque’s work on intention [10].

In [12], an initial attempt to introduce semantic principles to KQML was
made. The communication process is defined according to the influence that mes-
sages have on the agents’ beliefs and intentions. The semantics is given through
the description of agent states before and after sending or receiving a message, in
terms of pre- and post-conditions. Pre-conditions describe the required state for
an agent to send a message and for the receiver to accept and process it. Post-
conditions describe the interlocutors’ states after an utterance or after receiving
and processing a message.

Agent states are described through metal attitudes whose arguments may
be propositions or state of the world descriptions. Mental attitudes are, e.g.,
belief (bel), knowledge (know), desire (want), and intention (intend). In the
style introduced in [12], the semantics for tell(S, R, X) (S tells R that S believes
that X is true), for instance, is given as:

– Pre-conditions on the states of S and R:
• Pre(S): bel(S, X) ∧ know(S, want(R, know(R, bel(S, X))))
• Pre(R): intend(R, know(R, bel(S,X)))

– Post-conditions on S and R:
• Pos(S): know(S, know(R, bel(S, X)))
• Pos(R): know(R, bel(S, X))

– Action completion:
• know(R, bel(S, X))

Post-condition and completion hold unless a sorry or error are returned (i.e.,
when R was unable to process the tell message).

As we mentioned in the introduction, the problem with the usual approach to
giving semantics to an agent communication language is that it makes reference
to an agent’s mental attitudes, and there is no way to ensure that any software in
general, using that communication language, complies with the expected under-
lying semantics of the mental attitudes. This is true of the semantic approaches
to both KQML and FIPA (see [19] for a discussion). As an example, consider a
legacy software wrapped in an agent that uses KQML or FIPA to interoperate
with other agents. One could not prove communication properties of the system,
as there is not such a thing as a precise definition of when that legacy system
believes or intends a formula X, as appears in the semantics of the communi-
cation language. In our approach, it is possible to prove such properties given
that in [5,6] we gave a precise definition of what it means for an AgentSpeak(L)
agent to believe, desire, or intend a certain formula.

4 Syntax and Semantics of AgentSpeak(L)

This section presents the syntax and semantics of AgentSpeak(L), as originally
in [14] and then used in [5,6]. The semantics is given in the style of Plotkin’s
structural operational semantics, a standard notation for semantics of program-
ming languages.
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4.1 Abstract Syntax

An AgentSpeak(L) agent specification ag is given by the following grammar:

ag ::= bs ps
bs ::= b1 . . . bn (n ≥ 0)
at ::= P(t1, . . . , tn) (n ≥ 0)
ps ::= p1 . . . pn (n ≥ 1)
p ::= te : ct ← h
te ::= +at | −at | +g | −g
ct ::= at | ¬at | ct ∧ ct | T
h ::= a | g | u | h;h
a ::= A(t1, . . . , tn) (n ≥ 0)
g ::= !at | ?at
u ::= +at | −at

In AgentSpeak(L), an agent is simply specified by a set bs of beliefs (the
agent’s initial belief base) and a set ps of plans (the agent’s plan library). The
atomic formulæ at of the language are predicates where P is a predicate symbol
and t1, . . . , tn are standard terms of first order logic. We call a belief an atomic
formula at with no variables and we use b as a metavariable for beliefs. The set
of initial beliefs of an AgentSpeak(L) program is a sequence of beliefs bs.

A plan in AgentSpeak(L) is given by p above, where te is the triggering event,
ct is the plan’s context, and h is sequence of actions, goals, or belief updates;
te : ct is referred as the head of the plan, and h is its body. Then the set of
plans of an agent is given by ps as a list of plans. Each plan has in its head a
formula ct that specifies the conditions under which the plan can be executed.
The formula ct must be a logical consequence of the agent’s beliefs if the plan
is to be considered applicable.

A triggering event te can then be the addition or the deletion of a belief from
an agent’s belief base (+at and −at , respectively), or the addition or the deletion
of a goal (+g and −g, respectively). A sequence h of actions, goals, and belief
updates defines the body of a plan. We assume the agent has at its disposal a set
of actions and we use a as a metavariable ranging over them. They are given as
normal predicates except that an action symbol A is used instead of a predicate
symbol. Goals g can be either achievement goals (!at) or test goals (?at). Finally,
+at and −at (in the body of a plan) represent operations for updating (u) the
belief base by, respectively, adding and removing at .

4.2 Semantics

An agent and its circumstance form a configuration of the transition system
giving operational semantics to AgentSpeak(L). The transition relation:

〈ag , C〉 −→ 〈ag ′, C ′〉
is defined by the semantic rules given in the next section.

An agent’s circumstance C is a tuple 〈I, E, A,R, Ap, ι, ρ, ε〉 where:
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– I is a set of intentions {i, i′, . . .}. Each intention i is a stack of partially
instantiated plans.

– E is a set of events {(te, i), (te ′, i′), . . .}. Each event is a pair (te, i), where
te is a triggering event and the plan on top of intention i is the one that
generated te.
When the belief revision function, which is not part of the AgentSpeak(L)
interpreter but rather of the general architecture of the agent, updates the
belief base, the associated events are included in this set.

– A is a set of actions to be performed in the environment.
An action expression included in this set tells other architecture components
to actually perform the respective action on the environment, thus changing
it.

– R is a set of relevant plans. In Definition 1 below we state precisely how the
set of relevant plans is obtained.

– Ap is a set of applicable plans. The way this set is obtained is given in
Definition 2 below.

– Each circumstance C also has three components called ι, ε, and ρ. They
keep record of a particular intention, event and applicable plan (respectively)
being considered along the execution of an agent.

Auxiliary Functions
We define some auxiliary syntactic functions to be used in the semantics. If

p is a plan of the form te : ct ← h, we define TrEv(p) = te and Ctxt(p) = ct ,
which retrieve the triggering event and the context of the plan, respectively. We
use these to define the auxiliary functions below, which will be needed in the
semantic rules.

A plan is considered relevant in relation to a triggering event if it has been
written to deal with that event. In practice, that is verified by trying to unify the
triggering event part of the plan with the triggering event that has been selected
from E for treatment. In the definition bellow, we write mgu for the procedure
that computes the most general unifying substitution of two triggering events.

Definition 1. Given the plans ps of an agent and a triggering event te, the set
RelPlans(ps, te) of relevant plans is given as follows:

RelPlans(ps, te) = {pθ | p ∈ ps ∧ θ = mgu(te, TrEv(p))}.
A plan is applicable if it is both relevant and its context is a logical conse-

quence of the agent’s beliefs.

Definition 2. Given a set of relevant plans R and the beliefs bs of an agent,
the set of applicable plans AppPlans(bs, R) is defined as follows:

AppPlans(bs, R) = {pθ | p ∈ R ∧ θ is s.t. bs |= Ctxt(p)θ}.
An agent can also perform a test goal. The evaluation of a test goal ?at

consists in testing if the formula at is a logical consequence of the agent’s beliefs.
One of the effects of this test is the production of a set of substitutions:
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Definition 3. Given the beliefs bs of an agent and a formula at, the set of
substitutions Test(bs, at) produced by testing at against bs is defined as follows:

Test(bs, at) = {θ | bs |= atθ}.

Notation
In order to keep the semantic rules neat, we adopt the following notations:

– If C is an AgentSpeak(L) agent circumstance, we write CE to make reference
to the component E of C. Similarly for all the other components of C.

– We write Cι = (the underline symbol) to indicate that there is no intention
being considered in the agent’s execution. Similarly for Cρ and Cε.

– We use i, i′, . . . to denote intentions, and we write i[p] to denote an intention
that has plan p on its top, i being the remaining plans in that intention.

We use the following notation for AgentSpeak(L) selection functions: SE for
the event selection function, SAp for the applicable plan selection function, and
SI for the intention selection function.

The semantic rules are given in Appendix A. They appeared in [14,5], but
we include them here so that the paper is self-contained.

5 Semantics of Communicating AgentSpeak(L) Agents

In order to endow AgentSpeak(L) agents with the capability of processing com-
munication messages, we first change the syntax of atomic propositions so that
we can annotate, for each belief, what is its source. This annotation mechanism
provides a very neat notation for making explicit the sources of an agent’s belief.
It has advantages in terms of expressive power and readability, besides allowing
the use of such explicit information in an agent’s reasoning (i.e., in selecting
plans for achieving goals).

By using this information source annotation mechanism, we also clear up
some practical problems in the implementation of AgentSpeak(L) interpreters
concerning internal beliefs (the ones added during the execution of a plan). In
the interpreter reported in [3], we temporarily dealt with the problem by creating
a separate belief base where the internal beliefs are included or removed; this
extra belief base, together with the current list of percepts, is then used in the
belief revision process.

The following new grammar rule is used instead of the one given in Section 4,
so that we can annotate each atomic proposition with its source: either a term
identifying which was the agent in the society (id) that previously sent the
information in a message, self to denote internal beliefs, or percept to indicate
that the belief was acquired through perception of the environment.

at ::= P(t1, . . . , tn)[an1, . . . , anm]

where n ≥ 0, m > 0, and ani ∈ {percept, self, id}, 0 ≤ i ≤ m.
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Note that with this new language construct, it is possible to make sure, in
a plan context, what was the source of a belief before using that plan as an
intended means. All of these details that are consequence of the new syntax that
we introduce here are in fact hidden in the mgu function used in the auxiliary
functions of the semantics in Section 4, as well as in the logical consequence
relation that is also referred to in the semantics. We intend to make such details
more clear in future work.

Next, we need to change the definition of an agent’s circumstance, as we
now need a set M which represents an agent’s mail box. As usual in prac-
tice (and used, e.g., in [4]), we assume that the implementation of the AgentS-
peak(L) interpreter provides, as part of the overall agent architecture, a mech-
anism for receiving and sending messages asynchronously; messages are stored
in an mail box and one of them is processed by the agent at the beginning
of a reasoning cycle. The format of those messages is 〈Ilf , id , content〉, where
Ilf ∈ {Tell , Untell , Achieve, Unachieve, TellHow , UntellHow} is the illocution-
ary force associated with the message, id identifies the agent that sent the mes-
sage (as mentioned above), and content is the message content, which can be
either an atomic proposition (at) or a plan (p).

An agent’s circumstance C is now defined as a tuple 〈I, E, M, A, R, Ap, ι, ρ, ε〉
where M is the set of messages that the agent has received and has not pro-
cessed yet, and everything else is as in Section 4. For processing messages, a
new selection function is necessary, which operates in the same way as the three
selection functions described in the previous section as well. The new selection
function is called SM , and selects one particular message from M .

Further, in processing messages we now need two more “given” functions, in
the same way that the selection functions are assumed as given in an agent’s
specification. Trust(id) returns true if id identifies a trusted information source.
It is used to decide whether Tell messages will be processed at all. Even though
we annotate the information source when a belief is acquired from communica-
tion, the agent may ignore messages arriving from untrusted agents. Power(id),
is true if the agent has a subordination relation towards agent id . In that case,
messages of type Achieve should be respected. The idea of having user-defined
“trust” and “power” functions has already been used in practice in [4].

We now extend the semantics to cope with the processing of speech-act based
messages received by an AgentSpeak(L) agent. The new semantic rules are as
follows.

Receiving a Tell Message

TellRec
SM (CM ) = 〈Tell , id , at〉 Trust(id)

〈ag , C〉 −→ 〈ag ′, C ′〉

where: C ′M = CM − {〈Tell , id , at〉}
bs ′ |=

{
at [sources ∪ {id}], if bs |= at [sources]
at [id ], otherwise

C ′E = CE ∪ {〈+at [id ],>〉}
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The content of the message is added to the belief base in case it was not
there previously. If the information is already there, the sender of the message
is included in the set of sources giving accreditation to that belief.

Receiving an Untell Message

UnTellRec
SM (CM ) = 〈Untell , id , at〉 Trust(id)

〈ag , C〉 −→ 〈ag ′, C ′〉

where: C ′M = CM − {〈Untell , id , at〉}
bs ′ 6|= at [id ], if bs |= at [id ]
bs ′ |= at [sources − {id}], if bs |= at [sources]
C ′E = CE ∪ {〈−at [id ],>〉}

The sender of the message is removed from the set of sources giving accred-
itation to the belief. If the sender was the only source for that information, the
belief is removed from the belief base.

Receiving an Achieve Message

AchieveRec
SM (CM ) = 〈Achieve, id , at〉 Power(id)

〈ag , C〉 −→ 〈ag , C ′〉

where: C ′M = CM − {〈Achieve, id , at〉}
C ′E = CE ∪ {〈+!at ,>〉}

If the sender has power over the AgentSpeak(L) agent, the agent will try to
execute a plan whose triggering event is +!at ; that is, it will try to achieve the
goal associated with the propositional content of the message. All that needs to
be done is to include an external event in the set of events (recall that external
events have the triggering event associated with the true intention >).

Note that, interestingly, now it is possible to have a new focus of attention
(each of the stacks of plans in the set of intentions I) being started by an addition
(or deletion, see below) of an achievement goal. Originally, only a change of belief
from perception of the environment started a new focus of attention; the plan
chosen for that event could, in turn, have achievement goals in its body, thus
pushing new plans onto the stack.

Receiving an Unachieve Message

UnAchieveRec
SM (CM ) = 〈Unachieve, id , at〉 Power(id)

〈ag , C〉 −→ 〈ag , C ′〉

where: C ′M = CM − {〈Unachieve, id , at〉}
C ′E = CE ∪ {〈−!at ,>〉}

Similarly to the previous rule, except that now a deletion (rather than ad-
dition) of achievement goal is included in the set of events. If the agent has a
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plan with such triggering event, that plan should handle all aspects of drop-
ping an intention. However, doing so in practice may require the alteration of
the set of intentions, thus requiring special mechanisms which are not available
in AgentSpeak(L) as yet (neither formally, nor in implemented AgentSpeak(L)
interpreters, to the best of our knowledge).

Receiving a Tell-How Message

TellHowRec
SM (CM ) = 〈TellHow , id , p〉 Trust(id)

〈ag , C〉 −→ 〈ag ′, C ′〉

where: C ′M = CM − {〈TellHow , id , p〉}
ps ′ = ps ∪ {p}

The concept of plans in reactive planning systems such as those defined
by AgentSpeak(L) agents is associated with Singh’s notion of know-how [18].
Accordingly, we use the TellHow performative when an external source wants
to inform an AgentSpeak(L) agent of a plan it uses for handling certain types of
events (given by the plan’s triggering event). If the source is trusted, the plan
(which is in the message content) is simply added to the agent’s plan library.

Receiving an Untell-How Message

UntellHowRec
SM (CM ) = 〈UntellHow , id , p〉 Trust(id)

〈ag , C〉 −→ 〈ag ′, C ′〉

where: C ′M = CM − {〈UntellHow , id , p〉}
ps ′ = ps − {p}

Similarly to the rule above. An external source may find that a plan is no
longer valid, or efficient, for handling the events it was supposed to handle. It
may then want to inform an AgentSpeak(L) agent of that fact. Thus, when
receiving and UntellHow , the agent drops the associated plan (in the message
content) from its plan library.

6 Conclusion

We have given formal semantics to the processing of speech-acted based messages
received by an AgentSpeak(L) agent. The operational semantics we have used
in previous work proved quite handy: in this extension, all we had to do (apart
from minor changes in the syntax of the language and in the configuration of the
transition system) was to provide new semantic rules, one for each illocutionary
force used in the communication language. In giving semantics to communicating
AgentSpeak(L) agents, we have provided the means for precise implementation
of AgentSpeak(L) interpreters with such functionality, as well as given a more
computationally grounded semantics of speech-act based agent communication.
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If on one hand Singh’s [19] proposal for a social-agency based semantics may be
the best way towards giving semantics to general purpose agent communication
languages such as FIPA or KQML, on the other hand, within the context of a
BDI agent programming language, a mental agency approach to semantics of
communication can be used without any of the drawbacks pointed out by Singh.

Future work should consider other performatives (in particular AskIf ,
AskAll , Reply , and for plans AskHow and ReplyHow), as well as giving a better
formal treatment of information sources (that are annotated to atomic proposi-
tions) — unification and logical consequence of annotated atomic propositions
was not formalised in this paper. Further communication aspects such as ontolog-
ical agreement among AgentSpeak(L) agents, and reasoning about information
sources (e.g., in executing test goals or choosing plans based on those annota-
tions) should also be considered in future work. We also expect that this work
will be used when speech-act based communication is implemented in existing
AgentSpeak(L) interpreters.
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A Semantic Rules

Event Selection: The rule below assumes the existence of a selection function SE

that selects events from a set of events E. The selected event is removed from E and
it is assigned to the ε component of the circumstance.

SelEv
SE(CE) = 〈te, i〉
〈ag , C〉 −→ 〈ag , C′〉 ] Cε = , CAp = CR = {}

where: C′E = CE − 〈te, i〉
C′ε = 〈te, i〉

Relevant Plans: The rule Rel1 initialises the R component with the set of relevant
plans. If no plan is relevant, the event is discarded from ε by Rel2.

Rel1
RelPlans(ps, te) 6= {}
〈ag , C〉 −→ 〈ag , C′〉

] Cε = 〈te, i〉 CAp, CR = {}
where: C′R = RelPlans(ps, te)

Rel2
RelPlans(ps, te) = {}
〈ag , C〉 −→ 〈ag , C′〉

] Cε = 〈te, i〉 CAp, CR = {}
where: C′ε =

Applicable Plans: The rule Appl1 initialises the Ap component with the set of
applicable plans. If no plan is applicable, the event is discarded from ε by Appl2. In
either case the relevant plans are also discarded.

Appl1
AppPlans(bs, CR) 6= {}
〈ag , C〉 −→ 〈ag , C′〉

] Cε 6= , CAp = {}, CR 6= {}
where: C′R = {}

C′Ap = AppPlans(bs, CR)

Appl2
AppPlans(bs, CR) = {}
〈ag , C〉 −→ 〈ag , C′〉

] Cε 6= , CAp = {}, CR 6= {}
where: C′R = {}

C′ε =
C′E = CE ∪ 〈te, i〉

Selection of Applicable Plan: This rule assumes the existence of a selection
function SAp that selects a plan from a set of applicable plans Ap. The plan selected is
then assigned to the ρ component of the circumstance and the set of applicable plans
is discarded.

SelAppl
SAp(CAp) = p

〈ag , C〉 −→ 〈ag , C′〉 ] Cε 6= , CAp 6= {}

where: C′ρ = p
C′Ap = {}

Preparing the Set of Intentions: Events can be classified as external or in-
ternal (depending one whether they were generated from the agent’s perception, or
whether they were generated by the previous execution of other plans, respectively).
Rule ExtEv says that if the event ε is external (which is indicated by T in the intention
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associated to ε) a new intention is created and its single plan is the plan p annotated
in the ρ component. If the event is internal, rule IntEv says that the plan in ρ should
be put on top of the intention associated with the event. Either way, both the event
and the plan can be discarded from the ε and ι components, respectively.

ExtEv 〈ag , C〉 −→ 〈ag , C′〉
] Cε = 〈te, T〉, Cρ = p
where: C′I = CI ∪ { [p] }

C′ε = C′ρ =

IntEv 〈ag , C〉 −→ 〈ag , C′〉
] Cε = 〈te, i〉, Cρ = p

where: C′I = CI ∪ { i[p] }
C′ε = C′ρ =

Note that, in rule IntEv, the whole intention i that generated the internal event
needs to be inserted back in CI , with p on its top. This is related to suspended inten-
tions, in rule Achieve.

Intention Selection: This rule uses a function that selects an intention (i.e., a stack
of plans) for processing.

IntSel
SI(CI) = i

〈ag , C〉 −→ 〈ag , C′〉 ] Cι =

where: C′ι = i

Executing the Body of Plans: This group of rules expresses the effects of exe-
cuting the body of plans. The plan being executed is always the one on the top of the
intention that has been previously selected. Observe that all the rules in this group
discard the intention ι. After that, another intention can be eventually selected.

– Basic Actions: the action a on the body of the plan is added to the set of actions
A. The action is removed from the body of the plan and the intention is updated to
reflect this removal.

Action 〈ag , C〉 −→ 〈ag , C′〉 ] Cι = i[head ← a;h]

where: C′ι =
C′A = CA ∪ {a}
C′I = (CI − {Cι}) ∪ {i[head ← h]}

– Achievement Goals: this rule registers a new internal event in the set of events E.
This event can then be eventually selected (see rule SelEv).

Achieve 〈ag , C〉 −→ 〈ag , C′〉 ] Cι = i[head ← !at;h]

where: C′ι =
C′E = CE ∪ {〈+!at , Cι〉}
C′I = CI − {Cι}

Note how the intention that generated the internal event is removed from the set
of intentions CI . This denotes the idea of suspended intentions (see [5] for details).
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– Test Goals: these rules are used when a test goal ?at should be executed. Both rules
try to produce a set of substitutions that can make at a logical consequence of the
agent’s beliefs. The rule Test1 says basically that nothing is done if no substitution is
found, and the rule Test2 says that one of the substitutions is applied to the plan.

Test1
Test(bs, at) = {}
〈ag , C〉 −→ 〈ag , C′〉
] Cι = i[head ←?at;h]
where: C′ι =

C′I = (CI − {Cι})∪
{i[head ← h]}

Test2
Test(bs, at) 6= {}
〈ag , C〉 −→ 〈ag , C′〉
] Cι = i[head ←?at;h]
where: C′ι =

C′I = (CI − {Cι}) ∪ {i[(head ← h)θ]}
θ ∈ Test(bs, at)

– Updating Beliefs: rule AddBel simply adds a new event to the set of events E. The
formula +b is removed from the body of the plan and the set of intentions is updated
properly. Rule DelBel works similarly. In both rules, the set of beliefs of the agent
should be modified in a way that either the predicate b follows from the new set of
beliefs (rule AddBel) or it does not (rule DelBel).

AddBel 〈ag , C〉 −→ 〈ag ′, C′〉
] Cι = i[head ← +b;h]
where: C′ι =

bs ′ |= b
C′E = CE ∪ {〈+b, Cι〉}
C′I = (CI − {Cι})∪

{i[head ← h]}

DelBel 〈ag , C〉 −→ 〈ag ′, C′〉
] Cι = i[head ← −b;h]
where: C′ι =

bs ′ 6|= b
C′E = CE ∪ {〈−b, Cι〉}
C′I = (CI − {Cι})∪

{i[head ← h]}

Removing intentions: The two rules below can be seen as “clearing house” rules.
The rule ClearInt1 simply removes an intention from the set of intentions of an agent
when there is nothing left (goal or action) in that intention. The rule ClearInt2 re-
moves from the intention what is left from the plan that had been put on the top of
the intention on behalf of the achievement goal !at (which is also removed as it has
been accomplished).

ClrInt1 〈ag , C〉 −→ 〈ag , C′〉
] Cι = [head ←]
where: C′ι =

C′I = CI − {Cι}

ClrInt2 〈ag , C〉 −→ 〈ag , C′〉
] Cι = i′[head ′ ← !at ; h′][head ←]
where: C′ι =

C′I = (CI − {Cι}) ∪ {i′[head ′ ← h′]}
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Abstract. Although BDI logics have shown many advantages in mod-
elling agent systems, the crucial problem of having computationally un-
grounded semantics poses big challenges when extending the theories to
multi-agent systems in an interactive, dynamic environment. The root
cause lies at the inability of modal languages to refer to the world states
which hampers agent reasoning about the connection of its mental at-
titudes and its world. In this paper, following ideas in hybrid logics,
we attempt to readdress the computational grounding problem. Then,
we provide a formalism for observations – the only connection between
mind and worlds – and expectations – the mental states associated with
observations. Finally, we compare our framework with BDI logics.

1 Introduction

The most widely held view for practical reasoning agents is that they are in-
tentional systems whose behaviour can be explained and predicted through the
attribution of mental attitudes such as beliefs, desires, hopes, fears. . . Since the
seminal work of Hintikka [14], formal analyses of mental attitudes are mainly car-
ried out using modal logics. Among these models, Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI)
model [7] and BDI logics [18] have been one of the most successful. Unfortu-
nately, BDI logics are usually claimed as having ungrounded semantics [21], that
is, there have been no work showing a one-to-one correspondence between men-
tal models and any concrete computational interpretation. This results in a large
gap between theory and practice [16]. The problem, however in our view, should
be stated more precisely that since the relationship between mental and compu-
tational models realizing the same modal language is a many-to-many relation,
it is unclear which computational model is the most suitable for simulating an
agent’s mental model in a dynamic interactive environment.

In this paper, we will demonstrate that the inability to find a concrete and
useful computational model is due to the lack of expressive power in modal lan-
guages which are used as agent specifications. Since modal syntax offers no grip
on worlds, from the local, internal perspective of modal logics, it is impossible
to detect any difference between the structures of two models. Consequently,
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agent reasoning capabilities are seriously impaired. For example, imagine an ea-
gle is chasing a sparrow in a cave system where every cave appears identical. At
any cave, there is only one identical unidirectional passageway to another cave.
Modal language would express this by saying “All caves accessible from this cave
are identical to it.” But the eagle cannot tell whether it has flown through a cave
before. So either the cave system has an infinite number of caves connected with
each other, so that the eagle cannot visit a cave twice, or it has only one cave
looping back on itself, the eagle would not be able to distinguish using orthodox
modal language. If a distinction could be recognised, the eagle would be able to
justify its expectation where the sparrow could be. Hence it would speed up to
catch the sparrow in the former case, but it would stay still in the current cave
waiting for the sparrow in the latter case.

It may become apparent that a mechanism to mark the visited worlds will be
a significant advantage for the exploring agent allowing it to redraw a map of the
real world in its mind. It would not only help the agent to differentiate between
two different models, but also provide a tool to base its future predictions. Hybrid
languages by Blackburn and Tzakova [6], [3] provide such a naming mechanism
for modal languages by introducing a unique label of each world and an operator
to jump and evaluate formulae in any world. We believe that such mechanism
is strongly related to the concept of observation – the only connection between
mind and world. Hence, a formalism that describes observation and its associated
mental states, expectations will bridge the mental models and the computational
models.

In this paper, following Blackburn and Tzakova we develop a formalism for
expectation and observation in hybrid logics and compare this with the BDI
model. The paper commences by elaborating in detail the computational ground-
ing problem, and giving an overview of hybrid logics. We then describe the
observation-expectation system’s details in section §3 and its comparison with
BDI logics in section §4. Finally, we briefly outline our approach towards the
application of our framework in multi-agent systems.

2 Computational grounding problem

Fig. 1. Invariance and modal languages

The principal motivation for modal languages is to provide a local, internal
perspective about world structures. The truth value of any formula is evalu-
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ated inside the structure, at a particular (current) state. Even though modal
operators also provide access to information at other states, only states that
are directly accessible from the current are allowed. This property has attracted
many scholars in various disciplines such as cognitive science, psychology, and
artificial intelligence to use modal logic as a formal analytical tool for mental
models.

The relationship between models in modal logic has been well studied un-
der the notion of bisimulation [5]. It is revealed that with only restrictions on
identical atomic information and matching accessibility relations to make modal
languages invariant, bisimulations are many-to-many relations.

Definition 1 (Bisimulation) Let Φ = {p, q, . . .} be a set of atomic proposi-
tions. Given two models M = (W,∼, π) and M′ = (W ′,∼′, π′), where W,W ′ are
non-empty sets of possible worlds, ∼⊆W ×W,∼′⊆W ′ ×W ′ are two accessibil-
ity relations on W and W ′, and π : Φ → Pow(W ), π′ : Φ → Pow(W ′) are two
interpretation functions which respectively tell the sets of worlds of W and W ′

where each proposition holds.
A bisimulation between two models M and M′ is a non-empty binary relation

Z ⊆ W ×W ′ (M and M′ are called bisimilar) if the following conditions are
satisfied:

– (prop) if wZw′ and w ∈ π(p), then w′ ∈ π′(p) for all p ∈ Φ
– (forth) if wZw′ and w ∼ v, then there exists v′ ∈ W ′ such that vZv′ and
w′ ∼′ v′

– (back) if wZw′ and w′ ∼′ v′, then there exists v ∈ W such that vZv′ and
w ∼ v

Therefore, two models with completely different structures can be modally
equivalent. Given an arbitrary model, there can be many other models bisimilar
to it. For example, let’s compare a model M, which has the natural numbers
in their usual order as its frame (W = N) and every propositional symbol is
true at every world, with another model M′ which has a single reflexive world
as its frame and all propositional symbols are true at this world (see Fig. 1).
Apparently, one is infinite and irreflexive whilst the other is finite and reflexive.
However, they both recognise the same modal language.

One may argue that this would be an advantage of modal language. So for
example if the model M above is a mental model, its identical structure would
not be implementable on a computer due to the infinite set of mental states.
However, the equivalent model M′ has a finite set of states, and hence would
certainly be implementable. This argument is valid with the assumption that
the original mental model is unchanged and fixed.

Unfortunately, we also have two crucial disadvantages, namely, the inability
to model agents in a dynamic environment and the verification problems.
Firstly, in a dynamic unpredictable environment, the agent is continuously up-
dating its mental models. The properties of the models may very well be changed
under such updates. The simple computational model M′ must also be updated
to simulate exactly its mental model. However, for example, if we add one more
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world v related to a particular world w in the above model M, where only some
propositional symbols are true, it may be clear that a single simple addition to
M′ to reflect the change is not easy. One may keep arguing that perhaps M′ was
not the right choice. In an environment, where change is unpredictable an iden-
tical structure always guarantees the number of changes for the computational
model is not greater than the number of changes in the mental model. For other
non-identical structures, the possibility of more substantial changes does exist.

Secondly, whilst axiomatic verification is as hard as the complexity of a proof
problem, semantic verification (model checking) is more efficient [22, p 296]. Un-
fortunately, semantic approaches have a serious problem: it is unclear how to de-
rive appropriate accessibility relations from a given arbitrary concrete program.
It may be clear how to use the relation between computational states of the com-
putational model to construct a unimodal logic. However, for multi-modal logics
such as BDI logics, the construction is usually ad hoc. There are two reasons for
this difficulty.

1. Partitioning problem: It is unclear how to partition the relational structure
between computational states, and use these partitions for their correspond-
ing accessibility relations’ constructions. It is as hard as an exhaustive search
for all possible combinations.

2. Interaction problem: Assuming the first problem were solved, for any sub-
model of the original computational model M′, since bisimulation is a many-
to-many relation, there can be many mental models with very different struc-
tures corresponding to it. It is also unclear how constraints between modal-
ities can be derived from the sub-models.

The partitioning problem could be reduced if the relational structure can be
classified at a meta level, i.e., if it is possible to classify formulae derived from
the single relational structure into different sorts. Each sort corresponds to a
mental attitude. The partition that realises that sort can then be used to derive
the corresponding accessibility relation of the mental modality. This ultimately
provides a two-tier approach. The first tier is totally based on a single accessibil-
ity relation with an additional sorting mechanism. The second tier with various
accessibility relations is then constructed on the first tier. Unfortunately, such
sorting mechanism is not provided in orthodox modal languages.

The above issues lead us to a definite conclusion: modal languages are not
expressive enough for specifying agents in general and particularly in a dynamic,
unpredictable environment. We are unable to update our computational model
reliably and cheaply for changes in theory. More seriously, it is also expensive
to verify correctness of a computational model. We call this problem the compu-
tational grounding problem of modal languages (cf. [21]). In other words, modal
languages cannot describe the connection between minds and worlds.

Hybrid languages [3], [6], overcome the problem by two simple additions to
modal languages: a new sort of formulae nominals and satisfaction operators @.
Basically, nominals are just atomic propositions disjoint from the set of normal
propositions. The crucial difference is that, each nominal is true only at a unique
world in the possible worlds structure. Therefore, nominals can be considered
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as the name, or label for worlds. Satisfaction operators @ are used to assert
satisfaction of a formula at a certain world. They allow us to jump to the world
where the formula is evaluated.

The additions are relatively simple, but they have significant contributions.
Firstly, though hybrid bisimulation could be altered slightly by adding nominals
to the set of proposition Φ in the (prop) rule, the addition of the (@) rule insists
that nominals must be true at a unique world in each model.

– (@) for all nominals s, if π(s) = {w} and π′(s) = {w′}, then wZw′ where
w ∈W,w′ ∈W ′.

The (@) rule guarantees every world w ∈ W has a unique corresponding
world w′ ∈W ′. Therefore, though bisimulation Z is a relation, under this condi-
tion, it becomes a one-to-one function. In other words, a hybrid bisimulation is
equivalent to an isomorphism [1]. With these results, two necessary conditions
to solve the grounding problem are satisfied.

Secondly, in [1], it was also proved that the addition of nominals and satis-
faction operators does not raise complexity. The satisfiability problem remains
decidable in PSPACE-complete.

The path of hybrid logics that this paper follows is led by Blackburn [2]. Com-
putational complexity and characterisation of hybrid logics were studied in [1].
The web site http://www.hylo.net provides further resources and development
in hybrid logics.

3 Observation-expectation system

3.1 Agents, observations and expectations

The real world has its own structure and properties. An agent’s mental model is
only a reflected part of that structure in the agent’s mind. The only means that
the agent has to discover its environment is through its observation. Therefore,
in order to formalise the connection between an agent’s mind and its real world,
we make observation our essential concept.

According to the Merriam-Webster Unabridged dictionary [13], an observa-
tion is “an act of recognising and noting a fact or occurrence...” or “an act of
seeing or of fixing the mind upon anything.” In our framework, observation is a
bisimulation between the real world and an agent’s mental model. A single object
in the real world, e.g. the planet Venus, can have multiple images in an agent’s
mind, ‘the morning star ’ and ‘the evening star ’ through two different observa-
tions. Conversely, a single mental state can refer to various real world objects,
e.g. a tiger refers to any individual which is a large carnivorous feline mammal
having a tawny coat with transverse black stripes. This ability of rational agents
is usually known as abstraction.

Unfortunately, this only connection to the real world is not always available
due to various reasons, e.g. limitations of sensors, noises or disruptions from
the environment. In such conditions, a rational agent is still able to continually
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construct the world model in its mind using its inferential mechanisms and act
upon this model accordingly. Thus in the above example, when chasing the
sparrow, if the sparrow disappears into a passageway, the eagle would predict
the sparrow’s movement and keep flying to the other end of the passageway to
catch the sparrow there, instead of stopping the chase. The images of the world
in the agent’s mind that are associated with observations as about to happen
are called expectations.

In this section, firstly we describe how observations are linked in an obser-
vation system and the association of observation with expectation. Secondly, we
introduce the formalism for expectation logic based on the observation system.

3.2 Observation system

We can now formally define an observation system with its corresponding real-
world global states:

Definition 2 (Observation system) Let I be a set of agent identities, Li be
a set of local states for any agent ai, where i ∈ I. An observation system is a
quadruple OS = 〈G, τ,O, g0〉 where

– G ⊆
∏

i∈I Li is the set of global states with each g ∈ G being an instantaneous
global state.

– g0 ∈ G is the initial state of the system.
– The environment of an agent ai is Envi ⊆

∏
j∈I\i Lj

– An agent ai’s collection of observations is a relation Obsi ⊆ G × Ei, where
Ei ⊆ Li is the set of expectations and each pair (g, ε) is called an observa-
tion taken by the agent ai. ε is the agent’s expectation about g through the
observation.

– Let G ⊆ I. A group G’s collection of observations is a relation ObsG ⊆
G × EG where EG =

⋃
i∈G Ei. The pair (g, ε) ∈ ObsG is called a group

observation.
– τ : G × O → G is a system state transformer function that depicts how a

global state transits to another when a set of observation methods from the
observation method family O defined below are carried out by some or all
agents in the system.

Given a sensor set (S =
⋃

i∈I Si) and a effector set (E =
⋃

i∈I Ei), where Si

and Ei are respectively the sets of sensors and effectors of an individual agent ai.
Let’s look at the eagle and the cave system in the above example as an agent in
an observation system. The eagle’s sensors Si (eyes, ears, skin, . . . ) and effectors
Ei (wings, neck, . . . ) and any combination of them bring different observations
(Obsi) about the environment to the eagle. The eyes (ξ ∈ Si) bring visual images
of the caves (ε1 ∈ ξ), and sparrow (ε2 ∈ ξ) to the eagle’s brain Ei ⊆ Li. The
wings (e ∈ Ei) when flapping may bring an observation that its position would
be closer to the sparrow ε3. However, this can be verified by the eagle’s eyes if
ε3 ∈ ξ.
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In any observation system, sensors and effectors are the primary sources that
generate observations. Each sensor or effector is associated with a set of obser-
vations. An important note is that observations associated with an effector are
only hypothetical. That is, the agent is always uncertain about the consequences
of its actions until it uses its sensors to verify the results. Thus, an observation of
an effector is justified if and only if it is also associated with a sensor. Observing
the world by obtaining observations directly from sensors and effectors is called
primitive observation method O0 (e.g. e, ξ ∈ O0). A more complicated set of
observation methods Ok would arrange the k results (expectations) of other ob-
servation methods in a systematic way to generate new expectations about the
world. These expectations are also associated with global states to form more
complex observations. Observation methods are formally defined as follows:

Definition 3 (Observation methods) An observation method family is a set
of observation method sets O = {Ok}k∈N where Ok is a set of observation meth-
ods of arity k for every k ∈ N+. O0 = S ∪ E is called primitive observation
method set. Ok is inductively defined as follows:

– ε ∈ E for all ε ∈ o0,∀o0 ∈ O0

– ok(ε1, . . . , εk) ⊆ Pow(E) for all ok ∈ Ok and ε1, . . . , εk ∈ E

Thus, if the eagle expects the sparrow would reach the end of the passageway,
and it also expects with a flap it would get to the same place at the same time, a
combination of the two expectations o2(ε2, ε3) ∈ O2 provides a way of chasing the
sparrow which generates an expectation that two birds would be at the same
place (ε4). However, if the eagle executed the “chasing the sparrow” method
o2(ε2, ε3), and it got the expectation ε5 that the sparrow was not at the same
place, it would not be able to distinguish the two resulting expectations ε4 and
ε5.

Intuitively, whilst adopting any observation method ok, an agent may have
various observations about a real world state g which bring various expecta-
tions to the agent’s mind. We call these expectations indistinguishable to the
observation method ok about the world g. That is, we cannot tell by adopting
observation method ok what makes the generated observations different. Also,
two sets of a group of agents’ expectations will appear indistinguishable to an
individual agent if its expectations in both sets do not change. Formally,

Definition 4 (Indistinguishability and transparency properties)

– Two sets of expectations E,E′ are indistinguishable through an observation
ok if E,E′ ∈ ok(ε1, . . . , εk).

– Two sets of expectations E = {ε1, . . . , εk},E′ = {ε1, . . . , εj} are indistin-
guishable to an agent ai if li(E) = li(E′) where li : Pow(E) → Pow(Li) is a
function that extracts the local states of an agent from a set of expectations.

– An observation method ok is considered as transparent if ok(ε1, . . . , εk) =
{E} where E = {ε1, . . . , εk} (cf. [23]). A transparent observation method
can also be considered as a compound sensor. The family of transparent
observation methods is denoted as Ot.
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Indistinguishability of observation methods unfortunately also brings uncer-
tainty to agents. Thus, if o2(ε2, ε3) = {{ε4}, {ε5}}, the eagle would be unsure
which result would occur. Transparent observation methods hence are more
preferable. However, that also means the eagle must determine a correct set
of observations and take sufficient observations for a transparent observation
method. The eagle could combine other observations such as no way out of the
cave, or no other eagle close to the sparrow to guarantee that its “chasing the
sparrow” output could be more certain.

3.3 Expectation logic

We can now study how an agent generates its expectations from its observa-
tions about its environment by introducing an expectation logic L based on an
observation system. Consider the set of agents identified by the identity set I.
To view an observation system as a hybrid Kripke structure, we introduce the
observation interpretation function π : (Φ∪Ξ) → Pow(G) which based on avail-
able set of observations to tell which expectation is associated with which global
state. Φ = {p, q, r, . . .} is called the primitive expectation proposition set and
Ξ = {s, t, . . .} is called the observation naming set. The crucial difference from
orthodox modal logic is that for every observation name s, π returns a single-
ton. In other words, s is true at a unique global state, and therefore tags this
state. Yet, it is possible that a global state can have different observation names.
We refer the couple M = 〈OS, π〉 as a model of expectation in an observation
system.

Definition 5 The semantics of expectation logic L are defined via the satisfac-
tion relation |= as follows

1. 〈M, g〉 |= p iff g ∈ π(p) (for all p ∈ Φ)
2. 〈M, g〉 |= ¬ϕ iff 〈M, g〉 6|= ϕ

3. 〈M, g〉 |= ϕ ∨ ψ iff 〈M, g〉 |= ϕ or 〈M, g〉 |= ψ

4. 〈M, g〉 |= ϕ ∧ ψ iff 〈M, g〉 |= ϕ and 〈M, g〉 |= ψ

5. 〈M, g〉 |= ϕ⇒ ψ iff 〈M, g〉 6|= ϕ or 〈M, g〉 |= ψ

6. 〈M, g〉 |= 〈Ei〉ϕ iff 〈M, g′〉 |= ϕ for some g′ such that g ∼i
e g

′

7. 〈M, g〉 |= [Ei]ϕ iff 〈M, g′〉 |= ϕ for all g′ such that g ∼i
e g

′

8. 〈M, g〉 |= s iff π(s) = {g} (for all s ∈ Ξ), g is called the denotation of s
9. 〈M, g〉 |= @sϕ iff 〈M, gs〉 |= ϕ where gs is the denotation of s.

where 1 – 7 are standard in modal logics with two additions of hybrid logics in 8
and 9.

We have introduced the modality Ei which allows us to represent the infor-
mation of the environment resident in the agent ai’s mind about the output of
its observation methods. The semantics of the Ei modality are given through the
expectation accessibility relation defined as follows
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Definition 6 Given a binary expectation accessibility relation ∼i
e⊆ G × G

then g ∼i
e g

′ iff ∃E ⊆ g,∃E′ ⊆ g′, such that E,E′ are indistinguishable to the
agent ai through an arbitrary existing observation method ok(ε1, . . . , εk), where
ε1, . . . , εk ∈ g and ε1, . . . , εk ∈ g′.

Thus, if [Ei]ϕ is true in some state g ∈ G, then by adopting observation
method ok, the local states of the agent ai about the environment (its expecta-
tions) remains the same. An eagle expects to catch a sparrow in a cave, if and
only if wherever it adopts the observation method “chasing the sparrow” above,
the sparrow will appear close to it.

The last two lines in the Definition 5. hybridise expectation language L.
Satisfaction operator @s is considered as an observation operator. Thus, a for-
mula such as @sϕ says there is an observation about the world state labelled as s
which makes ϕ true in the agent’s mind. For example, by assigning the current
cave to s, and “seeing the sparrow” to p (= ε2), @sp tells us the sentence “I am
seeing a sparrow in cave s.” This formula remains valid even though the eagle’s
current cave is no longer s.

Observation operators are in fact normal modal operators (i.e. @s(ϕ⇒ ψ) ⇒
(@sϕ ⇒ @sψ)). However, specially it is a self-dual operator (@sϕ ⇔ ¬@s¬ϕ).
This can be read as for all observations about s, ϕ holds in the agent’s mind if
and only if there exists no observation about s that brings ¬ϕ to its mind. We
can use ‘for all ’ and ‘there exists’ in this sentence interchangeably. It also allows
the expression of state equality “In cave s, it is also named Happy Cave”, by
@su if u represents ‘Happy Cave’.

A formula with both observation operator and expectation modality is more
interesting. @s〈Ei〉t will tell us that the eagle expects one of the next caves from
s will be t. In other words, there is an observation about the connection from
the cave s to the cave t. @s[Ei]t strongly asserts that t is the only subsequent
cave the eagle expects (since t is true at a unique world).

3.4 Expectation reasoning – Observation logic

The construction of expectation logic is strongly dependent on two crucial fac-
tors: the set of observations, which provides a basis to observation interpreta-
tion function π for assigning truth values to formulae, and the set of observation
methods which is the skeleton for constructing accessibility relation between ex-
pectations. Unfortunately, due to limitations of primitive sensors and effectors,
an agent will not always be able to obtain all observations about the real world.

Therefore, in such conditions a rational agent should carefully select its ob-
servations in order to maximise the synchronisation between its mental models
and the real world. Thus, when the sparrow flies into a dark passageway, the
eagle can no longer take an observation of its prey. Yet, based on its existing
expectations (mental images) and available observation methods at the current
world, the eagle can still deliberate and determine the next observation to take.
Such deliberation is possible since the eagle’s reasoning now relies on another
model – the attention model.
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Definition 7 (Attention model) A model of the mental states at world s is
called an attention model Ai(s) = 〈We,∼i

@s
, ρs〉 where We is the set of expec-

tation worlds which are uniquely named by primitive propositions p ∈ Φ, the
function ρs : Ξ → Pow(We) interprets what are possible expectations for an
observation at s, and ∼i

@s
⊆We ×We is an observability accessibility relation.

The semantics of observation logic are defined via the satisfaction relation
|=s as follows

– 〈Ai(s), w〉 |=s t iff w ∈ ρs(t) (for all t ∈ Ξ)
– 〈Ai(s), w〉 |=s p iff ρs(p) = {w} (for all p ∈We)
– 〈Ai(s), w〉 |=s ¬ϕ iff 〈Ai(s), w〉 6|= ϕ
– 〈Ai(s), w〉 |=s ϕ ∨ ψ iff 〈Ai(s), w〉 |=s ϕ or 〈Ai(s), w〉 |=s ψ
– 〈Ai(s), w〉 |=s ϕ ∧ ψ iff 〈Ai(s), w〉 |=s ϕ and 〈Ai(s), w〉 |=s ψ
– 〈Ai(s), w〉 |=s ϕ⇒ ψ iff 〈Ai(s), w〉 6|=s ϕ or 〈Ai(s), w〉 |=s ψ
– 〈Ai(s), w〉 |=s 〈Oi〉ϕ iff 〈Ai(s), w′〉 |=s ϕ for some w′ such that w ∼i

@s
w′

– 〈Ai(s), w〉 |=s [Oi]ϕ iff 〈Ai(s), w′〉 |=s ϕ for all w′ such that w ∼i
@s

w′

– 〈Ai(s), w〉 |=s �pϕ iff 〈Ai(s), wp〉 |=s ϕ where wp is the denotation of p.

Definition 8 (Observation accessibility relation) An expectation q is ob-
servable (reachable) from an expectation p, p ∼i

@s
q iff there exists an observation

method ok(ε1, . . . , εk) where

– ε1, . . . , εk are valid at gs

– p ∈ {ε1, . . . , εk}
– ∃E ∈ ok(ε1, . . . , εk), such that q ∈ E.

Hence [Oi]ϕ says from the current expectation, ϕ will hold after any available
observation method is carried out. So if the eagle is currently expecting that it
will see the sparrow, it will expect the proposition q (= ε4)– “the sparrow is
caught” holds (i.e. observable) regardless of what observation methods “chasing
the sparrow” or “staying in the cave” is taken. 〈Oi〉ϕ however says from the
current expectation, there are only some observation methods that would bring
ϕ into the agent’s mind.

The expectation operator � is defined similarly to the observation operator
@. �pϕ hence asserts that there is an expectation p where ϕ holds. Hence, if
p is the expectation “seeing a sparrow”, and r is “there is some light”, �pr is
read “There is some light whenever I expect to see a sparrow”.

�p〈Oi〉ϕ
�p〈Oi〉a
�aϕ

(♦);
¬�p〈Oi〉ϕ;�p〈Oi〉q

¬�qϕ
(¬♦);

�p[Oi]ϕ �p〈Oi〉q
�qϕ

(�);

¬�p[Oi]ϕ

�p〈Oi〉a
¬�aϕ

(¬�)

Table 1. Some modality inference rules for observation system

The eagle’s deliberation can now be formalised using the rules in Table 1.
Consider the case when the cave system consists of only one cave looping back
on itself. The passageway is dark, but there is some light in the cave. The eagle
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can only see the sparrow if there is some light �pr. When the sparrow flies into
the dark passageway, the eagle would say I expect whatever I do, I can only see
the sparrow in this cave s, �p[Oi]s. Whenever I see the sparrow, I know a way
to catch it�p〈Oi〉q. Using the (�) rule the eagle will decide to stay in s to catch
the sparrow �qs.

However, if the cave system consists of an infinite number of caves linking by
unidirectional passageways, the deliberation will be slightly changed. After some
observations, the eagle would discover the next cave cannot be s (¬@s〈Ei〉s), but
another cave t (@s〈Ei〉t). Hence, when the sparrow disappears, the eagle would
say, I expect whatever I do, I can only observe the sparrow in the next cave
�p[Oi]〈Ei〉t. Whenever I see the sparrow, I know a way to catch it �p〈Oi〉q.
Using the (�) rule, we will be able to derive �q〈Ei〉t, which suggests to capture
the sparrow, the eagle should follow the sparrow into the passageway linking to
the next cave t.

4 Labelled BDI logics

Rao and Georgeff’s Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) logics are one of the most suc-
cessful theories for agent specification or verification languages in agent research
community. Following the philosopher Bratman [7], a formalisation of the three
mental attitudes belief, desire, intention and their interactions has been inves-
tigated as characterisations of an agent. Most work on BDI logics focused on
possible relationships between these three mental attitudes by adding different
constraints on their interactions. According to Bratman [7], assuming an eagle
is a rational agent, the eagle will not intend to catch the sparrow if it believes
the sparrow is uncatchable. But it still tries its best (intends) to catch the spar-
row for hunger though it does not believe it can catch it (asymmetry thesis).
Also, the eagle may believe it can catch the sparrow, but it is not necessary that
it intends to catch a sparrow now (non-transference principle). Additionally, if
the eagle intends to catch a sparrow for hunger, though it believes catching the
sparrow is certainly energy burning, it will not intend to burn out its energy
(side-effect free principle). Rao and Georgeff [17] formally put these constraints
in the following proposition:

Proposition 1 A rational agent ai must satisfy the following principles:
– Asymmetry thesis: An agent cannot have beliefs inconsistent with intentions,

but can have incomplete beliefs about its intentions.
• (BI-ICN) 6|= [Ii]ϕ ∧ [Bi]¬ϕ
• (BI-ICM) ∃M,M |= [Ii]ϕ ∧ ¬[Bi]ϕ

– Non-transference principle: An agent who believes ϕ should not be forced to
intend ϕ.
• (BI-NT) ∃M,M |= [Bi]ϕ ∧ ¬[Ii]ϕ

– Side-effect free principle: if an agent intends ϕ and believes that ϕ ⇒ ψ, it
should not be forced to intend the side-effect ψ.
• (BI-SE) ∃M,M |= [Ii]ϕ ∧ [Bi](ϕ⇒ ψ) ∧ ¬[Ii]ψ

These constraints also apply for belief-goal, and goal-intention pairs.
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The constraints between these mental attitudes are set based on the rela-
tionships between the accessibility relations. Three well known cases of these
systems were studied by Cohen and Levesque in term of realism (Bi ⊆ Gi) [8],
by Rao and Georgeff in terms of strong realism (Gi ⊆ Bi) [18] and weak realism
(Gi ∩ Bi 6= ∅) [17]. Rao and Georgeff [17] also concluded that weak realism is
the only system that satisfies all desirable properties of a rational agent.

The real world model of BDI logics is viewed as a single past-branching time
future tree. Each possible world of any belief, desire (goal) or intention mod-
els consists of a subtree of the above temporal structure. In other words, they
are different images of the real world in the agent’s mind. However, a major
drawback of BDI logics is that it is very unclear which part of the real world
temporal structure should be in an agent’s mental attitudes, beliefs, desires, or
intentions. There is no formal correspondence from the mental models to the
world structure. Consider the eagle chasing the sparrow again. BDI language is
unable to tell when a particular event would happen. Thus the sentence “even-
tually the sparrow will be caught” ([Bi]♦q) can be interpreted to be true at two
different time points t1 and t2. Regardless of how many observations it can take,
the eagle using BDI logics is unable to tell if t1 and t2 is a unique time point.
A BDI agent would continue to seek for a sparrow after having one caught.
Expectation-observation logic however allows us to tell if these points are equal
by @t1t2. Hence, if it is the case, the eagle will drop all subsequent goals to catch
the sparrow in the future in the cave system.

A translation from BDI languages to our expectation-observation language
can be useful to attain the new expressive power. Firstly, we can construct our
observation system using similar temporal structure. Our expectation modality
in the system becomes the expectation about the future, equivalently to future
modality.

Definition 9 (Mental translation) A mental translation taking BDI formu-
lae to expectation-observation formulae is defined as follows:

Expectation model Attention model

– �ϕ
def
= [Ei]ϕ

– ♦ϕ def
= 〈Ei〉ϕ

– ϕUψ def
= 〈Ei〉(s∧ψ)∧[Ei](〈Ei〉s⇒ ϕ)

– ,ϕ
def
= 〈Ei〉(s ∧ ϕ) ∧ [Ei](¬〈Ei〉s)

– [Bi]ϕ
def
= [OB

i ]ϕ

– [Gi]ϕ
def
= [OG

i ]ϕ ∧ ¬ϕ
– [Ii]ϕ

def
= 〈OI

i 〉p ∧�pϕ

where WB
e = {p ∈ Φ | @sp},WG

e = W I
e = {p ∈ Φ | @s〈Ei〉p}

The crucial difference between OB
i ,OG

i ,OI
i is only based on which primitive

expectations are selected into the sets of possible worlds WB
e ,W

G
e ,W

I
e . At a

particular world named as s, beliefs are its mental states, where goals and in-
tentions are its mental states about what it expects to happen next if it takes
more observation.

By this translation, beliefs now are an agent’s expectations of what will be
observable. If there is no observation linking to the expectation, a belief may well
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be false. Goals are what an agent expects to be observable (in future), but are not
observable now. This definition satisfies a number of required properties for goals
[20]. Observable also means ‘achievable’ or ‘possible’ – the agent only has goals
that it believes achievable. However, ‘¬ϕ’ guarantees the goal is unachieved or
at least expected to be unachieved. Consistency and persistence are just normal
logical properties of goals. Although intention could be defined as 〈OI

i 〉ϕ, the
above definition insists the agent has committed to a specific observation method
ok to achieve ϕ at the subsequent expectation p.

The definition also satisfies weak-realism constraint. The overlapping between
beliefs and goals is the set of expectations that hold now and at some time
points in the future (@sp and @s〈Ei〉p). However, the agent does not have direct
observation of the expectations at the current observation. The non-overlapped
part of goals are what the agent does not expect to observe now (@s¬p), but
it expects them to be observable in future (@s〈Ei〉p). Conversely, a belief is not
in the goal set if there is a direct observation now (@sp) or the agent expects it
will not happen at all (¬@s〈Ei〉p).

Similarly, the overlapping between beliefs and intentions is where the subse-
quent expectation p is also in the set of expectations of the current observation.
An intentions will no longer be in the set of beliefs if the resultant expectation
of the observation method ok which is committed to the intention, does not hold
at the current observation gs. On the other hand, a belief is out of the intention
set if there is no observation method ok links to p. In other words, the agent
believes ϕ is observable, but it has no way to observe ϕ now.

The overlapping between goals and intentions is where the expectation p is
in the set of expectations of all possible observations about to occur in the whole
system. An intention may not be a goal if it is already observable at the current
observation. On the other hand, a goal will not be a specific intention if the
agent expects ϕ can only be achieved by other observation methods not the one
associated with the intention.

By this definition, it is clear that the following proposition holds:
Proposition 2 The agent modelled by the above observation-expectation system
is a rational agent. That is, it satisfies asymmetry thesis, side-effect free and
non-transference principles.

Proof. See Appendix A.

5 Conclusion and further work

In this paper we apply hybrid logic to address a well-known unresolved problem
in the agent research community, the computational grounding problem and to
introduce a formal correspondence between mental and computational models.
It is certainly not yet another paper about hybrid logics. Hence, we do not show
decidability, completeness results which have been deeply studied by other re-
searchers [6], [1], [3], [4]. Instead, our crucial argument here is that any concrete
computational models are extensional whereas any mental models are inten-
sional. Agent specifications using orthodox modal languages can only express
intensional aspects and therefore fail to make connection to extensional aspects.
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Apart from BDI logics discussed above, a major strand of research led by
the work of Fagin et al. [11], [10] has attempted to bring the external to the
internal perspective using interpreted systems as the basis of epistemic logic.
This approach tightly connects the internal to the external. The approach hence
started from a perfectly synchronised mental model with the environment where
everything is directly reflected to every agent’s mind. Then, the connection is
loosened to reflect the fact that agents are imperfect. A dilemma has arisen in
this investigation [10, Chapter 11], simultaneity (time synchronisation) strongly
affects the attainability of (common) knowledge, but true simultaneity cannot
be attained in reality. Interestingly, the resolution of this paradox leads to the
ability to record time points and the granularity of time – timestamped (com-
mon) knowledge. However, unlike hybrid languages, their naming mechanisms
cannot be manipulated and hence reasoned as formulae. An extension for time
observation in our framework to link with this work hence appears very promis-
ing.

An extension of Fagin et al.’s interpreted systems, VSK systems and VSK
logic [23], provided another attempt to formalise the connection between the
states of agents within a system and the percepts received by them. The im-
perfect situation is captured by using the notion of “partial observability” in
POMDPs [15] through V and S modalities. Their knowledge modality K re-
mains the same as modal epistemic logic [10]. There are two crucial drawbacks
of this work. Firstly, visibility function is similar to observation function by van
der Meyden [19] which is only capable of capturing the discrete states of an en-
vironment but not the relationships between them. Secondly, VSK fails to fully
capture human perception which can be faulty. Our framework using the idea
from hybrid logic overcomes the former problem by letting an observation about
a relationship be mapped onto an expectation of named state (e.g. @s〈Ei〉t). The
second problem is resolved by adding hypothetical observations from agents’ ef-
fectors into the concept of observability.

Finally, our chief further work is to show completeness and correspondence
results. However it is also worth noting that our work is principally based upon
fibring techniques by Gabbay [12] and analytic deduction via labelled deductive
systems LKE by D’Agostino and Gabbay [9]. These works provide a potential
approach towards a uniform way of combining logical systems, hence modelling
cooperative reasoning in interactive dynamic environment.
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A Proofs

BDI language Expectation-observation language

BI-ICN 6|= [Ii]ϕ ∧ [Bi]¬ϕ 6|= 〈OI
i 〉p ∧�pϕ ∧ [OB

i ]¬ϕ
BI-ICM ∃M,M |= [Ii]ϕ ∧ ¬[Bi]ϕ ∃M,M |= 〈OI

i 〉p ∧�pϕ ∧ 〈OB
i 〉q ∧�q¬ϕ

GI-ICN 6|= [Ii]ϕ ∧ [Gi]¬ϕ 6|= 〈OI
i 〉p ∧�pϕ ∧ [OG

i ]¬ϕ ∧ ϕ
GI-ICM ∃M,M |= [Ii]ϕ ∧ ¬[Gi]ϕ ∃M,M |= 〈OI

i 〉p ∧�pϕ ∧ 〈OG
i 〉q ∧ (�q¬ϕ ∨ ϕ)

BG-ICN 6|= [Gi]ϕ ∧ [Bi]¬ϕ 6|= ([OG
i ]ϕ ∧ ¬ϕ) ∧ [OB

i ]¬ϕ
BG-ICM ∃M,M |= [Gi]ϕ ∧ ¬[Bi]ϕ ∃M,M |= ([OG

i ]ϕ ∧ ¬ϕ) ∧ ¬[OB
i ]ϕ

BG-NT ∃M,M |= [Bi]ϕ ∧ ¬[Gi]ϕ ∃M,M |= [OB
i ]ϕ ∧ (¬[OG

i ]ϕ ∨ ϕ)

BI-NT ∃M,M |= [Bi]ϕ ∧ ¬[Ii]ϕ ∃M,M |= [OG
i ]B ∧ ([OI

i ]¬p ∨ ¬�pϕ)

GI-NT ∃M,M |= [Gi]ϕ ∧ ¬[Ii]ϕ ∃M,M |= ([OG
i ]ϕ ∧ ¬ϕ) ∧ ([OI

i ]¬p ∨ ¬�pϕ)

BI-SE ∃M,M |= [Ii]ϕ ∧
[Bi](ϕ⇒ ψ) ∧ ¬[Ii]ψ

∃M,M |= (〈OI
i 〉p∧�pϕ∧〈OB

i 〉q∧�q¬ϕ∧�p¬ψ)
∨(〈OI

i 〉p ∧�pϕ ∧ [OB
i ]ψ ∧�p¬ψ)

GI-SE ∃M,M |= [Ii]ϕ ∧
[Gi](ϕ⇒ ψ) ∧ ¬[Ii]ψ

∃M,M |= (〈OI
i 〉p∧�pϕ∧〈OG

i 〉q∧�q¬ϕ∧�p¬ψ)
∨(〈OI

i 〉p ∧�pϕ ∧ ϕ ∧�p¬ψ)
∨(〈OI

i 〉p ∧�pϕ ∧ [OG
i ]ψ ∧�p¬ψ)

BG-SE ∃M,M |= [Gi]ϕ ∧
[Bi](ϕ⇒ ψ) ∧ ¬[Gi]ψ

∃M,M |= ([OG
i ]ϕ∧¬ϕ∧¬[OB

i ]ϕ∧ (¬[OG
i ]ψ∨ψ))

∨([OG
i ]ϕ ∧ ¬ϕ ∧ [OB

i ]ψ ∧ (¬[OG
i ]ψ ∨ ψ))

Table 2. BDI constraints in expectation observation language

From Table 2, it is clear that (BI-ICN), (GI-ICN) and (BI-ICN) constraints
are satisfied by our framework. (BI-ICM) happens when intention is not in the
belief set. From the translation, it says p, q are indistinguishable to an obser-
vation method and they reside separately in the two sets intention and belief
respectively. Similarly for goal-intention pair except that the agent can intend
an achieved goal (i.e. no longer goal) for example to maintain its achievement.
(BG-ICM) may look counter-intuitive. However, our translation insists the dif-
ference. Beliefs are based on the current observations only, where goals can come
from different sources (from other agents – e.g. your boss). Hence, this constraint
seems appropriate in a multi-agent system. The asymmetry thesis principle is
preserved under the new language.

(BG-NT) appears obvious, since ϕ is observable now, the agent can hold a
belief about ϕ without having ϕ as its goal. The emphasis of the commitment
to an intention can now be used for (BI-NT) and (GI-NT). Commitment ties a
specific mental state p to an intention. Therefore, the agent will not intend ϕ but
it can still believe or have ϕ as goal. For example, a person does not intend war
in Iraq, but believes war is there. This also seems intuitive in a multi-agent en-
vironment. The non-transference principle is hence preserved under expectation
observation logic.

(BI-SE) can be rewritten as ([Ii]ϕ∧¬[Bi]ϕ∧¬[Ii]ψ)∨ ([Ii]ϕ∧ [Bi]ψ∧¬[Ii]ψ)
which appears to be a restricted version of (BI-ICM) and (BI-NT). So if the
agent’s belief is incomplete about the intention and at the intended expectation
p, ψ does not hold, the agent would not worry about the side effect. On the
other hand, assuming the agent believes ψ, according to (BI-NT) it is not forced
to intend ψ. The translation clarifies the situations where side-effect free can be
satisfied. We can achieve similar results for (GI-SE) and (BG-SE).
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